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ABSTRACT
An analysis of the variances of a set of colored textile patches, sampled from the
Scott-Munsell textile set, relative to their mean values, demonstrated several systematic
trends. Overall, the amount of variance in the data as expressed by the shape and the
orientation of the ellipsoids was found to be greatest in the L direction. Additionally, the
shape and orientation of the ellipsoids was determined to be largely a function of chroma
and lightness. No overall correlation was found between the distribution of the ellipsoidal
volume and their hue or chroma. However, with exceptions, ellipsoidal volume peaked in
patches with intermediate values of L*. It was shown that the variance in the value of
L*
is inversely proportional to the concentration of the colorant(s) in the sample. In addition,
as the chroma of a sample increased, an increase was identified between the amount by
which the concentration of colorant changed relative to the amount by which the value of
L*
changed. Last, significant errors in the calculation of colorimetric values resulted from
the use of a scanner of low quality, an inadequate method of colorimetric characterization,
and the use of a spectrally selective gray scale in the gray balancing process. Together,
these produced distortion in the mean values, the orientation, and the shape of the
ellipsoids.
Dedicated to K. S. MacDowell, for everything.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1. Initial Thesis Objectives
Traditional colorimetric methodology is not well suited to define a quantitative
relationship between color and texture. At present, the relationship is described
principally in qualitative terms. To illustrate this, consider a textile sample composed of
three colored fibers, one red, one green, and one blue. It can readily be shown that there
are a very large number of ways in which the red, green, and blue fibers can be
interwovent, creating many different patterns and variations in the texture.
Due to the physical integration of light, spectrophotometric and colorimetric
measurements describe only the mean color of a material being measured. Thus, it is
possible, given a fabric containing a mixture of red, green, and blue fibers, that both
spectrophotometric and colorimetric measurements would indicate that a neutral sample
was being measured. On the other hand, if the fibers were woven in a pattern that formed
an area of a single color that was large enough to fill the aperture of the measuring
instrument, the measurements, whether spectral or colorimetric, would indicate that the
material was made of only one of the three colors ofwhich it was actually composed.
Intrinsic texture can be thought of as the texture of a material in which all
colorants are absent. Colorant texture can be thought of as the texture formed by the
interaction of the colorants used within a material, but distinct from the texture of that
material. Thus, the relationship between color and texture is defined by several factors.
t Within the context of this discussion, all fibers will be assumed to be one solid color, although that is not a necessary
limit in the manufacturing process or the analytic process being discussed. This assumption allows simplification of the
discussion without loss of conceptual information.
These can be grouped into three data sets. The intrinsic texture of the material, the
colorant texture, and the spectral and colorimetric characteristics of each of the colorants
being used.
Initially, the focus of this thesis was to create tools that would separate these three
data sets from colored samples, and to define the quantitative relationship between
intrinsic texture, colorant texture, and the spectral and colorimetric properties of the
colorants. There are many potential uses for this type of information. For example,
given an analytic model that describes their interaction, it would be possible to simulate
by computer many different combinations of intrinsic textures, colorant textures, and
colorants.
1.2. Background
Considerable work has been performed by KTinker et a/.(l~4) and Shafer etal.(5~
10) in the field of computer vision making use of the differential relationship between the
surface and the body reflection components in a scene to distinguish between multiple
objects in a field of view. Spectral analyses developed by this group led to a successful
series of segmentation algorithms. However, these were found not to be applicable to the
problems addressed by this thesis.
Research by Arney,(H) Katsura,(12) and Huynh,(13) was directed towards
defining texture as a function of variance of reflection in a Cartesian coordinate space.
Although of interest, these studies provided qualitative descriptions, whereas quantitative
tools are required for this analysis.
t The terms surface reflection and body reflection are used by Shafer, Klinker, et al. and are closely related to but not
identical to the concepts of specular and diffuse reflection.
It was determined that Fourier analysis was the most appropriate analytic
technique to distinguish between intrinsic and colorant texture. For the purpose of this
discussion, the Fourier transform can be considered simply as a sine and cosine detector
of the respective frequencies and amplitudes in the sample being evaluated. Wood et
a/.(14,16,17) and jose et alX^) used Fourier and statistical methods to characterize the
degree of deterioration in carpet samples after varying the time intervals of their use.
These methods helped to identify different textural components within monochromatic
images of the samples corresponding to the length of time the carpet was in use.
The utility of Fourier techniques in the context of a multi-colored sample are that
they can separate the different spatial components of the intrinsic and colorant textures
within a material. Fourier techniques provide a method of quantifying the textural
properties of both the intrinsic and colorant textures of a multi-colored material, while
spectrophotometric and colorimetric techniques quantify the spectral and colorimetric
properties of each separate colorant. Preliminary work performed in this thesis with the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) on images of textiles demonstrated the utility of Fourier
analysis for this purpose.
It was found that the scanning process introduced aberrations into the images of
the samples. Although these aberrations were not readily apparent in the spatial domain,
they were highly visible in the power spectra of these images and of substantial concern
as a source of error for analysis performed in the frequency domain. A significant portion
of this thesis was devoted to devising an algorithm to reduce the aberrations from the
scanner and in implementing that algorithm into a computer program.
It should be noted that although textiles were the class of materials used for
analysis in this thesis, the general principals discussed thus far are applicable to a wide
range ofmaterial types.
1.3. Final Thesis Objectives
Although much exploratory analysis was performed in the areas described in
sections 1.1 and 1.2, the principal analytic aims of this thesis explored a different but
related area of study. It was found that in order to proceed with the analytic goals
discussed above, more information was required regarding the relationship between the
mean colorimetric values of a textile containing a single colorant in which the
concentration of the colorant changed, and the distribution of colorimetric values in a
three-dimensional color space corresponding to each increment of change in the
concentration of the colorant. When scanning a real material there will always be
variance in all three color dimensions and the mean values of these distributions can
easily be computed. To use Fourier techniques in the manner discussed above, it is
necessary that the relationship between the distribution of colorimetric values of a
material relative to their mean locations in a three-dimensional color space be well
understood.
To accomplish this, a set of colored textiles were selected from the Scott-Munsell
system. These textiles were of the same fabric type, and had mean CIELAB values
widely dispersed throughout CIELAB space. These samples were used to analyze the
relationship between the mean location of a textile sample and its associated variance in a
three- dimensional color space. In particular, the principal question to be investigated
was whether there was systematic variance in the CIELAB color space as a function of
the mean value of that color. CIELAB was chosen as the color space in which to perform
this analysis because: 1) CIELAB is a standard color space used throughout academia and
in industry, 2) to a first order approximation CIELAB is perceptually uniform, 3)
CIELAB is defined as a Cartesian coordinate system. An example of the utility of
performing analysis in a Cartesian coordinate space is in determining the angle between
the nth eigenvectors of two ellipsoids. The arc-cosine of the sum of the dot products
between the first components of the ntn eigenvectors in both ellipsoids, the dot product
of the second components of the nth eigenvectors in both ellipsoids, and dot product the
third components of the nth eigenvectors in both ellipsoids, equals the angle between the
nth eigenvectors of the two ellipsoids. As the dot product is defined in a Cartesian
coordinate system it is advantageous to use CIELAB.
Thus, after first creating a program to reduce the spatial aberrations from the
scanned imaget, the focus of this thesis shifted to evaluating a set of Scott-Munsell textile
samples to determine if there were systematic trends in the distribution of colorimetric
values as a function of their mean location in CIELAB space. That is, given a set of
textiles of solid colors, was there a systematic trend to the variance in the descriptors of
the ellipsoids as a function of their mean value in CIELAB space? These descriptors
include the orientation of the ellipsoids in CIELAB space, their volume, and their shape.
If no difference was found between these descriptors for a set of colors extensively
distributed throughout CIELAB space, then the analysis in the frequency domain could
readily be performed without further research. If, however, systematic trends in these
t This program was written while performing preliminary analysis in the frequency domain and can be used to diminish
scanner induced spatial aberrations from the scanned images. This will reduce the occurrence of high intensity artifacts
in the power spectra of transformed images; the power spectra can be used to characterize the intrinsic and colorant
textures in these materials.
descriptors were observed, those trends could be used to describe the change in the
variance from one sample to another in connection with the analysis in the frequency
domain. In addition to designing the software to calibrate the scanner spatially and
photometrically, and to characterize it colorimetrically, the investigation into the
questions described in section 1.3 formed the fundamental research aims of this thesis.
Chapter 2 Scanner Calibration and Characterization Procedures
The data from a UMAX UC 1200S UltraVision flat-bed scanner, illustrated
schematically in Figure 2.1, required spatial and photometric calibration, and colorimetric
characterization. To implement these procedures on the images recorded by the scanner,
postfactum, an ANSI/C program was written and is listed in Appendix Al.
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic ofUMAX UC 1200S UltraVision Flat-Bed Scanner.
2.1. Theory and Procedures for Spatial Calibration
The optical resolution of the scanner was 600 dpi. When operated at values
higher than 600 dpi, the scanner used an algorithm to interpolate between pixels,
artificially increasing image resolution. When operated at values lower than 600 dpi, the
scanner averaged pixel values from the image, reducing image resolution. When Fourier
transforms were to be performed on images, the scanner was operated at 600 dpi. At
other values of resolution the power spectra of an image displayed artifacts that were the
result of subtle changes in the image structure due to the algorithm(s) the scanner used to
change its resolution.
However, irrespective of the resolution level at which the scanner was operated,
or of the texture of the material that was scanned, high intensity lines, similar to delta-
functions, were found along the x and y axes of the power spectra of scanned images with
values over 100 times those found in adjacent pixels. To eliminate the texture of the
material being scanned as the source of the error, a sample of spatially uniform
photographic paper was used.
Close examination of the scanned image of this photographic paper revealed
banding patterns, a subtle lightening and darkening in both the vertical and horizontal
directions of the image. While this effect was too subtle to be observed in images of
more complex materials such as textiles, the error introduced by the banding was very
visible in the frequency domain; the high intensity lines along the x and y axes of the
power spectra appeared in all of the materials that were scanned. Thus, the banding
patterns in the image and the lines observed in the power spectra were attributed to errors
introduced into the image by the scanner.
As shown in Figure 2.1 the UMAX scanner has 8 CCD units per array. Each unit
has 600 CCD elements. Thus, each array, which spans the width of the eight inch wide
scan bed, has 4800 CCD elements. The scanner has three such arrays, closely spaced
together, so that one lamp, a simulated D65 fluorescent source, illuminated them
simultaneously. The fluorescent lamp was located above the three linear arrays, which
were arranged from top to bottom, in the order red, green, and blue. Figure 2.1 illustrates
the location, arrangement and the number of units in each of the three arrays. A series of
lenses and mirrors was used to provide even illumination from the lamp to the scanner
bed.
The choice of a scanner with a single light source was a primary consideration.
Scanners that use three light sources and one CCD array would cause misalignment in the
scanned image of a textile, because of the separate geometric orientation of each of the
three light sources. Due to the close proximity of the three CCD arrays, this problem was
minimized with the UMAX scanner.
It was hypothesized that the banding in the columns was due to variation in the
response of the CCD elements across their arrays, and that the banding in the rows was
due to variance in luminous flux integrated at different locations of the arrays, relative to
the scanner bed. These types of variations would alter the digital counts from a spatially
uniform sample and would account for both the banding observed in the image of such a
material and for the high intensity lines observed in the power spectra calculated from
that image.
To correct for these errors several assumptions were made about their cause and
about the materials needed to spatially calibrate the scanner.
Assumptions:
a) The errors in both the horizontal and vertical directions were linear.
b) The errors were principally systematic, and consequently, could be modeled.
c) The banding in the horizontal and vertical directions could be treated as if they
occurred simultaneously for each image pixel, and thus the correction algorithm that was
derived for them did not depend upon the order in which the errors were introduced.
d) Variance in the spatial calibration patches was insignificant relative to the variance
introduced by the scanner.
The arrangement between the image area and calibration patches is shown in
Figure 2.2. Two pairs of calibration patches and a lxl inch textile were placed on the
scanner bed.
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Fig. 2.2 Arrangement of Textile and Calibration Patches on Scanner Bed.
The 64 by 64 pixel image area was located approximately in the center of the one
inch by one inch textile. As the pattern of the textile was repetitive, and the 64 by 64
pixel image was a subsection of the image of the entire textile, samples could be placed
n
on the scanner bed without being located exactly relative to the scanner bed. Conversely,
the calibration patches were taped in place on the scanner bed, and their locations were
defined within the spatial calibration program. The spatial calibration program
segmented the image into 5 areas, the four 100 pixel by 64 pixel calibration patches and
the 64 by 64 pixel image. The data collected from the calibration patches in each scan
were used to perform spatial calibration of the central 64 by 64 pixel image area.
The algorithm for the spatial calibration of the scanner was designed to calibrate
all image pixels so that the offset and the gain of each pixel was set equal to an average
offset and an average gain defined by the response of the scanner to the light and dark
calibration patches. The derivation of the algorithm for the spatial calibration follows.
Definitions
[i, j] refers to the location of an individual pixel where i refers to a specific column of
pixels and j refers to a specific row of pixels.
M^ refers to the average slope value defined by the light and dark calibration patches.
M[i, j] refers to the slope of an individual pixel.
bn refers to the average intercept defined by the light and the dark calibration patches.
b[i, j] refers to the offset of an individual pixel.
W refers to light pixels.
B refers to dark pixels.
R refers to reflectance.
b refers to the Y intercept.
DC[i, j] refers to the digital count at a given pixel location.
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2.1.1. Derivation ofLinear Equations for Correcting Scanner Aberrations
Given the general linear equation:
DC = (MR) + b (2.0)
the average slope can be defined as:
DCWll - DCBli
M = ^ 5t (2.ia)
^Wn ^Bu
and the average offset can be defined as:
b^DC^-M^-R^ (2.1b)
To modify these equations so that they specify specific pixel locations, the
subscript [i, j] was added. Assuming that the values Rwu and Rbjj, are spatially constant
values, the slope of a given pixel [i, j] as:
M[iJ]=DCw[i.j]-DCB[i.Jl (22)
and the offset of an individual pixel as:
b[i,j] = DCB[i,j]-M[i,j]RB, (2.3)
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Thus, the general form of the linear equation is:
DC[i,j] = M[i,j]-R[i,j] + b[i,j] (2.4)
Equation 2.4 can be expressed in a form that can be used to correct for error in the
gain and in the offset at pixel location [i, j].
DC[i,j]-b[[i,j]] =M[i,j]-R[i,j] (2.5)
MM-(DC[iJ]-b[i'j])=^-M[l'j]-RtiJ] (2-6)
M
M^'R[i'j]=M]ij]'(DC[i'j]"b[i'j]) (2J)
M
M, R[i, j] + IV =^j (DC[i, j] - b[i, j]) + b, (2.8)
The goal of the linear correction algorithm was to set each pixel to an average
slope and an average offset as defined by the response of the scanner to the light and dark
calibration patches. Mathematically this can be expressed as M^ R[i,j] + b where M^
is the average slope between a pair of calibration patches, R[i, j] is the reflectance value
at that pixel, and ba is the average offset between a pair of calibration patches. A pixel
with this slope and offset is defined as DCCorrected =M^ R[i,j] + b^. Thus,
DCcorrected =^r (DC[i, j] - b[i, j]) + b^ (2.9)
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Spatial calibration patches were chosen to approximate the tonal range of the
samples that were scanned. The digital counts of the light calibration patch were all less
than 255, as the digital counts from a lighter calibration patch would have been clipped.
The dark calibration patch was chosen so that its signal was sufficiently above the dark
current of the scanner as to provide an accurate measure of a scanned pixel. These
criteria permitted the greatest separation between the digital counts of the calibration
patches, and hence, the best accuracy in establishing the average slope and the average
offset between them. Another significant consideration factor in the selection of the
calibration patches was spatial uniformity, as it was assumed that the spatial variance in
the calibration patches was insignificant relative to the spatial variance introduced by the
scanner. The spatial uniformity of the calibration patches was evaluated visually and
instrumentally. When no spatial variance could be detected by either of these methods,
the calibration patch was considered acceptable. This was further verified by scanning
the calibration patches to determine that the banding, which was observed in the image of
the calibration patch, was not observed in the calibration patch itself.
The following metrics were evaluated to assess the change in spatial uniformity
resulting from the use of the spatial correction algorithm.
1) The degree of correction obtained when correcting a synthetic image.
2) The degree of correction obtained when correcting a real image:
a) Calculating the average RMS error in the image before and after the correction
algorithm was implemented.
b) Calculating the ratio between the peak pixel values in the power spectra and the
adjacent off-axis pixel values, before and after the spatial correction algorithm was
implemented.
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2.1.2. Assessing the Efficacy of the Calibration Program
2.1.2.1. Using a Synthetic Image
A synthetic image was used to evaluate the spatial calibration program. Using
Adobe Photoshop , an entirely synthetic image was constructed with simulating that of
the real image of photographic paper and calibration patches; however in this synthetic
image the digital counts of the photographic paper were set at uniform level of 100, the
digital counts of the light calibration patches were set at uniform digital counts of 200,
and the dark calibration patches were set at uniform digital counts of 20. This synthetic
image was then further modified; a strip of 20 rows crossing through the 64 by 64 pixel
section of the image of photographic paper and the two horizontal calibration patches was
altered linearly by changing the offset and the gain of the digital counts in the pixels in
those rows. The same process was performed on a strip of 20 columns crossing through
the 64 by 64 pixel section of the image of photographic paper and the vertical calibration
patches. These changes were performed by using the brightness and contrast command
in Adobe Photoshop. The contrast of the horizontal strip was raised by +8 and the
contrast of the vertical strip was lowered by -4. The brightness of the horizontal strip was
lowered by -2 and the brightness of the vertical strip was raised by +3. The two altered
strips ran perpendicular to each other. As a result, in the 20 by 20 pixel area of the image
of the photographic paper where the modified columns and rows overlapped, the digital
counts were 105. After the image was corrected using the spatial correction algorithm, all
of the pixels in the 64 by 64 pixel area of the image of the photographic paper had
CIELAB digital counts of
L* = 74,
a* = 128, and
b*
= 128. As L* was defined between 0-
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100, and
a*
and
b*
were defined between 0-255, these were exactly the correct digital
counts corresponding to the input image digital counts of R = 100, G = 100, B = 100.
The image was spatially uniform and had a standard deviation of zero in each of the three
color bands. Thus, under the four assumptions stated in section 2.1, the program worked
perfectly.
2.1.2.2. Using a Real Image
In this case, the scanned image of the photographic paper was also corrected with
the spatial correction algorithm, but was not modified using Adobe Photoshop. The
evaluation of the synthetic image demonstrated that the program functioned as designed.
This test evaluated the degree to which the program would correct the errors introduced
by the scanner in a real image. These errors were most evident along the x and y axes in
the power spectra of the image where they appeared as high intensity lines similar to
delta-functions. Error was evaluated by two metrics. The first was a measure of the
average RMS error in the spatial domain. The second was by comparing the pixel values
along the x and y axes to the values of the adjacent off-axis pixels in the power spectra of
an image before spatial correction to the same pixel ratios in the power spectra of the
same image after spatial correction.
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2.1.2.3. Evaluation ofRMS Errors in a Real Image
The average RMS error of the (R, G, B) values of the image of the photographic
paper was calculated before and after the spatial correction algorithm was implemented.
The calculated values RMS error values were:
Table 2.1 Mean RMS Error in (R, G, B) Values Before and After Spatial Correction.
R G B
Before spatial correction 0.0792 0.0767 0.0810
After spatial correction 0.0780 0.0764 0.0802
The difference between the two sets of RMS error terms was very small.
However, this metric was misleading in terms of the efficacy of the spatial correction.
Changes in the digital counts from one CCD location to another may have been small,
and the differences in the flux integrated by the arrays at differing row locations also may
have been small. Yet it was the change in the distribution of values from one column to
another, and from one row to another that accounted for the aberrations in the power
spectra, not the absolute magnitude of the change.
2.1.2.4. Evaluation of the Power Spectra in a Real Image
Evaluating the three power spectra of the image of the spatially uniform
photographic paper provided a more significant metric to assess the degree to which the
spatial errors introduced by the scanning process were corrected, than evaluating the
RMS error in the image.
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As shown in Figure 2.3, the horizontal and vertical lines that were visible in the
power spectra of the image of photographic paper before spatial correction were absent or
greatly reduced in the power spectra of the image of photographic paper after spatial
correction.
Before Spatial Correction After Spatial Correction
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i m m 1*
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Fig. 2.3 Power Spectra of Photographic Paper Before and After Spatial Calibration.
The average of the ratios of 8 uniformly spaced pixels on the x axis to the off-axis
pixels adjacent to them, and 8 uniformly spaced pixels on the y axis to the off-axis pixels
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adjacent to them was used as a quantitative metric of the change in the three power
spectra resulting from the spatial calibration of the image. The average ratio between the
pixel values on the x and y axes to their respective adjacent off-axis pixels in the three
power spectra of the image after spatial correction was 0.75% of the same ratio from the
power spectra of the image before spatial correction. The values of the eight ratios along
the X axis and the eight ratios along the Y axis of the three power spectra are listed in
Appendix A3. Thus, it was concluded that the spatial correction algorithm was extremely
effective. Some residual noise remained, evenly distributed throughout the power
spectra. Under ideal conditions, using a perfectly uniform image, only one non-zero
value would occur in the power spectra, the dc term. However, with real images, non
zero values will occur in the power spectra of an image due to the round-off error in the
process of transforming images from the spatial domain to the frequency domain. This
is a well defined phenomena and it is unavoidable due to the limitations of computational
precision.
2.2. Photometric Calibration
2.2.1. Theory and Procedures for Photometric Calibration
To obtain accurate photometric reproduction of the neutral samples, the scanner
was gray balanced. The first step was to establish the condition R
= G = B = Y for each
neutral sample. To accomplish this, a set of six neutral samples from the Macbeth
ColorChecker were scanned on the UMAX scanner, and the Y value of each was
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measured and calculated with a spectrophotometer. As shown in Figure 2.3, (R, G, B)
are each related to Y in a separate and non-linear fashion.
o.o 0.6
Non-Linear R, G, B
? Normalized Non-Linear R
Normalized Non-Linear G
Normalized Non-Linear B
1.0
Fig. 2.4 Normalized Y Values Vs. Normalized Non-Linear (R, G, B) Scanner Values in
Six Neutral Samples.
Three quadratic equations were derived using linear regression to correct for the
non-linear response of the three color channels. Y was regressed upon scanner values R,
G, and B. Before the regression procedure was performed, the (R, G, B) and Y
values
were normalized between 0 and 1.0. This put the three curves to be on an unit
scale
making the results easier to interpret.
The normalization also allowed a restricted
regression to be used in the colorimetric characterization procedure as discussed
in
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section 2.3. The form of the equations used to regress normalized Y upon normalized (R,
G, B) is given in equations 210a-c.
R = Por+P,rR +P2RR2+
G = P0G+P1GG + P2G-G2+e
B = PoB + rVR + P2B-B2 +
(2.10a)
(2.10b)
(2.10c)
2.2.2. Evaluating the Efficacy of Photometric Calibration
P values calculated for Equations 2.10a-c are shown in equations 2.1 la-c.
R = 1.23 R- 0.241 R2
G = 1.20 G- 0.207 G2
B = 1.15B- 0.148 B2
(2.11a)
(2.11b)
(2.11c)
The associated statistics calculated using SAS were:
Table 2.2 SAS Statistics for Gray Balance Regression Procedures.
PR + pR2 Model pG + pG2 model pB + pB2 model
F value 4011.192 7641.424 80651.275
Adjusted R2 value 0.9993 0.9996 1.0000
Prob >F 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
Prob > ITI 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
Prob > ITI R2 0.0073 0.0039 0.0073
The r2 values for the second order polynomial equations used to regress
normalized Y onto the normalized scanner (R, G, B) digital counts were 0.993, 0.996,
22
and 1.0 respectively. The linear relationships established between (R,G,Bj and Y are
shown in Figure 2.5. The residual values for these regression procedures, are shown in
Figures 2.6-2.8.
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Fig. 2.5 Normalized Y Vs. Normalized Linear R, G, and B Scanner Values in Six
Neutral Samples.
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Fig. 2.6 Residual Values R - Y Vs. Normalized Scanner R Digital Counts.
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Fig. 2.7 Residual Values G - Y Vs. Normalized Scanner G Digital Counts.
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Fig. 2.8 Residual Values B - Y Vs. Normalized Scanner B Digital Counts.
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The appearance of a sinusoidal trend in the residuals suggests that part of the
residual errors may be accounted for by a periodic function. However, the magnitude of
the residual errors is quite small, and is inversely proportional to the r2 value calculated
for each regression. The maximum residual error for the neutral samples was 2% for
R - Y , 1.5% for G - Y, and 0.5% for B - Y .
2.3. Colorimetric Characterization
2.3.1. Theory and Procedures for Colorimetric Characterization
The scanner was characterized using a training set of 24 color patches from the
Macbeth ColorChecker. The tristimulus values of the characterization set were measured
on a BYK-Gardner Color-View 45/0 spectrophotometer with an aperture diameter of 1
cm. Tristimulus values were calculated using illuminant D65 and the 1931
2
observer.
The white point of the scanner was defined as the tristimulus values of the white (0.95)
sample from the Macbeth ColorChecker. These were: Xn = 86.13, Yn = 90.85, and Zn =
94.65.t The efficacy of the characterization procedure was evaluated by measuring the
tristimulus values of a set of twelve (12) BCRA Series I tiles and calculating the
corresponding CIELAB and AE*b values for the set. The measured tristimulus values
t The CIELAB values from the spectrophotometer were based on measurements made of the tristimulus values of the
samples on the BYK-Gardner spectrophotometer. The white point used was the same as the white point used for the
scanner, the lightest neutral Macbeth sample measured. This was necessary because the white points of the two
instruments were different. Thus, by calculating CIELAB values based on the same white point, a comparison of
CIELAB and AEab values from the two instruments was valid.
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and the corresponding (R, G, B) digital counts of the Macbeth ColorChecker and the
BCRA Series I tiles are listed in Appendix A2.
As the UMAX scanner is not colorimetric, a characterization matrix was derived.
The tristimulus values measured from the twenty-four colors on the Macbeth
ColorChecker were normalized between 0 and 1 . Each of the three tristimulus values was
regressed on me Ir;g,Bj values to define a linear relationship as shown in equations
2.12a-c. Non-lmear an(^ cross-product terms were evaluated in a proceeding stepwise
regression procedure, however, they were not found to be statistically significant.
X = p0 + P1R-i-p2G-l-p3B + e
Y = P0+P1R + P2G + p3B +
Z = p0+p1R + p2G + p3B +
(2.12a)
(2.12b)
(2.12c)
As shown in equation 2.13 the (X,Y,Z) matrix was defined as the product of the
/\ y a.
characterization matrix and the (R,G,B ) matrix.
X aiiai2ai3
"r"
Y = a21 a22a23 G
Z _a31a32S33 _ B
(2.13)
The second part of gray balancing a scanner required that a restricted regression
procedure was used to calculate the p values of the colorimetric characterization matrix.
A restricted regression is defined as a regression where the sum of the coefficients in the
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regression equations are forced to an a priori constant value; in this case, as shown in
equation 2. 14, the sum of each row was unity, due to the normalization of the data.
ail+ai2+ai3
"1"
a21 + a22 + S23 = 1
a31 +a32 +a33. _1_
(2.14)
If the elements of the (R,G,B) matrix are equal and are multiplied by the
characterization matrix calculated from a restricted regression, then the (X,Y,Z) matrix
will equal the ( R,G,B) matrix, if scaled by a multiplicative constant. If the sum of each
row of the characterization matrix is unity, the multiplicative constant will be also be
unity. Under these conditions, the photometric balance of neutral samples will be
preserved; that is
AL*
will equal zero, and the neutral samples will be achromatic, that is
both a and b will equal zero.
An intercept term can not be used in a matrix calculated by normalized data since
the values of (x,Y,z) were multiplicatively The inclusion of an offset term
would have resulted in a scaling error.
t The values of the white point of the scanner were used to re-scale the approximated tristimulus values.
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2.3.2. Assessing the Results of the Colorimetric Characterization
The equations for converting the linear (R, G, B) values to the approximated
tristimulus values were:
X = 0.430- R + 0.462 G + 0.108B
Y = 0.106- R + 0.894-6
Z = 1.082B-0.08R
(2.21a)
(2.21b)
(2.21c)
The statistics as calculated by SAS for the three equations above are given in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3 SAS Statistics for 3 by 3 Restricted Regression.
X=plR +p2G + /33B Y^R + fcG Z = AR + i82B
F value 2664.017 12747.481 20037.769
Adjusted R2 value 0.9959 0.9982 0.9989
Prob >F (Model) 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
Prob > ITI R 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
Prob > ITI G 0.0001 0.0001 Term not in model
Prob > ITI B 0.0015 Term not in model 0.0001
The above statistics indicate that all terms used were statistically valid; that the fit
of the models in order of best to poorest was Z , Y , and X .
2.3.2.1. The Effect ofColorimetric Characterization on Gray Balancing
Due to the error in fitting the normalized Y data and the normalized scanner (R,
R,G,Bj values of
(A. A. ^ \
X,Y,Zj
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of each neutral sample were not equal. Consequently, the photometric and colorimetric
balance of the samples was not maintained; this is reflected in the
AL*
values shown in
Table 2.4 and in the a and b in Table 2.5. If (x,Y,z) were equal in a given neutral
sample, the
AL*
value, and the a and b values would be zero for that sample.
Table 2.4 AL*, Aa*, Ab* and AE*b for Macbeth ColorCheckerNeutral Samples.
Macbeth
ColorChecker
AL* Aa* Ab*
ae:
White (.05) -0.18 0.00 -0.28 0.34
Neutral 8 0.76 -0.29 3.21 3.31
Neutral 6.5 -0.64 -0.02 0.38 0.74
Neutral 5 -1.24 -0.12 -0.26 1.28
Neutral 3.5 -0.14 0.92 1.16 1.49
Neutral 1.5 1.13 1.39 1.78 2.53
Mean Values 0.68 0.46 1.18 1.61
Table 2.4 shows the photometric and colorimetric errors in the neutral samples of
the Macbeth ColorChecker. The meant
AL*
was 0.68 and the mean AE*b was 1.61. The
residual values shown in Figures 2.9-2. 1 1 provide the data to account for these errors.
Figure 2.10 shows the residual Y - Y values plotted against normalized Y values. The
cube root function used to the transform of the tristimulus values to CIELAB values
accounts for the disproportionately increasing photometric error at lower values of Y. A
0.3% residual error in the Neutral 1.5 sample resulted in a
AL*
error of 1.13, while a
0.1% error in the Neutral 3.5 sample resulted in a
AL*
error of only -0.14. The white
(.05) sample, used as the white point for the CIELAB calculations had a 0.5% error, yet
this resulted in a
AL*
error of only -0.18.
A significant source of colorimetric error in the neutral samples was the
achromatic nature of the white (0.5) sample. The
a*
and
b*
values of the other five
t The mean values for AL*,
Aa*
and
Ab*
were calculated by averaging the absolute values of these data.
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samples were all less than 1.0, yet the b* value of the white (0.5) sample was 3.5. As the
white point for the scanner is by definition achromatic, the large b* value was eliminated
by normalization in that sample. However, the resulting discontinuity with the rest of the
neutral samples was most evident in the residual errors of the Neutral 8 sample, which
had the next highest Y value. Neutral 8 sample had the highest residual errors of any of
the neutral sample. The residual 1.5% error in Y-Y and the 2.2% residual error in Z-Z,
produced a
Ab*
value of 3.21 for the Neutral 8 sample, the largest deviation along one
axis of any of the neutral samples.
In summary, the poor performance of the gray balancing was essentially due to
the limited ability of the UMAX scanner to compensate for a relatively large deviation
from neutrality in the sample used as the scanner's white point, and to the effect of the
cube root function, which transformed small residual errors in the dark neutral samples
into large errors in CIELAB space. A significant improvement would be expected if the
entire neutral scale of the color was, in fact, achromatic.
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2.3.2.2. Colorimetric Errors Resulting from Colorimetric Characterization
Tables 2.5 and 2.6 contain the CIELAB and AE*b values calculated from the
measured and predicted tristimulus values of the Macbeth ColorChecker and the BCRA
Series I tiles.
Table 2.5 AL*, Aa*, Ab* and AE*b Values for the Macbeth ColorChecker
Calculated fromMeasured Tristimulus Values Calculated From Scanner Data
L* *
a
b*
L a b ae;
White (.05) 100.00 0.00 0.00 99.82 0.00 -0.28 0.34
Neutral 8 85.04 0.40 -1.97 85.80 0.12 1.24 3.31
Neutral 6.5 69.55 0.01 -1.66 68.91 -0.01 -1.28 0.74
Neutral 5 53.90 0.02 -1.13 52.66 -0.11 -1.39 1.28
Neutral 3.5 38.50 -0.01 -0.78 38.35 0.91 0.38 1.49
Neutral 1.5 20.84 -0.17 -1.42 21.97 1.22 0.36 2.53
Blue 31.45 24.13 -52.41 33.85 16.56 -46.99 9.61
Green 58.77 -41.77 31.79 59.68 -30.25 33.08 11.63
Red 43.50 55.75 24.65 47.68 58.01 22.70 5.13
Yellow 85.35 -1.30 81.18 84.44 1.36 81.26 2.82
Magenta 54.22 52.31 -17.73 55.54 53.75 -17.05 2.07
Cyan 53.60 -24.41 -29.34 54.79 -13.11 -26.99 11.60
Orange 65.12 32.31 60.07 64.52 29.62 59.85 2.76
Purplish Blue 42.71 16.05 -44.93 43.83 13.99 -43.83 2.59
Moderate Red 54.37 47.15 14.33 53.28 49.87 13.22 3.13
Purple 33.08 25.61 -25.18 36.83 25.07 -22.08 4.90
Yellow Green 74.86 -27.21 58.47 75.78 -20.74 61.10 7.04
Orange Yellow 75.09 15.47 67.17 75.24 12.61 69.37 3.61
Dark Skin 38.86 14.41 15.24 42.75 16.84 13.53 4.89
Light Skin 68.91 15.88 16.65 69.59 20.41 16.90 4.58
Sky Blue 51.13 -0.90 -25.16 52.63 -1.86 -24.68 1.84
Foliage 43.76 -17.62 22.62 47.73 -8.73 22.02 9.76
Blue Flower 58.78 13.38 -28.59 60.12 15.61 -27.87 2.70
Bluish Green 74.31 -32.80 -1.14 76.54 -24.08 1.22 9.30
Table 2.6 AEab Statistics forMacbeth ColorChecker.
MEAN AE*b
MIN 0.34
MAX 11.63
MEAN 4.57
STDEV 3.42
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Table 2.7 AL*, Aa*, Ab* and AE*b Values for the BCRA Series I Tiles.
Calculated fromMeasured Tristimulus Values Calculated From Scanner Data
L* a* b*
L a
*
b ae:
Light Gray 85.17 -1.68 0.60 86.73 -0.94 0.51 1.73
Medium Gray 59.85 -2.19 -2.63 60.22 -1.39 -2.25 0.96
Dark Gray 28.50 -0.05 -3.15 31.73 2.11 -1.76 4.12 I
Maroon 17.91 27.83 9.03 23.12 27.28 5.06 6.57
Pink 73.59 23.13 6.10 74.04 26.95 6.23 3.86
Brown 50.04 27.68 42.77 50.08 27.26 39.76 3.03
Yellow 86.91 -5.87 74.45 89.50 -3.24 79.56 6.31
Dark Green 32.79 -21.87 21.25 38.70 -7.95 15.67 16.12
Light Green 64.98 -16.99 11.03 66.50 -11.42 14.50 6.74
Greenish Blue 34.01 -17.92 -8.04 37.84 -7.80 -5.56 11.10
Medium Blue 43.82 -1.41 -23.32 46.47 0.23 -21.98 3.39
Dark Blue 10.96 23.30 -35.13 23.10 13.62 -26.16 17.93
Table 2.8 AEab Statistics for BCRA Series I Tiles.
MEAN AE^
MIN 0.96
MAX 17.93
MEAN 6.82
STDEV 5.49
As the BCRA tiles were independent of the data set from which the colorimetric
characterization matrix was derived, they provided a more appropriate metric to
determine the efficacy of the colorimetric transformation.
The highest AE*b values were from dark colors. This strongly suggests that 8 bits
per channel does not provide sufficient precision to accurately measure dark samples.
However, as minimizing colorimetric error was not the central focus of this thesis, the use
this scanner with a 3 by 3 colorimetric characterization matrix and the associated high
values of AE*b was considered acceptable. When greater colorimetric accuracy is
required a higher quality scanner and a better method of colorimetric
characterization will
be necessary.
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Chapter 3 Data Transformation
Principal component analysis was used in determining distribution of variance of
pixel values about the mean value of the textile patch. In three dimensions, a multivariate
normal distribution of data forms an ellipsoidal shape; in two dimensions the distribution
is elliptical.
Many computational steps were used in transforming the (R, G, B) values
measured by the scanner, to CIELAB coordinates, to the values used in plotting the
ellipsoids and their elliptical projections. In this chapter sample calculations are
performed on a specific set of (R, G, B) input values, illustrating the transformation this
set of values undergoes in the process of spatial and photometric calibration, which result
in spatially and photometrically corrected (R,G,B) values; further calculations show the
transformation of these to X,Y,Z values. As the formulae for transforming tristimulus
values to CIELAB values are well known, sample equations are not shown for this step,
however, the CIELAB values corresponding to the calculated tristimulus values are
given. A further discussion follows illustrating the use of principal component analysis,
and how the eigenvectors and eigenvalues calculated from the CIELAB data set were
used to define the magnitude of and angular orientation of the half-axes of the 95%
confidence ellipses. Last, an illustration is provided showing the steps involved in
defining a 95% confidence ellipse of the sample population, from the output of the
principal component values.
The sample selected to illustrate these calculations is from strip 1 10 of the Scott-
Munsell set. Strip number 110, contains seven patches, varying in color from light to
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dark brown as the concentration of colorant in each patch increases. Patch number 1 10-
12-702, used for this example, has mean CIELAB values of:
L*
= 74.52,
a*
= 7.06,
b*
= 4.96. t
To illustrate the mathematical transformations performed on this sample, it was
convenient to perform all calculations on one pixel from the sample. The pixel chosen
had (R, G, B) integer values nearest to the mean values of the 64 by 64 pixel sample.
Located in the 51st column and the 12th row of the 64 by 64 image, the (R, G, B) values
of this pixel were:
R=135,G=106,B = 101.
The Macbeth ColorChecker patch, which was used as the white point for the scanner, had
(R, G, B) values of:
Rwp = 243, Gwp = 242, Bwp = 234.
Normalizing (R, G, B) pixel values between 0 and 1.0:
R/Rwp = 0.556, G/Gwp = 0.438, B/Bwp = 0.432
Using equation 2.9 to spatially calibrate this pixel required measuring the
tristimulus values of the light and the dark spatial calibration patches, and to solving for
the parameters: M^, b^, M[i, j], and b[i, j], where i = 51 and j = 12.
t The CIELAB values given here were calculated from tristimulus values that were calculated from measurements
made on the BYK-Gardner Color-View spectrophotometer. The white point used was that of the white (0.95) sample
from theMacbeth ColorChecker: Xn = 86.13, Yn = 90.85, and Zn = 94.65.
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The measured tristimulus values of the light and dark spatial calibration patches were:
Light calibration patches:
X = 56.91, Y = 59.97, Z = 65.20
Dark calibration patches:
X = 7.95, Y = 8.40, Z = 9.26
The mean values of the normalized (R, G, B) digital counts for the light and the dark
calibration patches are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Mean (R, G, B) Values ofCalibration Patches in Columns and Rows.
Light Calibration Patches Dark Calibration Patches
Columns Rows Columns Rows
Rw = 0.673 Rw =0.660 RB = 0.120 RB = 0.117
Gw = 0.678 Gw = 0.664 GB = 0.117 GB =0.117
Bw = 0.703 Bw = 0.663 BB = 0.118 BB = 0.117
Using equation 2.1a to calculate the mean slope, M^:
Table 3.2 Mean Slope Values for Columns and Rows.
Column Slope Row slope
0.673-0.120
^r 56.91-7.95
A/r
0.660-0.117
ftni1Mr: = 0.011^r 56.91-7.95
0.678-0.117
^g 59.97-8.40
w
0.664-0.117
nni1M = 0.011^ 59.97-8.40
0.703-0.118
= ()010
^b 65.20-9.26
0.663-0..17=0010
^b 65.20-9.26
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Using equation 2.1b to calculate the mean offset, b^:
Table 3.3 Mean Offset Values for Columns and Rows.
Column Offset Row Offset
b^r: 0.120 -0.01 1-7.95 = 0.033 b^r: 0.1 17 -0.01 1-7.95 = 0.030
b^g: 0.1 17 -0.01 1-8.40 = 0.025 b^g: 0.1 17 -0.01 1-8.40 = 0.025
b^b: 0.1 18 -0.010 -9.26 = 0.025 bllh: 0.1 17 -0.010 -9.26 = 0.024
ub
Table 3.4 Summary of the Mean Slope and Offset Values of the Four Calibration
Patches.
Column Slope and Offset Values Row Slope and Offset Values
M^r =0.011 b^r= 0.033 M^r =0.011 b^r= 0.030
M^g =0.011 b^g = 0.025 M^g = 0.011 b^g = 0.025
M^ =0.010 b^b = 0.025 MM. =0.010ub b. =0.024ub
The values of 100 pixels from the light and the dark calibration patches in the 51st
column were averaged to define the light and dark calibration values for that column.
The same procedure was used for the 12th row. This was done to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio resulting from minor spatial variance in the calibration patches. These (R, G,
B) values are shown in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5 (R,G B) Values for Calibration Patches in Column 51 and Row 12.
Light Calibration Pixel Value Dark Calibration Pixel Value
Column 51 Row 12 Column 51 Row 12
Rw = 0.667 Rw = 0.660 RB = 0.114 RB = 0.115
Gw = 0.678 Gw = 0.668 GB = 0.115 GB = 0.116
Bw = 0.704 Bw = 0.686 BB = 0.120 BB = 0.115
Using equation 2.2 to calculate the slope values for column 51 and for row 12:
Table 3.6 Slope Values for Column 51 and Row 12
Slope for Column 5 1 Slope for Row 12
M[Column5l] :
0.667-0.114
56.91-7.95
= 0.011 MJRow 12] :
0.660-0.115
56.91-7.95
= 0.011
[Column5l]:a678~0;115
= 0.011
Jg 59.97-8.40
,r
in1
0.668-0.116
AA11M[Row 12j : 0 01 1J 59.97-8.40
M[Colum,5l]b:0-704-012
= 0.0l0
65.20-9.26
MJRow 12]
0.686-0.115
b'
65.20-9.26
= 0.010
Using equation 2.3 to calculate the offset values for column 51 and for row 12:
Table 3.7 Offset Values for Column 51 and Row 12.
Offset for Column 51 Offset for Row 12
b[Column 5l] :0.114 -0.011 7.95 = 0.027 b[Rowl2] : 0.115-0.011-7.95
= 0.028
b[Column 5l] : 0.115 - 0.011 8.40 = 0.023 b[Rowl2] : 0.1 16 -0.01 1-8.40
= 0.024
b[Column 5l]h: 0.120 - 0.010 9.26 = 0.027 b[Row 12] : 0.115-0.010 9.26 = 0.022
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Table 3.8 Summary of the Slope and Offset Values for Column 51 and Row 12.
Column 5 1 Slope and Offset Values Row 12 Slope and Offset Values
M5k =0.011 b = 0.02751r M =0.01112r b =0.02812r
M =0.011
51g
b =0.023
51g
M =0.011
12g
b =0.024
12g
Mc =0.01051b b5]b =0.027 M =0.01012b b =0.02212b
With M|o., M[i, j], b|x and b[i, j] defined, the spatially corrected digital counts were
calculated for this pixel. Using equation 2.9:
0.011 0.011oum UAnj. /
_o.027 -0.028) + 0.033 + 0.030 = 0.564corrected QQn QQn \ J
0.011 0.011vaju_ vajl , _o.023 -0.024) + 0.025 +0.025 = 0.441corrected
a(m Q^n \
)
B
corrected
'
0.010 0.010
0.010 0.010
(0.432-0.027 - 0.022) + 0.025 + 0.024 = 0.432
(3 values were calculated using SAS to transform the normalized values of (R, G, B) to
the normalized and linearly corrected values (R,G,B ). The (3 calculated were:
PlR= 1.23, p2R= -0.241
PlG= L20, p2G= -0-207
PlB= L15, (32B = "0.148
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Using equations 2.1 la-c to calculate (R,G,B):
R: 1.23 0.564- 0241 0.5642 =0.617
G: 1.20 0.441 - 0.207 0.4412= 0.489
B: 1.15 0. 432 - 0.148 04322= 0.469
Using equation 2.13, the approximated tristimulus values (X,Y,Z) were calculated:
0.542
0.503
0.457
0.430 0.462 0.108
0.106 0.894 0.000
0.082 0.000 1.082
0.617
0.489
0469
The approximated CIELAB values calculated from these were:
L*= 76.23, = 10.11, b*=4.97.t
3.1. Using Principal Component Analysis
The distribution of data points from each sample patch were described in terms of
a 95% confidence ellipsoid and three projected 95% confidence ellipses. A distribution
of 4096 data points was calculated in CIELAB space for each sample patch scanned.
Principal component analysis was used to determine the shape, the orientation, and the
size of each of the 95% ellipsoids and ellipses.
*
Due to the rounding errors introduced in this example, these CIELAB coordinates are incorrect. The CIELAB values
A* * A*
calculated with double precision were L =76.35, a = 10.02, b =5.41.
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Multivariate normality is not required in principal component analysis. However,
to define the mean values of (
L*
b*) as the center of a 95% confidence ellipsoid and
its associated 95% confidence ellipses, it was assumed that the data set was sampled from
a multivariate normal population.
Principle component analysis defines the eigenvectors as orthogonal and as being
rotated from the original coordinate axes such that the first eigenvector defines the axis of
maximum variance in the data, and each successive eigenvector defines the axis of the
next largest variance in the data set. A discussion of the theory of principal component
analysis and examples of its application can be found inApplied Multivariate Statistical
Analysis, Second Edition. ^%
SAS was used to calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues from the (
L,*
b*)
data sets. Two data files were created by the SAS program from each data set. One
contained the eigenvalues and the mean values calculated from the data; the other
contained the eigenvectors calculated from the data. The values of the eigenvectors were
used to define the angular orientation of the half-axes of the ellipse relative to the L*, a*,
and
b*
axes; the eigenvalues define the magnitude of the vectors; the mean value of the
data define the center of each ellipsoid and ellipse. The statistical procedures used to
perform the principal component analysis can be found in SAS//STAT User's Guide,
Version 6, Fourth Edition, Volume 2.19 The SAS programs written to perform the
principal component analysis are listed in Appendix B 1 .
Mathematica was used to graph a 95% confidence ellipsoid and the three
corresponding 95% elliptical projections for each textile sample. The magnitude of
half-
axes of the 95% confidence ellipsoids and their corresponding 95% elliptical projections
were determined as a function of the magnitude of the eigenvalues calculated from the
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data set, and from the values listed in a
%2
table that corresponded to 95% confidence
regions. In calculating the magnitude of the half-axes of the ellipsoids and the ellipses,
the
x2
values that were used in the two and three-dimensional cases differed. That is, in
two dimensions, the %2 value corresponding to a 95% confidence region is not the same
as the x value corresponding to a 95% confidence region for three dimensions. This is
discussed further in section 3.1.1.
The Cartesian coordinates, in which the ellipsoids and ellipses were defined, were
transformed to spherical coordinates, allowing the Mathematica graphing algorithm to
make use of parametric equations. The identities used to change coordinate spaces are
given and discussed in Calculus and Analytic Geometry, Sixth Edition.2 A description
of the graphing procedures used in plotting the ellipsoids and ellipses is given in
Mathematica, A System for Doing Mathematics by Computer, Second Edition.^ The
Mathematica program written to graph the ellipsoids and the ellipses is listed in
Appendix B2.
3.1.1. Sample Calculations
This example illustrates the calculations and procedures used to establish a 95%
confidence ellipse in the (a*, b*) plane. By extension, these techniques were also used to
determine 95% confidence ellipses in (L*, a*) plane, the (L*, b*) plane, and 95%
confidence ellipsoids in (L*,
a*
b*) space.
The direction of each principal component is defined by its eigenvector. Thus, in
the (a*, b*) plane, the angle of each principal component relative to the positive
a*
axis is
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the arc-tangent of the value of the
b*
element of the eigenvector divided by the value of
the
a*
element.
The length of the half-axis of the ellipse is a function of the eigenvalue and
associated Xn(a) value, where n is the number of dimensions in which the data was
represented, and (l-a)100% is the confidence value for the ellipse. The %l(a) value can
be thought of as the sum of the squares of n standard normal distances in n dimensions
for a given value of a; its square root is the distance to the point that has its coordinates
determined by the elements of the eigenvector. The eigenvalue is the amount of variation
in the data along the rotated axis, and its square root as the corresponding standard
deviation. The length of the half-axis of the ellipse, then, is the product of the square root
of the eigenvalue and the square root of the associated Xn(a) value.
Table 3.9 Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues Calculated from a, b Data Set.
First Principal Component Second Principal Component
Eigenvalues 26.18 5.64
Element a* of the
eigenvector
0.522 0.853
Element b* of the
eigenvector
0.853 -0.522
Given the x2 value with two degrees of freedom and an a of 0.05, the orientation
and magnitude of the first and second eigenvectors for a 95% confidence ellipse can be
calculated from the data in Table 3.9.
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The angles of the two half-axes relative the positive a* axis are calculated as follows:
^ 0.853^
First Principal Component half-axis:
Tan"
= 58.54
v0.522,
( 0 522^Second Principal Component half-axis: Tan-1 '- =-3146
1^ 0.853 )
Since X2(0-05) equals 5.99, the magnitude of each half-axis was calculated to be:
Magnitude of first half-axis: ^26.18 ^5.99 = 12. 52
Magnitude of second half-axis: ^5.64 -^5.99 = 5. 8 1
The ratio of the magnitude of the first half-axis of the ellipse to the second half-axis is:
12.51 : 5.81 = 1.00: 0.46
3.1.2. Sample Graphics
To illustrate the calculations performed in section 3.1.1, a set of figures is shown
below. Figure 3.1 illustrates a representative sampling of the 4096 calculated data points
from sample 1 10-12-702 plotted in the (a*, b*) planet, in Figure 3.2, the first half-axis of
the ellipse has a magnitude of unity and is at an angle of
58.54
to the positive
a*
axis,
while the second half-axis of the ellipse has a magnitude of 0.46 and is at an angle of
to the positive
a*
axis. Figure 3.3 shows how the ellipse is defined by the half-
axes when they are reflected
180 from the origin. In Figures 3.3 and 3.4, the lengths of
t The values of the data points shown were calculated by an ANSI/C program written by this author to calculate an N-
dimensional histogram from an N by M vector. The regularity of the spacing between the data points shown in the
figure is due to the reconstruction of data value by the algorithm used in the histogram program.
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the (a*, b*) axes were graphed so as to be proportional in size to each other; thus, the 95%
confidence ellipse was transferred directly from one figure to the other. Figure 3.4
illustrates the relationship between the 95% confidence ellipse and the data that was
plotted in the (a*, b*) plane. A 95% confidence ellipse containing the 4096 data points is
shown in Appendix B3.
Generally speaking, the principal component analysis in this work defined the
direction and the relative magnitude of the variation in the data as represented in CIELAB
space. Specifically, in this example, the orientation and shape of the 95% confidence
ellipse plotted in the (a*, b*) plane can be interpreted as showing that the greatest amount
of variation in this sample exists along an axis, defined by orange and cyan, and that the
secondary variation in this sample exists along a yellow-green/magenta axis.
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Fig. 3.2 Unit Half-Axes Calculated From Principal Components.
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Fig. 3.4 Data in the (a*, b*) Plane Within the 95% Confidence Ellipse.
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Chapter 4 Selection of a Textile Data Set
The criteria used for the selection of the textiles used as a data base were:
1) That the samples were all of the same fabric type.
2) That in each concentration series only one colorant was used.
As a data base meeting these criteria was not available commercially, it would
have been necessary to prepare one specifically for this analysis. However, to do so was
beyond the scope of this thesis.
The Scott-Munsell system, a set of colored textiles that was available
commercially, was used as an alternative. The Scott-Munsell samples met the first
criterion. Although it did not meet the second criterion rigorously, through judicious
sampling it was possible to make a customized selection, so that for a given color series,
the colorants used were the same for each sample in the series.
The Scott-Munsell sample set is separated into 111 separate color series. These
color series are also referred to as strips. Each strip series contained seven patches, in
which the concentration of the colorants changes progressively from the first to the last
patch in the series to give the visual appearance of a concentration series. The value of
L* decreases in each successive patch, presumably corresponding to an increase in the
concentration of the colorant. In very general terms, the 111 strips were distinguished
from each other by hue. The nine strips that were selected from the Scott-Munsell system
are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
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The criteria for the selection for their selection was:
1) That they covered as large an area surrounding the neutral point in the (a*, b*) plane as
possible.
2) That in the graphs of log K/S values Vs. wavelength for a given strip, none of the
curves crossed over each other.
In Figure 4.3, the locations of the (a*, b*) values of the seven patches in each of
the nine strips are plotted. Figure 4.3 shows that the first criterion of selecting the strips
was moderately successful. The nine hue strips radiate outward from the neutral axis,
with reasonably uniform coverage in the (a*, b*) plane. This was advantageous, as the
generality of this analysis is proportional to the area covered by the samples in the (a*,
b*) plane.
The curvature that is evident in several of the strips plotted in Figure 4.3 occurs in
many types of colorants. When a colorant is mixed at a concentration at which its
maximum purity occurs, adding more pigment causes the mixture to become both darker
and less saturated.22"23 The term purity is used only with respect to chromaticity
diagrams. As this analysis was performed in CIELAB color space the term chroma will
be used in this discussion. The curvature of the patches in a color strip towards the center
of the (a*, b*) plane indicates that the maximum chroma was reached in a patch that was
not the last in its strip. These patches became less chromatic and darker. As
L* is not
represented in Figure 4.3, no information is provided about the lightness of the patches.
However, there apparently is an inverse relationship between the concentration of
colorant in a patch and its
L*
value. There is also an inverse relationship between
L*
and
C*. , however, this relationship reverses when the maximum chroma of the colorant has
been exceeded in a color strip.
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The second criterion for the selection of the strips was that for the patches in a
given strip, the curves of the log K/S values Vs. wavelength did not cross over each other.
This was evaluated and was found to be true for each set of seven patches in the nine
strips that were chosen from the Scott-Munsell textile data set. Graphs of the reflectance
factor values versus wavelength, log K/S values versus wavelength, and K/S values
versus wavelength for all of the samples used are shown in Appendix CI.
The reflection factor values, K/S values, and log K/S values for strip 1 10 were
graphed as a function of wavelength in figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 respectively. As
crossover did not occur in the graphed curves of the log K/S values of strip 1 10 when
plotted Vs. wavelength, it was concluded that the colorants used in the formulation of the
patches remained invariant with respect to changes in the strip.
The absence of crossover in the graphed curves of the log K/S values Vs.
wavelength in a given strip was an important criterion in their selection, as one of the
principal goals of this thesis was to evaluate the relationship between the variance of the
distribution of the colorants as a function of their mean location in CIELAB space. The
significance of this criterion is that it ensured that the colorants used in the patches of a
given strip remained constant, that they varied only in their concentration. The curve
shape of log K/S values Vs. wavelength is almost independent of the concentration of the
colorants and is characteristic of the colorant used. Linear distances along the log K/S
axis are proportional to the concentration of the colorants in each patch. Thus, in the
graphed curves of the log K/S values Vs. wavelength, the absence of crossover
demonstrated that the colorants used in the patches of a given strip remained constant.
This was a fundamental requirement for this analysis. A change in the colorants used in
the patches of a given strip would violate this requirement and correspondingly would
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allow for variance in the distribution of CIELAB values as a function of the change of
colorants. Verifying the invariance of the colorants used in the patches of a given strip
ensured that the distribution of values in CIELAB space was a function only of the
changes in the concentration of the colorants that were used, and not of changes in the
composition of the colorants used in the patches of the strip.
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Fig. 4. 1 Scott-Munsell Color Strips Orange (13), Red (33), H. C. Magenta (36),
L. C. Magenta (43), Cyan (56).
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Fig. 4.6 Log K/S Values of the Seven Patches in Tan Strip (1 10).
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Chapter 5 Results and Discussion
An analysis relating the mean values of the textile data sets to their associated
distributions of variance in CIELAB space is discussed in this chapter. The ellipsoids
and their corresponding elliptical projections, also referred to as ellipses, were calculated
at a statistical confidence level of 95%, as discussed in Section 3.1.1. Due to the
frequency with which the terms ellipsoids and ellipses are referred to in this chapter, the
prefacing phrase, 95% confidence, will be omitted.
5.1. Error in theMeasurement ofMean Values by the Scanner
Systemic errors were identified in the calculation of the mean colorimetric values
of the textiles based on measurements made with the UMAX scanner. These errors are
illustrated in Figures 5.1-5.3, which show the mean CIELAB values of the seven patches
of the cyan strip (56), calculated from measurements made with both the UMAX scanner
and the BYK-Garder 0/45 spectrophotometer. As shown in Figure 5.1, the a* values
calculated from scanner measurements are substantially less chromatic than those
calculated from spectrophotometric measurements. As shown in Figure 5.2, the b* values
calculated from scanner measurements are slightly less chromatic than those calculated
from spectrophotometric measurements. The average Aa* value for this strip is 6.85,
while the average
Ab* for this strip is 1.87. The
AL* is 1.51 and the average AE*b is
7.33. Figure 5.3 illustrates the difference in the magnitude of the Aa* and Ab* values. A
table of the mean CIELAB values of all of the patches in all strips, calculated from both
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spectrophotometric and scanner measurements, and their associated colorimetric error
values, is listed in Appendix DI.
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Table 5.1 lists the average difference between the CIELAB values calculated from
measurements made spectrophotometrically and with the scanner. In seven of the nine
strips the average
Aa*
value was larger than the Ab* value.
Table 5.1 Mean Values AL^, Aa^, Ab, and AEab|i. Calculated from the Absolute
Values of the Difference between the Spectral and Scanner Measurements. +
Strip Name and Number al; Av Ab; AEabu
Orange (13) 0.67 2.35 7.70 8.39
Red (33) 2.95 0.68 2.18 3.97
H. C. Magenta (36) 4.44 2.91 1.85 6.23
L. C. Magenta (43) 5.09 4.34 1.86 7.15
Cyan (56) 1.51 6.85 1.87 7.33
L. C. Green (67) 2.71 8.65 2.58 9.60
H. C. Green (70) 2.16 13.51tt 4.20 14.41
Neutral (105) 3.66 5.14 0.43 6.56
Tan (110) 4.64 2.94 1.96 6.03
Overall mean 3.09 5.26 2.74 7.74
In general, the scanner measured the patches as being less chromatic than the
measurements made spectrophotometrically. The h. c. magenta strip (36), and the 1. c.
magenta strip (43), were the only strips in which more chromatic values were calculated
from measurements made with the scanner than from those made with the
spectrophotometer. All patches in both of these strips had positive a values and negative
* ,*>
b values. This is the only region identified in the (a , b ) plane in which the
measurements made with the scanner are more chromatic than those made with a
t The initials h. c. and 1. c. stand for high chroma and low chroma respectively.
tt This very high average value of
Aa*
is consistent with error observed in the evaluation of the scanner with the
BCRA tiles. The dark green tile had absolute error values of
AL*
= 5.91, Aa = 13.92,
Ab*
=5.58 , and AEab =16.12.
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spectrophotometer. Figure 5.3 illustrates a trend observed in many of the strips,
chromatic error increased in proportion to the chroma of the patch. Graphs similar to
those in Figures 5.1-5.3, for all of the strips, are listed in Appendix D2.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 also illustrate the inverse relationship between the errors in
CIELAB values calculated from scanner measurements, and the
L*
value of the patch.
The magnitude of colorimetric error varied from one strip to another, but typically error
values calculated from the scanner measurements were in good agreement with those
calculated from the spectrophotometric measurements for patches with L* values greater
than 50. Below this value of L*, errors in L*, a*, and b* were significantly greater.
Usually, the values of L* calculated from scanner measurements were higher than those
calculated from spectrophotometric measurements. These results were anticipated from
the characterization procedures performed on the scanner and is the product of the
decrease in accuracy at a low signal-to-noise ratio. The colorimetric errors of all of the
patches in all of the strips, above and below the
L*
value of 50 are listed in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 The Average of the Absolute Values of Colorimetric Errors for all Patches
with
L* Values Above and Below L* = 50 in all Nine Strips.
ALV Aa% Ab*u
*
AEab
L*>50 1.68 4.92 1.89 6.13
L*<50 4.77 6.03 4.63 10.59
As shown in Table 5.1, the overall average error values for the nine strips were:
AL*
= 3.09,
Aa*
= 5.26,
Ab*
= 2.74, and AE*b = 7.74. This is comparable to the average
AEab value of 6.82 calculated in measuring the BCRA tiles.
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Colorimetric values calculated of the patches in the neutral strip (105) from
spectrophotometric measurements indicate that the neutral patches are very close to being
achromatic. Thus, the comparison of the measurements made with the scanner and the
spectrophotometer are instructive in establishing the nature of scanner biases that are not
a function of sample chroma. The measurements made of the patches of the neutral strip
(105) by the scanner indicated an error in the value of a* that increases as the value of L*
decreases. Thus, the darker patches were measured by the scanner as being progressively
more red; the average
Aa*
value was 5.14. In contrast, the average
Ab*
value only was
0.43. As in the chromatic strips, the
L*
values based on scanner measurements were in
good agreement with those based on spectrophotometric measurements for the patches
having
L*
values greater than 50; the error increased as the L* value decreased. The
average value of
AL*
was 1.44 for the four patches with L* values greater than 50, while
for the three patches with L* values less than 50, the average value of AL* was 6.63.
Overall, the average AL* value was 3.66 and the average AE*b value was 6.56.
Thus far, the discussion has been confined to comparing the mean values of the
data sets measured by the scanner in CIELAB space, to a single integrated measurement
on a spectrophotometer, which is in effect, an averaged spatial measurement. The
ellipsoids and their two-dimensional projections are subject to distortion, introduced by
the error in the CIELAB values calculated from the scanner measurements. Thus, for all
of the strips except the h. c. magenta strip (36) and 1. c. magenta strip (43), the mean
location of the ellipsoids and their two-dimensional projections should reflect a higher
value of chroma. As discussed above, errors in
a*
and
b* increase in as the value of L*
decreases. To illustrate the effect of scanner error on the mean location of these ellipses,
plots were made of the ellipses corresponding to the patches of the cyan strip (56) in both
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the (L*, a*) and the (L*, b*) planes, with the mean CIELAB values calculated from both
the scanner and spectrophotometric measurements. These are shown in Figures 5.4-5.7.
The ellipses graphed with the mean values calculated from the spectrophotometric
measurements are not completely corrected. Only the mean values of the ellipses have
been changed. It is not possible to calculate the change in the eigenvalues or
eigenvectors, since this would require calculating the correct change for each pixel
measured with the scanner. Due to the paucity of spectral data, the only error that can be
corrected with a high degree of accuracy is the change in the mean value of the ellipse.
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SpectralMeasurements.
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Three changes are apparent in Figures 5.4-5.7. First, the ellipses that are graphed
with the mean values calculated from the spectrophotometric measurements are more
chromatic in both the (L*, a*) and the (L*, b*) planes. Second, the clipping that occurs in
the ellipse corresponding to the lightest cyan patch in Figures 5.4 and 5.6 does not occur
in Figures 5.5 and 5.7. The aforementioned clipping of the ellipse corresponding to the
lightest cyan patch was due to an error in the calculation of the mean L* value of this
patch from the measurement made with the scanner, which was greater than the mean
L*
value of this patch calculated from spectrophotometric measurements. The third change
is most noticeable in the plots of the ellipses in the (L*, a*) plane. The positions of the
ellipses relative to each other along the
a*
axis, as shown in Figure 5.5, have shifted such
that there is less curvature in their path, since the value of
a* does not increase as the
value of
L* decreases.
5.2. Metrics to Relate the Mean CIELAB Value of a Sample and the Associated
Variance
5.2.1. Integrated Path Lengths
By visual examination of the graphed data, it was found that the behavior of the
ellipsoids could be grouped into three distinct sets, in which the characteristics of the
ellipsoids in a given set were similar to each other. The sets were grouped principally as
a function of hue. One strip from each set was selected to represent the characteristics of
its set for the purpose of analysis and discussion in this chapter. The strips chosen were
h. c. magenta (36), h. c. green (70), and neutral (105).
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Henceforth, when referring to values that were calculated from scanner
measurements, such as L*, a*, b*, or C*b, the terms L*, a*,
b*
and Cab will be used to
distinguish them from values calculated from spectrophotometric measurements, or from
the axes on which data are plotted.
One descriptor of the overall relationship between the mean values of the
ellipsoids and their associated variance is the ratio of the sum of the volume of all of the
ellipsoids corresponding to the patches of a given strip, to the total path length through
the center of each of the ellipsoids, v, is defined as the square root of the sum of the
squares of the eigenvalues of an ellipsoid and is a function of the actual volume of the
ellipsoid. The summation of all of the values of v that correspond to all of the patches in
a strip is a function of the summed volumes of the ellipsoids that correspond to the
patches in that strip. The summation of the AEab values between each ellipsoid that
corresponds to a patch in a strip, is defined as the integrated three-dimensional path
length in CIELAB space through the center of each of the ellipsoids. Table 5.3 lists the
following data for each of three strips:
The summed values AEab
The summed values of v
The summed value of the path lengths through the centers of the elliptical projections
in the (a*, b*) plane, denoted as Aa b , the minimum and maximum values of L , and
the difference between the minimum and maximum values of L*, denoted as AL .
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Table 5.3 Summed Values of AEab, Aa b , v, and theMinimum andMaximum Values
of L*, and AL .
H. C. Magenta (36) H. C. Green (70) Neutral (105)
Summed AEab 51.59 58.52 59.33
Summed Aa*b* 28.52 34.56 9.90
Summed v 351.78 362.93 301.50
Maximum L* Value 80.54 91.84 91.12
Minimum L* Value 39.02 46.81 32.85
AL* Value 41.52 45.03 58.28
The sum of the values of v in each of the two chromatic strips, is, on average,
19% larger than the summed value of v in the neutral strip. Based on this datum, it would
be expected that the integrated path length in CIELAB space through the ellipsoids
corresponding to the chromatic patches would be longer than that of the neutral strip.
This is not the case. The path length through the ellipsoids corresponding to the neutral
patches was longer, as the maximum
L*
value in the neutral strip was higher than in
either of the chromatic strips, and the minimum
L*
value in the neutral strip was lower
than in either of the chromatic strips, resulting in a larger value of AL , the difference
between the extrema of the
L*
values. As shown in Figure 5.8, when calculating the path
length through the ellipses corresponding to the patches in the (a*, b*) plane, the path
length of either of the patches of the chromatic strips, is, as expected, longer than through
those of the patches of the neutral strip. In the selection process, if care is taken to select
strips that have
AL*
values that are close to each other in value, it is expected that there
would be a strong correlation between the sum of the path lengths in CIELAB space and
the summed values of v.
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Fig. 5.8. Mean Values of the of Ellipses in (a*, b*) Plane Corresponding to Patches in the
H. C. Magenta Strip (36), the H. C. Green Strip (70), and the Neutral Strip (105).
5.2.2. Fractions of Integrated Path Lengths
It was demonstrated in Section 5.2.1 that the integrated path length in the (a*, b*)
plane between the mean values of the ellipses corresponding to the patches of a chromatic
strip, is, as expected, longer than the path length between the mean values of the ellipses
corresponding to the patches of an achromatic strip. Although it is also expected that this
relationship holds true in a three-dimensional color space such as CIELAB, it was not
possible to demonstrate this with the samples that were used, as the difference between
the minimum and the maximum values of
L*
are greater in the patches of the achromatic
strip than in either of the chromatic strips.
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If it is accepted axiomatically that the concentration of a colorant is proportional
to the path length between the mean values of the ellipsoids corresponding to the patches
in a strip, then the path length between the mean values of the ellipsoids in CIELAB can
be used as a measure of the concentration of the colorant(s). The concentration of the
colorant(s) in the patches of the Scott-Munsell strips are unknown. However, if any
characteristics of the ellipsoids and their elliptical projections are defined as functions of
the fractional path length through the ellipsoids, then ipso facto, these characteristics are
defined as a function of the concentration of the colorant(s). The relationship between
the concentration of the colorant(s) and the characteristics of the ellipsoids and their
elliptical projections is of interest. Therefore, descriptors of the ellipsoids and their
elliptical projections can be graphed as a function of the fraction of the total path length
through the ellipsoids to illustrate the relationship between concentration of the
colorant(s) and these descriptors.
However, the descriptors of the ellipsoids and their elliptical projections are also a
function of the lightness of the patches. As shown in Chapter 4, the composition of the
colorants remained invariant with respect to the changes in the patches of these strips.
Therefore, given a change in the value of
L*
from one patch to another, a proportionate
change occurs in the values of and b since the path length is defined as the sum of
the values of AEab between the mean values of each of the ellipsoids. This was
demonstrated by graphing the values of the fractional path length as a function of the
measured value of
L*
in Figures 5.9-5.1 1.
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for H. C. Green Strip (70).
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Fig. 5.1 1 Fraction Value of Summed AEab vs. L for Neutral Strip (105).
Using SAS, regression analysis was performed to fit a regression line to the data
shown in Figures 5.9-5.11. The slope and intercept terms, and the r2 and F values are
listed in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 Slope, Intercept
Length onto
L*
for the Pate
, r2, and F Values from a Regression ofNorr
les in the H. C. Magenta, H. C. Green, and IS
nalized Path
eutral Strips.
Strip Color and Number Slope Value Y Intercept r2 Value F Value
H. C. Magenta (36) -2.34 1.90 0.988 2,116
H. C. Green (70) -2.15 2.00 0.995 1,026
Neutral (105) -1.71 1.56 1.00 230,136
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The highly linear relationship between the values of
L*
and the fractional path
length between the mean values of the ellipsoids demonstrates that if descriptors are
graphed as a function of L*, then it is unnecessary to graph them as a function of
fractional path length, since
L*
and path length are inversely proportional to each other.
The higher slope values of the chromatic samples shown in Table 5.4 indicates, as
expected, that for each unit of change in ,*, there is a greater change in the path length
through the mean values of the ellipsoids corresponding to the patches in the chromatic
strips than in those of the neutral strip. This was expected, since there will be a larger
change in the values of a and b between the patches in a chromatic strip than in the
patches of an achromatic strip for each unit of change in the value of L*.
Although these strips did not have equal differences between their minimum and
maximum
L*
values, the results shown here confirm the expectation of a greater path
length between the mean values of the ellipsoids corresponding to the patches of the
chromatic strips than those of the achromatic strips by evaluating the change in path
length as a function of a unit change in the value of L*.
The higher intercept values of the chromatic strips indicates that if it was possible
to make a patch with an
L*
value of zero, that the path length through all of the ellipsoids
corresponding to the neutral patches would be shorter than the path length through those
of the chromatic samples. By axiomatic association, it is concluded that the
concentration of colorant in a chromatic sample must be greater than in an achromatic
sample to produce an L value of zero.
The F values of the chromatic samples differed by a factor of two. In sharp
contradistinction, the F value of the achromatic sample was two orders of magnitude
greater than the larger of the two F values of the chromatic samples. This reflects a much
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closer relationship in the ratios of L , a , and b , in the patches of the achromatic strip
than in the patches of the chromatic strips.
5.3. Quantitative Analysis ofEllipsoidal Variables
Three additional descriptors are used to further characterize the behavior of the
ellipses and ellipsoids.
The first quantitative descriptor is the slope of the ellipses in the (L*, a*) and the (L*,
b*) planes. This characterizes the orientation of the ellipse relative to the ordinate and
abscissa. The slope of the major axis of an ellipse in the (L*, a*) plane is defined as
the ratio of the
L*
component of the first eigenvector to the a component of the first
eigenvector. Similarly, the slope of the major axis of an ellipse in the (L*, b*) plane
is defined as the ratio of the
L*
component of the first eigenvector to the b
component of the first eigenvector.
L*
values are on the ordinate, while a and b
values are on the abscissa.
The second quantitative descriptor is the ratio of the major-half axis to the minor half-
axis of an ellipse. This metric defines the degree of elongation, or conversely, the
degree of circularity of an ellipse. Thus, it is the ratio of the two principal axes of the
ellipse and was calculated in both the (L*, a*) and (L*, b*) planes.
The third quantitative descriptor, v, was defined above.
The Scott-Munsell textile data base did not contain sufficient strips that met the
criteria discussed in Chapter 4 to thoroughly sample CIELAB space. Thus, an analysis of
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systematic trends relating the mean value to the variance in the textile data sets, must of
necessity, be somewhat abridged. As stated in Section 5.2, it was possible by visual
examination to group the nine strips into three distinct sets, each set possessing similar
characteristics to its other members. The groupings were delineated principally as a
function of hue. As the quantitative descriptors in each set have characteristics that are
similar to each other, one strip from each of the grouped sets is discussed in this chapter.
The plots of the other ellipsoids and ellipses, and the vector plots associated with each
ellipse from the other six strips are listed in Appendix D4. Two of the groupings contain
moderate to highly chromatic strips, the third contains a very low chroma strip and the
neutral strip. The behavior of the descriptors of the strips that have intermediate values of
chroma tend to reflect trends that are in-between those of the high-chroma strips and the
neutral strip. Thus, a high chroma strip was selected from each of the chromatic sets, and
the neutral strip was selected from the low chroma set, in order to represent the widest
range of behavior in the descriptors of the ellipsoids and ellipses.
The first set contains the orange strip (13), red strip (33), h. c. magenta strip (36),
and 1. c. magenta strip (43). The h. c. magenta strip (36) strip was chosen to illustrate the
general characteristics of this set. The second set contains the cyan strip (56), the 1. c.
green strip (67), and the h. c. green strip (70). The h. c. green strip (70) was chosen to
illustrate the general characteristics of this group. The third set, from which the neutral
(105) strip was selected also contained the low chroma tan strip (1 10).
The figures below show ellipses plotted in the (L*, a*) and (L*, b*) planes, while
the vector plots show the magnitude and the angular orientation of the major and the
minor half-axes of the ellipses. The three-dimensional representations of the ellipsoids
illustrate their shape, size and angular orientation. Additionally, graphs were made that
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display the values of the three descriptors as a function of
L*
and Cab. Table 5.8
contains the values of the slope of the major half-axis (yl) in both the (L*, a*) and (L*,
b*) planes, the ratios of the major half-axis to the minor half-axis in both the (L*, a*) and
(L*, b*) planes, and the values of v for the three strips discussed in this chapter. The
ellipses of all of the patches in the (a*, b*) plane are listed in Appendix D3. The three-
dimensional graphs of the ellipsoids from the strips not discussed in this chapter are
shown in Appendix D5.
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5.3.1. H. C. Magenta Strip (36)
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Fig. 5.12 Ellipses in the (L*, a*) Plane for the Strip ofH. C. Magenta Patches (36).
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Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 H. C. Magenta Strip (36) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in
(L*, a*) Plane.
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Fig. 5. 15 Ellipses in the (L*, b*) Plane for the Strip ofH. C. Magenta Patches (36).
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Figs 5 16 and 5.17 H. C. Magenta Strip (36) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in
(L*, b*) Plane.
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Fig. 5.18 Ellipsoids for the Strip ofH. C. Magenta Patches (36).
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Fig. 5.19 Slope Values from the Ellipses of the H. C. Magenta Strip (36) in the (L*, a*)
and the (L*, b*) Planes as a Function of L*.
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Fig. 5.20 Slope Values from the Ellipses of the H. C. Magenta Strip (36) in the (L*, a*)
and the (L*, b*) Planes as a Function of Cab .
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Fig. 5.21 Ratio ofMajor to Minor Axes of the Ellipses of the H. C. Magenta Strip (36) in
the (L*, a*) and the (L*, b*) Planes as a Function of L*.
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Fig. 5.22 Ratio ofMajor to Minor Axes of the Ellipses of the H. C. Magenta Strip (36) in
the (L*, a*) and the (L*, b*) Planes as a Function of Cab .
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Fig. 5.23 v, as a Function of
L*
for the H. C. Magenta Strip (36).
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Fig. 5.24 v, as a Function of Cab for the H. C. Magenta Strip (36).
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As shown in Figure 5.12, the change in the orientation of the ellipses with respect
to values of
L*
in the magenta patches of strip (36) reflects a curvature of the ellipsoids
along the
a*
axis. The pivoting along the
b*
axis with respect to the
L*
axis shown in
Figure 5.15 illustrates the reorientation of the primary and tertiary axes of the ellipsoid.
The slope values in the (L*, a*) and (L*, b*) planes, are shown as a function of L* and
Cab in Figures 5.19 and 5.20. For the ellipses in the (L*, a*) and (L*, b*) planes, a slope
with a magnitude of greater than 1.0 indicates that the variance is greater in the L*
direction, a slope ofmagnitude less than 1.0 indicates that the variance is greater in the a*
or
b*
direction. The sign of the slope indicates whether the chroma of the patch is
increasing or decreasing with respect to L*. On the positive side of the a* and the b*
axes, a negative slope indicates that the patch is increasing in chroma with respect to the
L*
axis; conversely a positive slope indicates that the patch is decreasing in chroma with
respect to the
L*
axis. On the negative side of the a* and b* axes, a positive slope
indicates that the patch is increasing in chroma with respect to the L* axis, a negative
slope indicates that the patch is decreasing in chroma with respect to the L* axis. As
shown in Figure 5.19, the slope in the (L*, a*) plane is approximately -1.0 in the ellipses
corresponding to the lightest four patches, indicating that chroma of the patches is
increasing and that the variance is approximately the same in the L* and the a* directions.
In the ellipses corresponding to the three darker patches, the magnitude of the slope drops
below a value of 1 .0, indicating that the variance is greater in the
a* direction than in the
L* direction. The sign of the slope changes from negative to positive in the ellipses
corresponding to the two darkest patches, indicating that the chroma of the patches is
decreasing as the concentration of the colorant has passed the point at which the
maximum chroma occurs.
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The slope of the ellipse in the (L*, b*) plane corresponding to the lightest patch is
56.9 and is not shown in Figure 5.19. This datum was not included in the graph, since
such a high value would compress the other data into a small portion of the graph.
However, the pattern of the slope values in the (L*, b*) plane indicates that in the lightest
four patches (including the one not graphed), the variance is far greater in the L* direction
than in the b* direction. In the darkest of the three patches this trend reverses as the slope
decreases to a magnitude of less than 1 .0. The change in slope as a function of the
change in chroma is illustrated in Figure 5.20. The direction of the slope in both the (L*,
a*) and the (L*, b*) planes changes at the point of maximum chroma, which corresponds
to the point at which the concentration of the colorants(s) have reached their maximum
chroma.
In Figure 5.21, the ratio of the major axis to the minor axis in the (L*, a*) and the
(L*, b*) planes are graphed as a function of L . The values of the ratio of the major to
minor axes in this plane indicate that the shape of the ellipse in the (L*, a*) plane changes
progressively from an ellipse with a ratio of 2.62 in the lightest patch, to a minimum
value of 1.10, in the third from darkest patch. A ratio of 1.0 indicates that the ellipse is a
circle, thus it can be seen that progression in this plane is toward circularity as the
L*
decreases. The eccentricity of the ellipse increases slightly in the darkest two patches,
indicating, as shown in Figure 5.12 that the ellipsoid lengthens slightly in these patches
when viewed along the
a*
axis, and retains its shape when viewed along the
b*
axis as
shown in Figure 5.15. The ratio of the axes of the ellipses in the (L*, b*) plane, which
vary between a maximum of 2.62 and a minimum of 2.31
indicate that there is little
change in the ratios of the primary and tertiary eigenvalues of the ellipsoid, but that there
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is a systematic change in the angular orientation of the first and third eigenvectors. The
eigenvalues are listed in Table 5.5.
Figures 5.23 and 5.24 shows the value of v of the ellipsoids that correspond to the
patches in magenta strip (36). In Figure 5.23 the values of v are distributed on both sides
of the value of maximum value, which corresponds to the patch with the median
L*
value. The distribution of the values of v is not symmetrically distributed about its
maximum value. There are more dark patches with low values of v, than there are light
patches with low values of v. As lightness and chroma are not linearly related in the
patches in this strip, these trends are not shown in Figure 5.24.
In summary, the trends that characterize this strip are:
The ellipsoids curve along the
a*
axis and pivot along the
b*
axis. The curvature
reflects the change in the chroma of the patches with which the ellipsoids are
associated. The pivoting reflects a change in the angular orientation of the
eigenvectors associated with the first and third eigenvalues.
The ratio of the half-axes of the ellipses indicate that when viewed along the
a*
axis,
the ellipsoids broaden as they get darker. Along the
b*
axis they retain the same
shape. In Table 5.5 where A,n refers to the nth eigenvalue, and the patches are listed in
increasing order from lightest to darkest, it is shown that as L decreases, the primary
and the secondary eigenvalues approach each other in magnitude, and that the third
eigenvalues remain relatively small. Thus, the ellipsoids corresponding to the patches
with high values of L are long and narrow, as L decreases they become wider and
more elongated; the ellipsoids corresponding to the lowest values of L are thin
semi-round disks.
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The asymmetry in the volume of the ellipsoids is a function of the interaction of the
first two sets of eigenvalues. The first set is almost symmetrically distributed about
the median L value of the patch, and the second set increases monotonically as L
decreases.
Table 5.5 Eigenvalues from the Principal Component Analysis of (L*,a*,b*) Data of the
H. C. Magenta Strip (36).
H. C. Magenta Patch X\36 X236 X336
36-87-7504 40.01 4.89 3.32
36-87-6506 56.78 8.15 6.19
36-89-6007 59.61 8.97 6.38
36-89-5008 58.39 14.68 7.41
36-89-4008 39.38 19.61 6.19
36-89-3008 38.61 19.34 5.19
36-89-3007 38.46 21.46 5.90
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5.3.2. H. C. Green Strip (70)
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Fig. 5.25 Ellipses in the (L*, a*) Plane for the Strip ofH. C. Green Patches (70).
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Figs. 5.26 and 5.27 H. C. Green Strip (70) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in
(L*, a*) Plane.
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Fig. 5.28 Ellipses in the (L*, b*) Plane for the Strip ofH. C. Green Patches (70).
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29 and 5.30 H. C. Green Strip (70) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in
(L*, b*) Plane.
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Fig. 5.31 Ellipsoids for the Strip ofH. C. Green Patches (70).
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Fig. 5.32 Slope Values from the Ellipses of the H. C. Green Strip (70) in the (L , a ) and
the (L*, b*) Planes as a Function of L*.
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Fig. 5.33 Slope Values from the Ellipses of the H. C. Green Strip (70) in the (L , a ) and
the (L*, b*) Planes as a Function of Cab-
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Fig. 5.34 Ratio ofMajor to Minor Axes of the Ellipses of the H. C. Green Strip (70) in
the (L*, a*) and the (L*, b*) Planes as a Function of L*.
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Fig. 5.35 Ratio ofMajor to Minor Axes of the Ellipses of the H. C. Green Strip (70) in
the (L*, a*) and the (L*, b*) Planes as a Function of C*b .
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Fig. 5.37 v, as a Function of Cab for the H. C. Green Strip (70).
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The two-dimensional elliptical projections corresponding to the h. c. green strip
(70) in Figures 5.25 and 5.28 show significant curvature in both the (L*, a*) and (L*, b*)
planes. The elliptical projections shown in Figure D3-7 indicates that ellipsoids rotate
substantially in the (a*, b*) plane. Figure 5.31 shows that the variance in the five darkest
patches is more in the L* direction than in the a* or the b* direction; the slope of their
ellipses in the (L*, a*) plane decreases monotonically in magnitude from -2.48 to -1.13 as
the value of L decreases. By contrast, the major axes of the ellipsoids corresponding to
the lightest and second lightest patches are more closely aligned with the
b*
axis; the
slope of their ellipses in the (L*, b*) plane is -0.57 and -0.75 respectively.
In Figures 5.32 and 5.33, the slope values of the ellipses are graphed versus
L*
and Cab respectively. The slope values of the ellipses in the (L*, a*) plane corresponding
to the two lightest patches are not included in Figures 5.32 and 5.33, since they are
sufficiently large that they would compress the remaining data points into a small portion
of the graph; their values are 16.11 and 35.81 respectively. These large values are a
result of the approach to colinearity between the major and the minor axes of the ellipse
with the ordinate and the abscissa of the graph. This is confirmed by examining Figures
5.26 and 5.27, in which the angular orientation and the magnitude of the half-axes of the
ellipses in the (L*, a*) plane are graphed.
The near colinearity of the axes of these ellipses with the ordinate and the abscissa
of this graph correspond to the low ratio of the major to the minor axes in the (L*, a*)
plane, which are listed in Table 5.8 as 1.14 and 1.15. Thus, in this plane the elliptical
projections are close to being circular. However, in Table 5.6, the second and third
eigenvalues of the ellipsoid corresponding to the lightest patch is 8.76 to 3.53, a ratio of
2.5 to 1. The lack of correspondence between this ratio, and the ratio of the major to
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minor axes of the ellipse occurs because the elliptical projections do not take into account
the angle between the axis of the ellipsoid that is not represented in the elliptical
projection and the axis of the three-dimensional coordinate space that also is not
represented in the elliptical projection. As this angle approaches zero, the agreement
between the eigenvalues calculated from three-dimensional data and those calculated
from the two sets of two-dimensional data converge. This illustrates the limitation of the
use of elliptical projections. As such, care must be taken in determining to what extent
they accurately represent the characteristics of the three-dimensional ellipsoids.
This point is illustrated by the differences between the two sets of elliptical
projections in Figures 5.25 and 5.28. In Figure 5.28 the ellipses corresponding to the two
lightest patches in the strip are shown not as being close to circular, but rather as long and
thin. The ratio of major to minor axes for the first and second ellipse in the (L*, b*) plane
is 2.99 and 2.05, with slope values of -0.57 and -0.75 respectively. Thus, as stated above,
unlike the other ellipsoids corresponding to the darker patches in this strip, they have
more variance in the b* direction than in the
L* direction. That they are long, narrow and
flat ellipsoids is shown by the high ratio of their first eigenvalues to their second and third
eigenvalues, as listed in Table 5.6.
The ratio of the major to minor axes of the ellipses are plotted in Figure 5.34. The
ellipses in (L*, b*) plane change in shape from eccentric, towards circular, and back to
eccentric, as the value of
L*
decreases. The data in Table 5.6 confirms that this reflects
the ratios of the first set of eigenvalues to the second set. By contrast, Figure 5.34 shows
that the ratio of the major to the minor half-axes of the ellipses in the (L*, a*) plane
progressively decrease as the value of
L*
increases. This trend is reflected in the ratio of
the first set of eigenvalues to the third set.
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The value of v, which is plotted as a function of
L*
in Figure 5.36 and 5.37
indicates that generally, the volume of the ellipsoids decrease as the value of
L*
increases. The data in Table 5.6 indicates the reason for this; only the second set of
eigenvalues reach their maxima in the patch with the median
L*
value. Overall, the
progression of the first and the third sets of eigenvalues reflects an increasing trend. This
strip, and the cyan strip (56), are unique in this respect. It is characteristic of the
ellipsoids corresponding to the other seven strips that the maximum volume occurs in an
ellipsoid that corresponds to a patch near the median value of L*, and that the decrease in
the volume of the other ellipsoids is roughly symmetric about the ellipsoid of maximum
value.
Table 5.6 Eigenvalues from the Principal Component Analysis of (L ,a ,b ) Data of the
H. C. Green Strip (70).
H. C. Green Patch Xi 70 X270 X370
70-37-8503 34.34 8.76 3.53
70-38-7506 41.11 16.69 6.92
70-37-7007 35.29 20.70 9.01
70-37-6008 46.03 30.41 8.26
70-37-5508 49.85 27.28 8.50
70-37-4508 44.20 17.20 6.94
70-38-4007 76.69 18.71 8.09
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In summary, the trends that characterize this strip are:
The angular orientation of the major axes of the five ellipsoids relative to the L* axis
that correspond to the five darkest patches, indicates that the preponderance of the
variance in these patches is in the L* direction. Significant changes in the orientation
in the (a*, b*) plane of the secondary and tertiary axes of these ellipsoids.
In the ellipsoids corresponding to the two lightest patches, the major axis of the
ellipsoids were oriented such that the maximum variance was along the
b*
axis.
The curvature of the ellipses in the (L*, a*) and (L*, b*) planes is unique among the
three strips discussed in this chapter, and is characteristic of this hue. The high
degree of this curvature is characteristic of the high chroma of this strip.
The shape of most of the ellipsoids were disk-like, except in the two corresponding to
the lightest patches of this strip. These ellipsoids were long, narrow, and flat.
The volume of the ellipsoids increases as the value of
L*
decreases.
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5.3.3. Neutral Strip (105)
Fig. 5.38 Ellipses in the (L*, a*) Plane for the Strip ofNeutral Patches (105).
-50 -40 -30 -20-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50
a*
a*
Figs. 5.39 and 5.40 Neutral Strip (105) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in (L*,
a*) Plane.
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Fig. 5.41 Ellipses in the (L*, b*) Plane for the Strip ofNeutral Patches (105).
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b* b*
Figs. 5.42 and 5.43 Neutral Strip (105) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in (L*,
b*) Plane.
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Fig. 5.44 Ellipsoids for the Strip ofNeutral Patches (105).
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Fig. 5.45 Slope Values from the Ellipses of the Neutral Strip (105) in the (L*, a*) and the
(L*, b*) Planes as a Function of L*.
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Fig. 5.46 Slope Values from the Ellipses of the Neutral Strip (105) in the (L*, a*) and the
(L*, b*) Planes as a Function of Cab-
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Fig. 5.47 Ratio ofMajor to Minor Axes of the Ellipses of the Neutral Strip ( 105) in the
(L*, a*) and the (L*, b*) Planes as a Function of L*.
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Fig. 5.48 Ratio ofMajor to Minor Axes of the Ellipses of the Neutral Strip (105) in the
(L*, a*) and the (L*, b*) Planes as a Function of Cab .
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Fig. 5.49 v, as a Function of
L*
for the Neutral Strip (105).
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Fig. 5.50 v, as a Function of Cab for the Neutral Strip (105).
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The neutral patches of strip (105) provides a useful data base to contrast with the
chromatic patches discussed in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. The leitmotifs in the shape and
the orientation of the ellipses were the principal bases for grouping the nine strips into
three separate hue sets. As it was found that the values of the descriptors of the medium
to low chroma strips were often in-between the values of the descriptors of the high
chroma strips and the neutral strip, an examination of the neutral strip provides a
reference point from which changes associated with both hue and chroma can be
evaluated.
The spectral curves of the neutral patches are shown in Figure CI -22. Although
essentially flat from 450 nanometers (nm) to 650 nm, the spectral reflection factor values
of the neutral patches increase quite sharply between 650 and 700 nm, and decrease
slightly between 400 and 450 nm. As calculated from spectrophotometric measurements,
the mean and standard deviation of the
a*
values of the seven neutral patches is 0.45 +
0.52; the mean and standard deviation of the
b*
values of the same patches is -1.90
1.18. The CIELAB values for all of the patches in all of the strips are listed in Appendix
DI. In Figures D2-22 and D2-23 the
a*
and
b*
values of the neutral patches are graphed
as a function of L*.
As shown in Figure 5.45, the progression of the slope values in the (L*, a*) plane
are quite systematic, the ellipse corresponding to the lightest patch has a slope of -2.23,
and there is a smooth and continuous decrease in the magnitude of the slope; the slope of
the ellipse corresponding to the darkest patch is -1.18.
As noted above, the mean
b*
values of the neutral patches were more chromatic
and had a higher degree of variance than the corresponding
a*
values. There is not a
strong systematic trend to the slope values of the ellipses in
the (L*, b*) plane as shown in
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Figures 5.45 and 5.46, although a comparison of these two plots makes it clear that there
is an inverse relationship between the values of
L*
and Cab in the neutral patches. As
shown in Figures D2-22 and D2-23, the increase in the value of Cab is principally a
function of an increase value of as calculated from scanner measurements. The
systematic progression in the change of the slope values of the ellipses in the (L*, a*)
plane is a result of the increasing error in the value of as the value of
L*
decreases. As
the error in the calculation of the values of
b*
were relatively small, it is not surprising
that there is no there no apparent systematic trend to the slope values of the ellipses in
the (L*, b*) plane. This contrasts with the highly systematic changes in slope in ellipses
corresponding to the chromatic patches discussed in 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.
The changes in the shape of these ellipses corresponding to the neutral patches are
quite systematic as shown in Figures 5.47 and 5.48. In both the (L*, a*) and (L*, b*)
planes there is a strong progression from near circularity in the ellipses corresponding to
patches with low L values, to a high degree of eccentricity in the shape of the ellipses
corresponding to patches with high L values. Figure 5.48 shows this same trend,
however in this graph the ratios of the axes decreases as the value of Cab increases, as
there is an inverse relationship between the values of L and Cab in these patches. In
both figures, a discontinuity appears in the progression from eccentricity to circularity.
As shown in Table 5.7 these trends reflect the relationship of the first eigenvalues to the
second eigenvalues in the (L*, a*) plane and the first eigenvalues to the third eigenvalues
in the (L*, b*) plane. In Table 5.7 the eigenvalues corresponding to the patch with the
highest
L*
value are listed first; the remainder are listed in order of decreasing L values.
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Table 5.7 Eigenvalues from the Principal Component Analysis of (L ,a ,b ) Data of the
Neutral Strip (105).
Neutral Patch Xi 105 X2105 X3105
105-N85 19.27 5.77 2.79
105-N75 30.33 10.63 5.03
105-N65 48.02 21.69 8.42
105-N55 63.39 29.44 8.92
105-N45 48.42 24.88 8.53
105-N35 38.16 21.44 10.62
105-N20 18.97 13.51 8.24
Eigenvalues Xi and X2 are symmetrically distributed around the maximum
eigenvalues, calculated from the patch with the median L value. The magnitude of the
third eigenvalue increases as the value of L decreases. Inasmuch as the third
eigenvector accounts for an average of 12.33% of the variance, its variance with respect
to
L*
has a moderate effect on the shape of the ellipsoids. The progression in the shape
of the ellipsoids as the value of
L*
decreases is a change from small thin disks, to long
wide disks, to small semi-spheres.
Figures 5.49 and 5.50, show that the volume peaks in the ellipsoid corresponding
to the patch with median values of
L*
and C*b, and that the volume of the ellipsoids
representing patches that are lighter and darker are symmetrically
distributed about the
ellipsoid with the maximum volume.
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In summary:
A systematic progression in the slope values of the ellipses was observed in the (L*,
a*) plane, but not in the (L*, b*) plane. The slope values of the ellipses in both planes
indicate that the variance of the ellipsoids were largest in the direction which is
parallel to the
L*
axis in all of the patches. Although this is not characteristic of all of
the patches in the two chromatic strips evaluated in this chapter, it was observed to be
so for the majority of them.
The pattern in the change of the shape of the ellipsoids corresponding to the patches
in an order of decreasing L value, is from small thin disks, to a large wide disks, to
small lump-like semi-spheres.
The volume of the ellipsoids are evenly distributed about the ellipsoid of maximum
volume, which corresponds to the patch ofmedian L and Cab value.
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Table 5.8 Slope of the Major Half-Axist, Ratio ofHalf-Axes, and Values of v, for
Magenta Strip (36), Green Strip (70), and Neutral Strip (105), in the (L*> a*) and (L*. b*)
Planes.
YlLV Yl
L*b* Pl/p2L*a* Pl/p2L*b*
V
36-87-7504 Magenta -1.09 56.90 2.91 2.62 40.45
36-87-6506 Magenta -1.05 -7.58 2.66 2.27 57.70
36-89-6007 Magenta -1.00 -5.09 2.56 2.31 60.62
36-89-5008 Magenta -1.09 -3.10 1.96 2.31 60.66
36-89-4008 Magenta -0.67 -0.79 1.10 2.50 44.43
36-89-3008 Magenta 0.50 -0.60 1.39 2.60 43.50
36-89-3007 Magenta 0.49 -0.66 1.46 2.38 44.43
M* 0.84 10.67 2.00 2.43 50.25
c 0.28 20.55 0.71 0.14 8.95
70-37-8503 Green 16.11 -0.57 1.14 2.99 35.61
70-38-7506 Green 35.81 -0.75 1.15 2.05 44.91
70-37-7007 Green -2.48 -1.85 1.29 1.41 41.89
70-37-6008 Green -1.71 2.89 1.52 1.59 55.78
70-37-5508 Green -1.42 2.34 1.76 1.57 57.46
70-37-4508 Green -1.19 1.28 2.05 1.76 47.93
70-38-4007 Green -1.13 1.31 2.40 2.21 79.35
H
8.55 1.57 1.62 1.94 51.85
a 13.19 0.84 0.48 0.54 14.32
105-N85 Neutral -2.23 -1.25 1.89 1.77 20.31
105-N75 Neutral -2.10 -1.11 1.80 1.60 32.53
105-N65 Neutral -1.82 -1.62 1.70 1.39 53.36
105-N55 Neutral -1.55 -6.76 1.84 1.43 70.46
105-N45 Neutral -1.73 -14.01 1.73 1.43 55.10
105-N35 Neutral -1.61 -3.11 1.56 1.24 45.04
105-N20 Neutral -1.18 6.53 1.51 1.04 24.71
r^
1.74 4.91 1.72 1.41 43.07
a
0.35 4.67 0.14 0.24 18.13
t The slope values are bi-polar, however, the values of the mean and of the standard deviation were calculated from the
absolute slope values. The slope values of the minor half-axes, (Y2). are not given, as all minor half-axes are rotated 90
from the major half-axes.
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5.3.4. Examination ofDescriptor Error Trends
The neutral patches were useful in determining the degree to which the scanner
induced errors influenced the descriptors used to quantify the behavior of the ellipsoids
and their elliptical projections. As discussed in Section 5.1, the mean Aa* values for
seven of the nine strips were significantly larger than the mean
Ab*
or mean
AL*
values.
Figures 5.4-5.7 illustrates how these errors change the relationship of the ellipses relative
to the ordinate and the abscissa, and how the relationship between the positions of the
ellipses relative to each other is altered. The neutral patches are nearly achromatic; thus,
they provide a particularly sensitive basis to ascertain the extent to which the changes in
the descriptors used to characterize the ellipsoids and their elliptical projections are a
function of scanner error. The degree to which the mean values of the neutral patches are
shifted due to scanner error is illustrated in Figures D2-22 and D2-23. However, another
and very significant effect can be deduced from these figures. The
Aa*
values as shown
in Figure D2-22 increase as the value of
L*
decreases; the mean
Aa* is 5.14. It has been
demonstrated that the value of a increases as the value of
L* decreases. This has an
effect on the slope of the ellipses in the (L*, a*) plane of all of the strips. As shown in
Table 5.8, the mean slope in the (L*, a*) plane of the neutral strip (105) is -1.74 0.35.
The magnitude of the slope value of the ellipse in the (L*, a*) plane corresponding to the
lightest patch is -2.23; the slope of the ellipse corresponding to samples with darker L
values progressively decreases; in the ellipse corresponding to the patch with the lowest
L*
value, the magnitude of the slope is -1.18 as shown in Figure 5.45. These data
indicate that the orientation of the ellipsoids as reflected by the slope values of the
ellipses in the (L*, a*) plane is due to the scanner error. Although the dearth of data
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calculated from spectral measurements prevents a direct method of quantifying this
effect, there is further evidence that the colorimetric errors in the scanner has a systematic
effect on the slope values in the (L*, a*) plane of all nine strips. The slope values of the
ellipses in the (L*, a*) plane corresponding to all of the patches in all nine strips is plotted
as a function of L in Figure 5.51.
Orange (13)
Red (33)
H. C. Magenta (36)
L. C. Magenta (43)
Cyan (56)
L.C. Green (67)
H. C. Green (70)
Neutral (105)
Tan (110)
L*Hat
Fig. 5.51 Slope Values ofAll of the Ellipses in the (L*, a*) Plane Corresponding to All of
the Patches in the Nine Strips as a function of L*.
The trend shown in Figure 5.51 supports the postulate that the slope values of all
of the ellipses in the (L*, a*) plane of all of the strips are affected by the error in the
calculated values of based upon scanner measurements. In a given strip, as the
patches progress from lighter to darker, the values of will increase as a function of
scanner error. Thus, the ellipses will adopt a tilt with an increasingly negative slope. The
no
lower the mean
L*
value of the ellipse, the greater the counter-clockwise shift of the
major axis of the ellipse. As shown in Figure 5.51, the orientation of all of the ellipses in
the (L*, a*) plane have been biased by this scanner induced error. In Section 5.1, the
effect of this error on the mean values of the ellipses was demonstrated. Two inferences
can be drawn from this result. The first is that it demonstrates the angular orientation of
the ellipsoids along the
a*
axis have been distorted by an error function that increases as
the value of
L*
decreases. Thus, in addition to the error caused in the change in the mean
location of an ellipsoid as a function of it's
L*
value, there is an error in its angular
orientation along the
a*
axis caused by scanner error. The second inference is that, as
there was not a strong systematic change in the orientation of the slope values for the
ellipses corresponding to the neutral patches in the (L*, b*) plane, that in the absence of
scanner error and chromatic influence, no a priori pattern in the angular orientation of the
ellipses exists.
Thus, specific combinations of hue, chroma, and lightness in the patches have
specific and unique effects on the orientation of the ellipsoids in CIELAB space. The
error function in the scanner was significant enough to force a decreasing trend in the
slopes of the ellipses in the (L*, a*) plane, whether from patches of low, moderate or high
chroma. Therefore, the mean slope values of all of the ellipses in the (L*, a*) plane
should be lower than in the (L*, b*) plane. The mean value of the absolute values of
slope values of all of the ellipses in both planes was calculated. The mean slope for all of
the ellipses in the (L*, a*) plane is 2.37, the mean slope for all ellipses in the (L*, b*)
plane is 6.03, and the mean for all ellipses in both planes is 4.12. Although there is no a
priori reason why the slope in the slope in the (L*, b*) plane could not be larger than that
in the (L*, a*) plane, it is known that this error exists and that it does reduce the
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magnitude of the slope values. These data further support the two inferences discussed
above.
5.4. Summation ofResults
5.4.1. Changes in the Shapes of the Ellipsoids
To determine if there is a systematic trend to the change in the shape of the
ellipsoids in all of the strips, the eigenvalues calculated from three-dimensional
colorimetric data were normalized by dividing each set of eigenvalues by the first
eigenvalue. These data are listed in Table 5.9. Although information about the size of
one set of eigenvalues relative to another set has been lost by normalizing the data in this
fashion, the trends in the second and third eigenvalues are more easily identified,
providing an easier method of characterizing the shape of the ellipsoids. The sets of
eigenvalues for each strip in Table 5.9 are listed from top to bottom in decreasing value
of
L*
for each patch in each strip. These data show that the all of the ellipsoids
corresponding to the lightest patches are very thinly shaped disks, and that they widen as
L*
decreases. That is, in general, the values of the second and the third eigenvalues
increase as
L*
decreases. However, what is very apparent, especially by noting the ratio
of the eigenvalues calculated from the darkest patches in each strip, is that the four highly
chromatic strips, orange (13), h. c. magenta (36), cyan (56), and h. c. green (70), all have
very small third eigenvalues in the ellipsoids corresponding to the darkest patches, and
retain their disk-like quality over the range of
L*
values. In the eigenvalues calculated
from the darkest patches in the other five patches, which are moderate to low chroma, and
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neutral, the third eigenvalue is of a magnitude that is a significant fraction of the first and
second eigenvalue; thus, the shape of the ellipsoids corresponding to the darker patches
are more semi-spherical than disk-like. The borderline case is the 1. c. green strip (67), in
which the third eigenvalue calculated from its darkest patch is intermediate in magnitude
between those corresponding to the disk-like shapes of the highly chromatic strips, and
the semi-spherical shape of the moderate to low chroma strips.
Table 5.9 Normalized Eigenvalues from the Principal Components Analysis of
(
L*
, ,
b*
) Data for All Color Patches.
Name ofColor Patch M *2 *3
Orange 13-13-8004 1.00 0.12 0.04
Orange 13-13-7006 1.00 0.14 0.05
Orange 13-13-6509 1.00 0.14 0.06
Orange 13-13-5511 1.00 0.27 0.10
Orange 13-12-5012 1.00 0.36 0.12
Orange 13-12-4511 1.00 0.69 0.15
Orange 13-11-4011 1.00 0.56 0.17
Red 33-06-8502 1.00 0.21 0.10
Red 33-03-7003 1.00 0.19 0.14
Red 33-03-5504 1.00 0.31 0.13
Red 33-01-5504 1.00 0.43 0.13
Red 33-01-4004 1.00 0.68 0.22
Red 33-01-3504 1.00 0.73 0.30
Red 33-03-2503 1.00 0.79 0.51
H. C. Magenta 36-87-7504 1.00 0.12 0.08
H. C. Magenta 36-87-6506 1.00 0.14 0.11
H. C. Magenta 36-89-6007 1.00 0.15 0.11
H. C. Magenta 36-89-5008 1.00 0.25 0.13
H. C. Magenta 36-89-4008 1.00 0.50 0.16
H. C. Magenta 36-89-3008 1.00 0.50 0.13
H. C. Magenta 36-89-3007 1.00 0.56 0.15
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Table 5.9 Continued.
L. C. Magenta 43-83-7004 1.00 0.22 0.10
L. C. Magenta 43-85-6003 1.00 0.35 0.15
L. C. Magenta 43-85-4503 1.00 0.42 0.16
L. C. Magenta 43-85-4003 1.00 0.46 0.16
L. C. Magenta 43-83-4004 1.00 0.43 0.21
L. C. Magenta 43-85-3002 1.00 0.58 0.32
L. C. Magenta 43-85-2002 1.00 0.69 0.48
Cyan 56-61-8504 1.00 0.92 0.22
Cyan 56-61-7005 1.00 0.81 0.34
Cyan 56-61-6506 1.00 0.58 0.16
Cyan 56-61-6007 1.00 0.35 0.10
Cyan 56-61-5008 1.00 0.43 0.12
Cyan 56-63-4007 1.00 0.45 0.09
Cyan 56-63-3507 1.00 0.48 0.09
L. C. Green 67-38-7503 1.00 0.37 0.14
L. C. Green 67-41-6504 1.00 0.41 0.21
L. C. Green 67-37-5004 1.00 0.49 0.18
L. C. Green 67-37-4504 1.00 0.44 0.13
L. C. Green 67-37-4004 1.00 0.57 0.28
L. C. Green 67-37-3503 1.00 0.43 0.21
L. C. Green 67-37-3003 1.00 0.38 0.24
H. C. Green 70-37-8503 1.00 0.25 0.10
H. C. Green 70-38-7506 1.00 0.41 0.17
H. C. Green 70-37-7007 1.00 0.59 0.26
H. C. Green 70-37-6008 1.00 0.66 0.18
H. C. Green 70-37-5508 1.00 0.55 0.17
H. C. Green 70-37-4508 1.00 0.39 0.16
H. C. Green 70-38-4007 1.00 0.24 0.11
Neutral 105-N85 1.00 0.30 0.14
Neutral 105-N75 1.00 0.35 0.17
Neutral 105-N65 1.00 0.45 0.18
Neutral 105-N55 1.00 0.46 0.14
Neutral 105-N45 1.00 0.51 0.18
Neutral 105-N35 1.00 0.56 0.28
Neutral 105-N20 1.00 0.71 0.43
Tan 110-13-8501 1.00 0.20 0.11
Tan 110-12-7002 1.00 0.27 0.14
Tan 110-13-6002 1.00 0.38 0.15
Tan 110-13-5002 1.00 0.50 0.16
Tan 110-13-3502 1.00 0.77 0.28
Tan 110-15-3001 1.00 0.75 0.45
Tan 110-11-2001 1.00 0.75 0.61
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5.4.2. Volume Changes in the Ellipsoids
O Red (33)
? H. C. Magenta (36)
A Neutral (105)
-I- Tan (110)
L*-Hat
Fig 5.52 v, as a Function of
L*
for the Red Strip (33), H. C. Magenta Strip (36), Neutral
Strip (105), and Tan Strip (110).
When ellipsoid volume was graphed as a function of chroma for all nine of the
strips, there was no systematic trend observed overall. However, when graphed as a
function of L*, the volume of the ellipsoids associated with four of the strips reached
their maximum value in the patch at or near the median level of lightness. This is shown
in Figure 5.52.
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Fig 5.53 v, as a Function of
L*
for the Orange Strip (13), L. C. Magenta Strip (36), and
L. C. Green Strip (67).
O Cyan (56)
? H. C. Green (70)
Fig 5.54 v, as a Function of
L*
for the Cyan Strip (56), and H. C. Green (70).
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In the three strips plotted in Figure 5.53, the distribution of the values of v is
skewed such that the maximum values of v are either at values greater than the median
L*
value or are not symmetrically distributed about the median value of L*. In Figure 5.54,
the value of v decreases as the value of
L*
increases.
5.4.3. Changes in the Angular Orientation of the Ellipsoids as a Function of Hue
and Chroma
It has been shown that the angular orientation of the ellipses corresponding to the
chromatic patches change their angular orientation as a function of the concentration of
colorant in the patches that they correspond to, and that this is relative to the
concentration at which the maximum chroma of the colorant occurs. The ellipsoids rotate
about this point of maximum chroma. Curvature in this arc increases as the maximum
value of Cab increases. Thus, it is expected that the greatest variance in the angular
distribution of the ellipses would occur in the strips having the highest chroma, that the
least variance angular distribution of the ellipses would occur in the neutral and near-
neutral strips, and an intermediate amount of angular variance would occur in the strips of
moderate chroma. This expectation is supported by observing the variance in the angular
orientation of the ellipses corresponding to patches in the h. c. magenta strip (36) in
Figure 5.12, of the h. c. green strip (70) in Figure 5.25, and of the neutral strip (105) in
Figure 5.41. Given a fixed ratio of the major to minor axes in all of the ellipses
corresponding to all of the patches in all of the strips, the variance in the angular
orientation of the ellipses would be as expected. However, there is a correlation between
the angular orientation of the ellipses and the ratio of the major and minor axes. Table
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5.10 shows the mean value and the standard deviation of the absolute values of the slope
of the ellipses and the values of the mean and standard deviation of the ratio of the major
to the minor axes of the ellipses, when divided into three categories of chroma. The high
chroma strips consist of orange (13), h. c. magenta (36), cyan (56), and h. c. green (70).
The moderate chroma strips consist of red (33), 1. c. magenta (43), and 1. c. green (67).
The low chroma strips consist of tan (110) and neutral (105).
Table 5.10 Mean Values and Standard Deviations of the Slope and Ratio ofAxes Over
Three Chroma Ranges.
High Chroma Moderate Chroma Low Chroma
Slope Values (\L) 3.90 4.33 4.59
Slope Values (a) 5.15 6.08 7.14
Ratio ofAxes (u\) 2.03 1.74 1.58
Ratio ofAxes (a) 0.31 0.10 0.10
Table 5.10 shows that as chroma decreases, both the mean value and the standard
deviation of the ratio of the major to the minor axes decrease. Thus, the ellipses
corresponding to higher chroma patches not only have a greater average value of the ratio
of the major to minor axes, but there is more variance in the ratio of the major to the
minor axes. This confirms the trend illustrated in the graphs of the ellipses, that with
some exceptions, there is an inverse relationship between the ratio of the major to minor
axes and the slope of the ellipses. As shown in Table 5.10, as chroma values decreases,
the mean value and the standard deviation of the slope values corresponding to these
ellipses increases. The reason that the variance in the slope values is greater in the lower
chroma values than in the higher chroma patches is that the trend toward circularity in the
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shape of the ellipses frequently correlates with an increase in the slope value of the
ellipse.
5.4.4. Concluding Points
Based on a qualitative analysis of the graphic representation of the data, the behavior
of the ellipsoids can be roughly delineated as a function of hue.
The shape of the ellipsoids was determined to be largely a function of chroma and
lightness. Ellipsoids corresponding to the patches with high to middle range
L*
values were disk-like in shape. The high chroma strips maintained this characteristic
over their the entire range of their
L*
values. The ellipsoids corresponding to the
patches with low and intermediate levels of chroma exhibited a change in the shape of
their ellipsoids from thin and disk-like at higher values of L , towards a thicker disk
at lower values of L . This trend continued in the ellipsoids corresponding to the
patches with the lowest values of L , which were semi-spherical in shape.
In four strips, the maximum volume of the ellipsoids occurred in the patch with the
median
L*
value. In three strips, the distribution of the volumes of the ellipsoids was
moderately asymmetric and the maximum volume corresponded to patches with L
values greater than the median. In two strips volume decreased as L increased.
Although the two last strips mentioned are highly chromatic, the other two highly
chromatic strips did not manifest this characteristic. No overall correlation was found
between the hue or the chroma of a strip and the distribution of the values of volume
corresponding to the constituent patches of the strip.
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Overall, the amount of variance in the data, as expressed by the shape and the
orientation of the ellipsoids is greater in the L* direction, than in either the a* or the
b* direction.
The scanner introduced errors that distorted the location, shape, and the orientation of
the ellipsoids. This point alone demonstrates the need for much higher accuracy in
the measurement of (R, G, B) values and their subsequent transformation to
colorimetric values.
It was demonstrated that the value of L is inversely proportional to the fractional
path length through the mean values of the ellipsoids, thus, inversely proportional to
the concentration of the colorant(s) used in the patches. Further, the slope values of
the three strips evaluated in this chapter indicate that the integrated path length
between the mean values of the ellipsoids increase as chroma increases. As the log
K/S curves indicated that the composition of the colorants did not vary in the patches
within each strip, the ratio of the values of L , a , and b remained quite constant
from one patch to another in each of the chromatic strips, and extremely constant in
the patches of the neutral strip.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions
As discussed in the Chapter 1, a prerequisite to studying the relationship of color
and texture in textiles via analysis in the frequency domain, is a comprehensive
understanding of the relationship between the mean colorimetric values of a set of sample
textiles and their associated variances in color space. To thoroughly sample a three-
dimensional color space requires a large number of textiles, varying in hue, chroma and
lightness. As the variances associated with differing mean values are not constant
throughout a three-dimensional color space either an analytic model must be developed or
a LUT must be derived to empirically define this relationship. Additionally, it is
necessary to have a device for the image capture of a textile that will not introduce spatial
aberrations into the image, otherwise the resulting artifacts in the frequency domain will
degrade the quality of the analysis of the relationship between color and texture.
Thus, the two foci of this thesis were the spatial calibration of a flat bed scanner,
and the study of the relationship between the mean value of a color and its associated
variance in CIELAB space. The spatial calibration of the scanner was discussed in
Chapter Two. In Chapter Three, the use of principal component analysis to calculate the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of each data set was discussed. In Chapter Four, the
methods by which the data base was selected from the Scott-Munsell textile set, and by
which these samples were evaluated were discussed. An analysis and discussion of the
relationship between the mean values of the textile patches and their associated variances
is presented in Chapter Five.
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6.1. Conclusions Regarding the Photometric Calibration and Colorimetric
Characterization of the Scanner
To gray balance the UMAX scanner, second order equations were used to regress
measured values of Y on the (R, G, B) digital counts of the neutral samples in the
Macbeth ColorChecker. Although the r2 values for these regression were 0.993, 0.996,
and 1.0 for R, G, and B respectively, the mean AE*b value of 1.61 for the neutral patches
in the Macbeth ColorChecker was quite high. The problem stems principally from a
large shift in the chromaticity of the patch used in the Macbeth ColorChecker, which was
used as the white point for the scanner, relative to the chromaticities of its other neutral
patches, and from the very poor performance of the scanner with dark samples due to the
constraint of an eight bit system. Using a Macbeth ColorChecker to colorimetrically
characterize the scanner, a 3 by 3 matrix was derived that resulted in average AE*b values
of 4.57 for theMacbeth ColorChecker and 6.82 for the BCRA Series I tiles. Results from
Kang24 indicate that errors of this magnitude are not unexpected when characterizing an 8
bit per channel color scanner by polynomial regression. In his paper on this topic, Kang
concludes:
"In order to have an acceptable tolerance in hue error at very low scanner responses, the
errors in the intensity sensors should be on the order ofa fraction ofa gray levelfor an
8-bit quantization device, such as the Sharp scanner. This condition is impossible to
reach unless the quantization level is increased.
"
An alternative to the statistical techniques used in the photometric calibration and
colorimetric characterization of the scanner is non-linear tetrahedral interpolation
described by Hung.25 This approach has considerable merit when working with a color
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data set composed of a single set of colorants. Hung reports the results of using a set of
125 colors created from a 3 color offset printing process to compare the results of non
linear tetrahedral interpolation to those obtained using a first order regression matrix.
When a 3 by 3 matrix was constructed from this data base, the mean and maximum
values of AE*b were 5.7 and 16.9. However, when using non-linear tetrahedral
interpolation, the values of the mean and maximum values of AE*b were 0.4 and 3.5.
From a test set made with photographic paper, the average and maximum values of AE*b
using a 3 by 3 matrix was 4.9 and 12.9. The average and maximum values of AE*b using
tetrahedral interpolation on this test set were 1.1 and 9.9. Hung attributed the high
magnitude of the maximum AE*b value to a low signal-to-noise ratio when scanning dark
blue samples of the photographic paper.
Obtaining a more accurate result from the transformation of scanner (R, G, B)
values to colorimetric values is of signal significance for further work in this area. It is
not only that the error in the calculation of the mean values of an ellipsoid that is of
concern. The errors in the transformation from (R, G, B) values to CIELAB coordinates
also distorted the shape and the orientation of the ellipsoids. In particular, the high
degree of error in the darker samples as shown in Table 5.2 demonstrates the poor
performance of the scanner in measuring samples with
L*
values. It is certain, based
upon the known accuracy of other scanners that are currently available, that an instrument
of higher quality coupled with a better method of colorimetric characterization will
ensure a much greater degree of accuracy in the calculation of colorimetric values from
the measurements made with a scanner.
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6.2. Spatial Calibration of the Scanner
The high intensity values that occurred in the power spectra of images resulting
from variations in the output of the CCD sensors and the variance in the integration time
at each scan position were reduced by 99.25% by using the algorithm described in
Chapter Two. However, this calibration method of spatial calibration is highly time
consuming to implement. A less time consuming approach would be to average the
values in the power spectra in both rows immediately adjacent to the high intensity values
along the horizontal axis and in both columns immediately adjacent to the high intensity
values along the vertical axis. These averaged values would then be used to overwrite the
high intensity values. The approach used in this thesis has the advantage of reducing the
error sufficiently such that the resulting artifacts in the power spectra are negligible,
whereas the approach outlined above eliminates the symptom, not the cause. However,
in assessing the relevant merits of these two techniques the criterion should be the
effective gain in the signal-to noise-ratio, rather than the absolute magnitude by which the
noise was reduced. The averaging technique is be less time consuming, however two
factors weigh against it. AVS, an imaging processing software package developed by the
Digital Equipment Corporation, was used to calculate the power spectra from the scanned
image. In order to perform the averaging techniques on the power spectra, it would be
necessary to write a new module for this program. This type of programming requires
expertise in making calls to the existing code of the software program and to the
operating system on which the program is running. From an imaging perspective, this
approach has the drawback of filtering non-spurious signals that correspond to the values
in the power spectra along the central row and column of the power spectrum. Such
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signals are generated by straight lines in an a scanned object if those lines are parallel to
or orthogonal to the line in which the scanning elements move.
6.3. Variance Trends
The principal question that this thesis addressed was whether the variance of
ellipsoids about their mean, follow systematic trends throughout CIELAB space. There
is strong evidence for several trends, which are summarized as follows:
Based on an analysis of the graphic representation of the data, the overall behavior of
the ellipsoids can be roughly delineated as a function of hue.
The shape of the ellipsoids was determined to be principally a function of chroma and
lightness.
Three separate trends in volume were identified, however, no overall correlation was
found between the hue or the chroma of a strip and the distribution of the values of
ellipsoidal volume corresponding to the patches of the strip.
Overall, the amount of variance in the data, as expressed by the shape and the
orientation of the ellipsoids was found to be greater in the
L*
direction, than in either
the
a*
or the
b* direction.
It was shown that the variance in the value of L is inversely proportional to the
incremental change in the summed value of AEab . As the latter is correlated to the
concentration of the colorant(s) in the sample,
L*
is inversely proportional to colorant
concentration. It was also shown that as chroma increased, the pathway as defined as
the sum of the AEab values between the mean values of the ellipsoids increased.
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As the log K/S curves indicated that the composition of the colorants did not vary in
the patches within each strip, the ratio of the values of L*, a*, and
b*
remained quite
constant from one patch to another in each of the chromatic strips, and extremely
constant in the patches of the neutral strip.
Colorimetric errors due to a combination of a low quality scanner, an inadequate
method of colorimetric characterization, and the use of a spectrally selective neutral
scale used in gray balancing the scanner caused significant distortion in the mean
value, the orientation and the shape of the ellipsoids.
6.4. Suggestions for FurtherWork
The study of the systematic trends in the variance of ellipsoids about their mean
values in CIELAB was dependent on the spectral characteristics of the colorants used in
the Scott-Munsell samples. Further, the evaluation of only nine color at seven levels of
colorant concentration did not represent a comprehensive sampling of CIELAB space.
Given one set of dyes, a large number of colors samples could be prepared that would
also allow for a more complete sampling of the CIELAB space. This method would
make it possible to determine the exact concentration of the colorant used. Although
these are significant improvements, this approach alone does not resolve the question of
whether the variances corresponding to the mean values are uniquely defined by the
spectral characteristics of a particular set ofcolorants. Thus, it is suggested that multiple
sets be used, and that each set of dyes be mixed so that the colors formulated are
metamers to each other. Thus, a finer sampling of a larger color gamut can be performed,
while simultaneously, determining the degree to which the results are a function of a
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particular set of colorants, and to what extent they can be generalized to a larger class of
subtractive media.
6.4.1. Visualization Tools
The tools used in this thesis for the visualization of the data were three-
dimensional images of the ellipsoids and their two-dimensional projections. The three-
dimensional images characterize the ellipsoids while the two dimensional projections are
only shadow-like views into the actual phenomena. However, a static representation of a
three-dimensional object is much more difficult to interpret than an image that represents
only two dimensions. Given the capacity and availability of high-speed graphic
computers such as the Silicon Graphics ONYX, the ellipsoids could be continuously
viewed from any series of angles. Adding the dimension of continuous motion to the
visualization process would alter the experience of viewing the ellipsoids in three-
dimensions, from an awkward process, into an elegant visualization tool.
6.4.2. Color and Texture
The initial motivation for this thesis was to study the relationship between color
and texture; for future research, analysis in the frequency domain is perceived as a
natural choice. This is because the frequency domain expresses an image in terms of the
amplitude, frequency and phase of the pure sine and cosine waves into which it can be
decomposed. These components can be used as metrics to qualitatively define intrinsic
and colorant texture. The idea of the separation of colorant texture from the intrinsic
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texture is supported by Wood's workl4. In discussing Fourier analysis of carpet samples,
he states:
The regular periodic nature of many textile materials permits Fourier transform
techniques m image processing to be used to measure their visual characteristics In
carpets, the patterns may be due to either the arrangement of the pile or the repetition of
a colored design. Separating pile texture from the colored pattern and measuring thedisruption of the pattern (as distinct from the disruption of the pile) are likely to be
necessary parts of a carpet appearance measurement system that is appropriate to all
styles.
"
To facilitate this analysis further, a wedge-ring detector, as shown in Figure 6.1
can be used as a data reduction device to produce a histogram of the frequencies present
over differing ranges and differing angular orientations of the power spectra.
Fig. 6.1 Wedge-Ring Detector.
The top half of the wedge ring detector is comprised of a series of wedges, the
bottom half is divided into a series of annuli. The power spectrum, which is symmetric,
allows the wedges and the annuli to evaluate identical data from separate halves of the
same image. A series of values from the set of annuli provide a histogram of the
integrated values present as a function of differing frequency. The range of frequencies
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contained within each annulus is determined solely by the radial range over which the
annulus extends. A series of values from the set of wedges provides a histogram of the
integrated values of all frequencies within the angular subtense of the wedge.
The histograms created by the wedge-ring detector provide quantitative
measurements of the frequency components of the underlying material and of the
colorants convolved with the material. Identification of these frequency components
allow separate categories of frequency ranges to be established, corresponding to the
intrinsic texture of the underlying material and the texture resulting from the spatial
distribution of the colorants.
From a basis of three data sets: 1) Colorimetric and spectral characteristics of the
colorants, 2) the texture of underlying material, 3) the texture created by colorants; new
textural structures can be constructed from these data sets. However, this synthesis must
be proceeded by the analysis of the relationship between the colorants, the intrinsic
texture of the underlying material, and the colorant textures within the material. In turn,
this must be proceeded by a thorough understanding of the relationship between the mean
value of a set of textile colors and their associated variances throughout color space.
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Appendix Al.
C Program For Photometric, Spatial Calibration and Colorimetric Characterization
of the UMAX Scanner
Al.l. Summary ofProgram Functions
With the use of aMakefile, a header file, and the image data file, twenty functions
were assembled into a program, which read the raw data from the image file, performed
spatial and photometric calibration, colorimetric characterization, and wrote the image
and text output files. The ANSI/C code and a description of each program component
follows.
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A1.2. TheMakeFile
This UNIX utility was used for compiling and linking the C code of the twenty
program functions, thus simplifying the compilation process. There are many forms of a
Makefile, this particular one compiled each function separately, using the header file
scanner,h, and subsequently linked them into a single executable program.
spat: main.o struct_mem.o arrays_mem.o read_arguments_function.o infile_function.o
extract_subimage.o white_horz_line_extract_subimage.o
black_horz_line_extract_subimage.o white_vert_line_extract_subimage.o
black_vert_line_extract_subimage.o getpixel.o line_getpixel.o putpixel.o
horz_line_putpixel.o vert_line_putpixel.o non_lin.o spatial.o mean_value.o
color_matrix.o outfile_function.o
cc main.o struct_mem.o arrays_mem.o read_arguments_function.o infile_function.o
extract_subimage.o white_horz_line_extract_subimage.o
black_horz_line_extract_subimage.o white_vert_line_extract_subimage.o
black_vert_line_extract_subimage.o getpixel.o line_getpixel.o putpixel.o
horz_line_putpixel.o vert_line_putpixel.o non_lin.o spatial.o mean_value.o
color_matrix.o outfile_function.o -o spat -g -lm
main.o:
main.c scanner.h
cc -c main.c -g
struct_mem.o:
struct_mem.c scanner.h
cc -c struct_mem.c -g
arrays_mem.o:
arrays_mem.c scanner.h
cc -c arrays_mem.c -g
read_arguments_function.o:
read_arguments_function.c scanner.h
cc -c read_arguments_function.c -g
infile_function.o:
infile_function.c scanner.h
cc -c infile_function.c -g
extract_subimage.o:
extract_subimage.c scanner.h
cc -c extract_subimage.c -g
white_horz_line_extract_subimage.o:
white_horz_line_extract_subimage.c scanner.h
cc -c white_horzJine_extract_subimage.c -g
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black_horz_line_extract_subimage.o:
black_horz_line_extract_subimage.c scanner.h
cc -c black_horz_line_extract_subimage.c -g
white_vert_line_extract_subimage.o:
white_vert_line_extract_subimage.c scanner.h
cc -c white_vert_line_extract_subimage.c -g
black_vert_line_extract_subimage.o:
black_vert_line_extract_subimage.c scanner.h
cc -c black_vert_line_extract_subimage.c -g
getpixel.o:
getpixel.c scanner.h
cc -c getpixel.c -g
line_getpixel.o:
line_getpixel.c scanner.h
cc -c line_getpixel.c -g
putpixel.o:
putpixel.c scanner.h
cc -c putpixel.c -g
horz_line_putpixel.o:
horz_line_putpixel.c scanner.h
cc -c horz_line_putpixel.c -g
vert_line_putpixel.o:
vert_line_putpixel.c scanner.h
cc -c vert_line_putpixel.c -g
spatial.o:
spatial.c scanner.h
cc -c spatial.c -g
non_lin.o:
non_lin.c scanner.h
cc -c nonjin.c -g
mean_value.o:
mean_value.c scanner.h
cc -c mean_value.c -g
color_matrix.o:
color_matrix.c scanner.h
cc -c color_matrix.c -g
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outfile_function . o :
outfile_function.c scanner.h
cc -c outfile_function.c -g
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A1.3. The Header File
Information may be stored in a special file called a header file. In C, the
convention is that header files end with the suffix .h. Thus, in this program the header
file was named scanner.h. The information in this file was made accessible to all of the
functions in the program simply by placing the name of the header file at the top of each
of the functions. For example, all of the functions prototypes and two structures were
defined and placed in the header file. One structure contained pointers to arrays used
extensively throughout the program. The other structure contained specific pointers to
arrays for the allocation of memory in the segmentation of the calibration patches. A
structure is a diverse collection of data types grouped together for more organized
programming when passing many variables between functions. Instead of passing
individual variables and arrays from one function to another, the structure containing
them was passed. This made the objects passed between functions much clearer in the
code.
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
/* definition of structure type IMAGE type */
struct IMAGE {
double *arrayO;
double *arrayl;
double *array2;
long imagesize;
long number_of_rows;
long number_of_columns;
long image_X, image_Y;
char *infile;
char *outfile_char;
char *outfile_float;
/* 1st of a triplet of color variables */
/* 2nd of a triplet of color variables */
/* 3rd of a triplet of color variables */
/* number of pixels in one of the 3 color images */
/* number of rows in an image */
/* number of rows in an image */
/* coordinates of first pixel in the image */
/* name of infile read from argv[l] */
/* name of char outfile */
/* name of float outfile */
};
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struct SPATIAL_ARRAYS {
double *wh_mean_line_valueO;
double *wh_mean_line_valuel;
double *wh_mean_line_value2;
double *bh_mean_line_valueO;
double *bh_mean_line_valuel;
double *bh_mean_line_value2;
double *wv_mean_line_valueO;
double *wv_mean_line_valuel;
double *wv_mean_line_value2;
double *bv_mean_line_valueO;
double *bv_mean_line_valuel;
double *bv_mean_line_value2;
long imagesize;
};
/* 1st of a triplet of color variables */
/* 2nd of a triplet of color variables */
/* 3rd of a triplet of color variables */
/* 4th of a triplet of color variables */
/* 5th of a triplet of color variables */
/* 6th of a triplet of color variables */
/* 7th of a triplet of color variables */
/* 8th of a triplet of color variables */
/* 9th of a triplet of color variables */
/* 10th of a triplet of color variables */
/* 1 1th of a triplet of color variables */
/* 12th of a triplet of color variables */
/* PROTOTYPE OF READ_ARGUMENTS_FUNCTION */
void read_arguments_function(struct IMAGE *in_image, struct IMAGE
*primary_image, struct IMAGE *white_horz, struct IMAGE *black_horz, struct IMAGE
*white_vert, struct IMAGE *black_vert, struct IMAGE *white_horz_line, struct IMAGE
*black_horz_line, struct IMAGE *white_vert_line, struct IMAGE *black_vert_line, long
number_of_arguments, char *arguments_filename, struct SPATIAL_ARRAYS
*temp_arrays, struct IMAGE *column_slope, struct IMAGE *row_slope, struct IMAGE
*column_offset, struct IMAGE *row_offset);
/* PROTOTYPE OF STRUCT_MEM FUNCTION */
void struct_mem(struct IMAGE *temp);
/* PROTOTYPE OF INFILE_FUNCTION */
void infile_function(struct IMAGE *in_image);
/* PROTOTYPE OF EXTRACTION_SUBIMAGE FUNCTION*/
void extract_subimage (struct IMAGE tempi, struct IMAGE *temp2);
/* PROTOTYPE OF GETPIXEL PROTOTYPE FUNCTION*/
double getpixel(struct IMAGE in_image, int column, int row, int color_of_pixel);
/* PROTOTYPE OF PUTPIXEL FUNCTION */
void putpixel(struct IMAGE *sub_image, int column, int row, double
grey, int color_of_pixel);
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/* PROTOTYPE SPATIAL_CORRECTION FUNCTION */
void spatial_correction(struct IMAGE *primary_image, struct IMAGE
*white_horz, struct IMAGE *black_horz, struct IMAGE *white_vert,
struct IMAGE *black_vert, struct IMAGE *white_horz_line, struct IMAGE
*black_horz_line, struct IMAGE *white_vert_line,
struct IMAGE *black_vert_line, struct SPATIAL_ARRAYS *temp_arrays,
struct IMAGE *column_slope, struct IMAGE *column_offset,
struct IMAGE *row_slope, struct IMAGE *row_offset);
/* PROTOTYPE OF NONJLIN FUNCTION */
VOID NON_LIN(STRUCT IMAGE *TEMP_IMAGE);
/* PROTOTYPE OF ARRAY_MEM FUNCTION */
void arrays_mem(struct SPATIAL_ARRAYS *temp);
/* PROTOTYPE OF PIXEL AVERAGING FUNCTION */
void mean_value(struct IMAGE *temp, double *mean_valueO, double *mean_valuel,
double *mean_value2);
/* PROTOTYPE OFWHITE_HORZ_LINE_EXTRACTION_IMAGE
FUNCTION*/
void white_horz_line_extract_subimage (struct IMAGE tempi, struct
IMAGE *temp2, long line_counter);
/* PROTOTYPE OF LINE_GETPIXEL FUNCTION */
double line_getpixel(struct IMAGE in_image, int column, int row, int
color_of_pixel);
/* PROTOTYPE OF HORZ_LINE_PUTPIXEL FUNCTION*/
void horz_line_putpixel(struct IMAGE *sub_image, long put_counter,
double grey, int color_of_pixel);
/* PROTOTYPE OF BLACK_HORZ_LINE_EXTRACTION_SUBIMAGE
FUNCTION */
void black_horz_line_extract_subimage (struct IMAGE tempi, struct
IMAGE *temp2, long line_counter);
/* PROTOTYPE OFWHITE_VERT_LINE_EXTRACTION_SUBIMAGE
FUNCTION*/
void white_vert_line_extract_subimage (struct IMAGE tempi, struct
IMAGE *temp2, long line_counter);
/* PROTOTYPE OF VERT_LINE_PUTPIXEL FUNCTION */
void vert_line_putpixel(struct IMAGE *sub_image, long offset,
double grey, int color_of_pixel);
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/* PROTOTYPE OF BLACK_VERT_LINE_EXTRACTION_IMAGE FUNCTION
*/
void black_vert_line_extract_subimage (struct IMAGE tempi, struct
IMAGE *temp2, long line_counter);
/* PROTOTYPE OF COLOR_MATRIX FUNCTION */
void color_matrix(struct IMAGE *primary_image);
/* PROTOTYPE OF OUTFILE_FUNCTION */
void outfile_function(struct IMAGE *primary_image,
char *character_image_outfile, char *fioat_image_outfile);
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A1.4. The Program Data File
There were many numerical values required as input by the program. A
convenient method to enter this data was to create this file, and have the program read it
at the beginning of its execution. The descriptions of the data values are included for
readability; as they were simply read into a dummy variable that was not used for any
other purpose.
3225 number_of_rows_in_the_IN_image
974 number_of_columns_in_the_IN_image
0 starting_X_location_of_IN_image_within IN_image
0 starting_Y_location_of_IN_image_within_IN_image
64 number_of_rows_in_the_primary_image
64 number_of_columns_in_the_primary_image
456 starting_X_location_of_primary_image_within_IN_image
1584 starting_Y_location_of_primary_image_within_IN_image
100 number_of_rows_used_in_white_horizontal_calibration_strip
2904 starting_Y_location_in_white_horizontal_calibration_strip_within_IN_image
100 number_of_rows_used_in_black_horizontal_calibration_strip
1 13 starting_Y_location_of_black_horizontal_calibration_strip
100 number_of_columns_in_the_white_vertical_calibration_strip
788 starting_X_location_of_white_vertical_calibration_strip_within_IN_image
100 number_of_columns_in_the_black_vertical_calibration_strip
160 starting_X_location_of_black_vertical_calibration_strip_within_IN_image
100 number_of_rows_in_white_horz_line_image
1 number_of_columns_in_white_horz_line_image
0 starting_Y_location_in_white_horizontal_line_image
100 number_of_rows_in_black_horz_line_image
1 number_of_columns_in_black_horz_line_image
0 starting_Y_location_in_black_horizontal_line_image
1 number_of_rows_in_white_vert_line_image
100 number_of_columns_in_white_vert_line_image
0 starting_X_location_in_white_vertical_line_image
1 number_of_rows_in_black_vert_line_image
100 number_of_columns_in_black_vert_line_image
0 starting_X_location_in_black_vertical_line_image
64 array_size_for_temp_arrays_equals_the_value_as_rows_in_primary_image
64 array_size_for_column_slope_equals_the_value_as_rows_in_primary_image
64 array_size_for_row_slope_equals_the_value_as_rows_in_primary_image
64 array_size_for_column_offset_equals_the_value_as_rows_in_primary_image
64 array_size_for_row_offset_equals_the_same_value_as_rows_in_primary_image
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A1.5. Main Function
All C programs have a main function. As this was a complex program in toto, the
principal purpose of the main function was to call other functions. Functions could be
called as frequently as needed, from the main function or from any sub-function called by
the main function. Multiple function calls from the main function and its sub-functions
were commonly used in this program. The main function was also used to free dynamic
memory when it was no longer required.
#include "scanner.h"
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
long number_of_arguments = argc;
char *arguments_filename = argv[l];
char *data_infile = argv[2];
char *char_image_outfile = argv[3];
char *float_image_outfile = argv[4];
/* declaration of struct IMAGE_TYPE, it's variable name "image". */
struct IMAGE injmage, primary_image, white_horz, black_horz, white_vert,
black_vert, white_horz_line, black_horz_line, white_vert_line, black_vert_line,
column_slope, column_offset, row_slope, row_offset;
/* declaration of struct SPATIAL_ARRAY, it's variable name "image". */
struct SPATIAL_ARRAYS temp_arrays;
/* variable declarations in main */
/* Call to read_arguments function */
read_arguments_function(&in_image, &primary_image, &white_horz,
&black_horz, &white_vert, &black_vert, &white_horz_line, &black_horz_line,
&white_vert_line, &black_vert_line, number_of_arguments, arguments_filename,
&temp_arrays, &column_slope, &row_slope, &column_offset, &row_offset);
in_image.infile = data_infile;
/* Calling struct_mem for dynamic memory for injmage */
struct_mem(&in_image) ;
/* Call to infile function */
infile_function(&in_image) ;
/* Calling struct_mem for dynamic memory for primary_image */
struct_mem(&primary_image) ;
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/* Call to extraction_image */
extract_subimage(in_image, &primary_image);
/* Calling struct_mem for dynamic memory for white_horz */
struct_mem(&white_horz) ;
/* Call to extraction_image */
extract_subimage(in_image, &white_horz) ;
/* Calling struct_mem for dynamic memory for black_horz */
struct_mem(&black_horz) ;
/* Call to extraction_image for black horizontal */
extract_subimage(in_image, &black_horz) ;
/* Calling struct_mem for dynamic memory for white_vert */
struct_mem(&white_vert) ;
extract_subimage(in_image, &white_vert) ;
/* Calling struct_mem for dynamic memory for black_vert */
struct_mem(&black_vert) ;
extract_subimage(in_image, &black_vert) ;
/* Freeing in_image arrays */
free(in_image.arrayO);
free(in_image.array 1 ) ;
free(in_image.array2);
/* Calling struct_mem for all "line
arrays"*/
struct_mem(&white_horz_line) ;
struct_mem(&black_horz_line) ;
struct_mem(&white_vert_line) ;
struct_mem(&black_vert_line) ;
/* Calling arraysjmem for dynamic allocation */
arrays_mem(&temp_arrays) ;
/* Calling struct mem for column and row slope and offset struct variables */
struct_mem(&column_slope) ;
struct_mem(&column_offset);
struct_mem(&row_slope) ;
struct_mem(&row_offset);
/* Calling arrays_mem for dynamic allocation */
arrays_mem(&temp_arrays) ;
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/* call to linear transform */
spatial_correction(&primary_image, &white_horz, &black_horz, &white_vert,
&black_vert, &white_horz_line, &black_horz_line, &white_vert_line,
&black_vert_line, &temp_arrays, &column_slope, &column_offset, &row_slope,
&row_offset);
/* Call to non_linear correction function */
non_lin(&primary_image) ;
/* Call to non_linear correction function */
non_lin(&white_horz) ;
/* Call to non_linear correction function */
non_lin(&black_horz);
/* Call to non_linear correction function */
non_lin(&white_vert) ;
/* Call to non_linear correction function */
non_lin(&black_vert) ;
/* Freeing white_horz arrays */
free(white_horz.arrayO);
free(white_horz.array 1);
free(white_horz . array2) ;
/* Freeing black_horz arrays */
free(black_horz.arrayO);
free(black_horz.array 1 ) ;
free(black_horz.array2) ;
/* Freeing white_vert arrays */
free(white_vert.arrayO);
free(white_vert.array 1 ) ;
free(white_vert.array2) ;
/* Freeing black_vert arrays */
free(black_vert.arrayO) ;
free(black_vert.array 1 );
free(black_vert.array2);
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/* freeing line arrays */
free(temp_arrays.wh_mean_line_valueO);
free(temp_arrays.wh_mean_line_valuel);
free(temp_arrays.wh_mean_line_value2);
free(temp_arrays .bh_mean_line_valueO) ;
free(temp_arrays .bh_mean_line_value 1 ) ;
free(temp_arrays .bh_mean_line_value2) ;
free(temp_arrays.wv_mean_line_valueO);
free(temp_arrays.wv_mean_line_valuel);
free(temp_arrays.wv_mean_line_value2);
free(temp_arrays.bv_mean_line_valueO);
free(temp_arrays .bv_mean_line_value 1 ) ;
free(temp_arrays .bv_mean_line_value2) ;
/* Call to Color Transformation from RGB to Lab */
color_matrix(&primary_image) ;
/* calling outfile writing program */
outfile_function(&primary_image, char_image_outfile, float_image_outfile);
} /* end ofmain program */
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A1.6. Read Arguments Function
This function read the command line arguments and checked that the correct
number were entered. It also read the program data file; this file has 33 values that
define the points in the scanned image used to segment the image into 4 calibration
patches and a central image area.
#include "scanner.h"
void read_arguments_function(struct IMAGE *in_image, struct IMAGE
*primary_image, struct IMAGE *white_horz, struct IMAGE * blackjiorz, struct IMAGE
*white_vert, struct IMAGE *black_vert, struct IMAGE *white_horz_line, struct IMAGE
*black_horz_line, struct IMAGE *white_vert_line, struct IMAGE *black_vert_line, long
number_of_arguments, char *arguments_filename, struct SPATIAL_ARRAYS
*temp_arrays, struct IMAGE *column_slope, struct IMAGE *row_slope, struct IMAGE
*column_offset, struct IMAGE *row_offset)
{
FILE *infile;
char comment[132];
/* open files and read in data from file */
if (number_of_arguments != 5) {
printf("
arguments: program_name infile_name: \n");
exit(l);
if ((infile = fopen(arguments_filename, "r")) == NULL) {
printf("Can not open %s as input", arguments_filename);
exit(l);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(in_image->number_of_rows), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(in_image->number_of_columns), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(in_image->image_X), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(in_image->image_Y), comment);
in_image->imagesize = in_image->number_of_rows*in_image
>number_of_columns;
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(primary_image->number_of_rows), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(primary_image->number_of_columns), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(primary_image->image_X), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(primary_image->image_Y), comment);
primary_image->imagesize = primary_image->
number_of_rows*primary_image->
number_of_columns ;
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(white_horz->number_of_rows), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(white_horz->image_Y), comment);
white_horz->number_of_columns = primary_image->number_of_columns;
white_horz->image_X = primary_image->image_X;
white_horz->imagesize = white_horz>number_of_rows*white_horz->
number_of_columns;
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(black_horz->number_of_rows), comment);
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fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(black_horz->image_Y), comment);
blackJiorz->number_of_columns = primaryJmage->number_of_columns;
black_horz->image_X = primary_image->image_X;
black_horz->imagesize = blackJiorz->number_of_rows*black_horz->
number_of_columns ;
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(white_vert->number_of_columns), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(white_vert->image_X), comment);
white_vert->number_of_rows = primary_image->number_of_rows;
white_vert->image_Y = primary_image->image_Y;
white_vert->imagesize = white_vert->number_of_rows*white_vert->
number_of_columns ;
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(black_vert->number_of_columns), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(black_vert->image_X), comment);
black_vert->number_of_rows = primaryJmage->number_of_rows;
black_vert->image_Y = primary_image->image_Y;
black_vert->imagesize = black_vert->number_of_rows*black_vert->
number_of_columns ;
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(white_horz_line->number_of_rows), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(white_horz_line->number_of_columns), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(white_horz_line->image_Y), comment);
white_horz_line->image_X = primary_image->image_X;
white_horz_line->imagesize = white_horz_line->number_of_rows*
white_horz_line->number_of_columns;
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(black_horz_line->number_of_rows), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(black_horz_line->number_of_columns), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(black_horz_line->image_Y), comment);
black_horz_line->image_X = primary_image->image_X;
black_horz_line->imagesize = black_horz_line->number_of_rows*
black_horz_line->number_of_columns;
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(white_vert_line->number_of_rows), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(white_vert_line->number_of_columns), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(white_vert_line->image_X), comment);
white_vert_line->image_X = primary_image->image_X;
white_vert_line->imagesize =
white_vert_line->number_of_rows*
white_vert_line->number_of_columns;
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(black_vert_line->number_of_rows), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(black_vert_line->number_of_columns), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(black_vert_line->image_X), comment);
black_vert_line->image_X = primary_image->image_X;
black_vert_line->imagesize = black_vert_line->number_of_rows*
black_vert_line->number_of_columns;
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(temp_arrays->imagesize), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(column_slope->imagesize), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(row_slope->imagesize), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(column_offset->imagesize), comment);
fscanf(infile, "%ld %s", &(row_offset->imagesize), comment);
} /* end of read_arguments_function */
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A1.7. Struct Mem Function
This function dynamically allocated memory for the three image arrays containing
the values of the three color bands for all image segments.
#include "scanner.h"
void struct_mem(struct IMAGE *temp) {
temp->arrayO = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize, sizeof(double)));
if(temp->arrayO == NULL) {
printf("temp arrayO does not have sufficient memory\n");
exit(-l);
}
temp->arrayl = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize, sizeof(double)));
if(temp->arrayl ==NULL) {
printf("temp arrayl does not have sufficient memory\n");
exit(-l);
temp->array2 = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize, sizeof(double)));
if(temp->array2 == NULL) {
printf("temp array2 does not have sufficient memoryW);
exit(-l);
}
} /* function close */
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A1.8. Infile Function
This function determined if a file could be opened successfully. If a system
conflict existed the function notified the user and terminated the program at that point.
Otherwise, the file was opened and the function read each pixel sequentially into binary
format. Additionally, this function performed full error checking on the data as it was
read from the file. Last, the Infile Function closed the file fromwhich the data was read.
#include "scanner.h"
void infile_function(struct IMAGE *in_image) {
FILE *infile;
long index;
unsigned char unsigned_character_buffer[3];
/* open files and read in data from file */
if ((infile = fopen(in_image->infile, "rb")) == NULL) {
printf("Can not open %s as input", in_image->infile);
exit(l);
}
/* To change read the character values into double values */
for (index=0; index< in_image->imagesize; index++) {
if(!feof(infile)) {
fread(unsigned_character_buffer,
sizeof(unsigned_character_buffer), 1 , infile);
if(ferror(infile)) {
printf("error reading file\n");
exit(l);
}
}
in_image->arrayO[index] = (double) unsigned_character_buffer[0]
in_image->arrayl [index] = (double) unsigned_character_buffer[l]
in_image->array2[index] = (double) unsigned_character_buffer[2]
} /* close for index */
close (infile);
} /* close for infile function */
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A1.9. Extract Subimage Function
Prior to calling this function, StructMem was called to allocate memory for
separate sections of the image. This function extracted those sections from the full image
and placed each section within its own triad of arrays.
#include "scanner.h"
void extract_subimage (struct IMAGE tempi, struct IMAGE *temp2) {
double greyO, greyl, grey2;
long subimage_X, subimage_Y, counter_X, counter_Y;
for(counter_Y = temp2->image_Y, subimage_Y =0; subimage_Y
< temp2->number_of_rows; counter_Y++, subimage_Y++) {
for(counter_X = temp2->image_X, subimage_X =0; subimage_X
< temp2->number_of_columns; counter_X++, subimage_X++
)
{
greyO = getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
0);
greyl = getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
D;
grey2 = getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
2);
putpixel(temp2, subimage_X, subimage_Y, greyO,
0);
putpixel(temp2, subimage_X, subimage_Y, greyl,
putpixel(temp2, subimage_X, subimage_Y, grey2,
2);
} /* close of extract image function */
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ALIO. Getpixel Function
Called three times per pixel by Extract Subimage, this function retrieved, one
band at a time, each of the three color bands and returned them to the calling function.
#include "scanner.h"
double getpixel(struct IMAGE in_image, int column, int row, int color_of_pixel)
{
long offset;
double grey;
offset = row * in_image.number_of_columns + column;
switch(color_of_pixel) {
case 0:
grey = in_image.arrayO[offset];
break;
case 1:
grey = in_image.arrayl [offset];
break;
case 2:
grey = in_image.array2[offset];
break;
}
return grey;
}/* End ofGet Pixel*/
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Al.ll. Putpixel Function
Called three times per pixel by Extract Subimage, this function took the values
returned by the Get Pixelfunction and placed them in the array that was specified by the
call to Extract Subimage from themain function.
#include "scanner.h"
void putpixel(struct IMAGE *sub_image, int column, int row, double
grey, int color_of_pixel)
{
long offset;
offset = row * sub_image->number_of_columns + column;
switch (color_of_pixel) {
case 0:
sub_image->arrayO[offset] = grey;
break;
case 1:
sub_image->arrayl [offset] = grey;
break;
case 2:
sub_image->array2[offset] = grey;
break;
}
}/*EndofPut_Pixel*/
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A1.12. Arrays Mem Function
The purpose of this function was to declare twelve arrays that were used to
dynamically allocate memory for the spatial correction procedure. Three arrays were
used for each of the four calibration patches.
#include "scanner.h"
void arrays_mem(struct SPATIAL_ARRAYS *temp) {
temp->wh_mean_line_valueO = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize,
sizeof(double)));
if(temp->wh_mean_line_valueO == NULL) {
printf("temp wh_mean_line_valueO does not have sufficient memory\n");
exit(-l);
}
temp->wh_mean_line_valuel = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize,
sizeof(double)));
if(temp->wh_mean_line_valuel ==NULL) {
printf("temp wh_mean_line_valuel does not have sufficient memory\n");
exit(-l);
}
temp->wh_mean_line_value2 = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize,
sizeof(double)));
if(temp->wh_mean_line_value2 == NULL) {
printf("temp wh_mean_line_value2 does not have sufficient memory\n");
exit(-l);
}
temp->bh_mean_line_valueO = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize,
sizeof(double)));
if(temp->bh_mean_line_valueO == NULL) {
printf("temp bh_mean_line_valueO does not have sufficient memoryW);
exit(-l);
}
temp->bh_mean_line_valuel = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize,
sizeof(double)));
if(temp->bh_mean_line_valuel == NULL) {
printf("temp bh_mean_line_valuel does not have sufficient memory\n");
exit(-l);
}
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temp->bh_mean_line_value2 = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize,
sizeof(double)));
if(temp
printf("temp bh_mean_line_value2 does not have sufficient memonAn");
exit(-l);
}
temp->wv_mean_line_valueO = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize,
sizeof(double)));
if(temp->wv_mean_line_valueO == NULL) {
printf("temp wv_mean_line_valueO does not have sufficient memoryVn");
exit(-l);
}
temp->wv_mean_line_valuel = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize,
sizeof(double)));
if(temp->wv_mean_line_valuel == NULL) {
printf("temp wv_mean_line_valuel does not have sufficient memory\n");
exit(-l);
}
temp->wv_mean_line_value2 = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize,
sizeof(double)));
if(temp->wv_mean_line_value2 == NULL) {
printf("temp wv_mean_line_value2 does not have sufficient memory\n");
exit(-l);
}
temp->bv_mean_line_valueO = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize,
sizeof(double)));
if(temp->bv_mean_line_valueO == NULL) {
printf("temp bv_mean_line_valueO does not have sufficient memory\n");
exit(-l);
}
temp->bv_mean_line_valuel = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize,
sizeof(double)));
if(temp->bv_mean_line_valuel ==NULL) {
printf("temp bv_mean_line_valuel does not have sufficient memory\n");
exit(-l);
}
temp->bv_mean_line_value2 = ( (double *) calloc((size_t) temp->imagesize,
sizeof(double)));
if(temp->bv_mean_line_value2 == NULL) {
printf("temp bv_mean_line_value2 does not have sufficient memoryW);
exit(-l);
}
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A1.13. Spatial Correction Function
Slight variations in the digital counts from one pixel to another were observed in
the spatial domain. To reduce this effect, the spatial correction function modified the
gain and the offset of all the pixels of the image to equal the average gain and the offset
established by the two set of calibration patches.
To reduce the noise with a single column of pixels due to the non-uniformity of
the calibration patches, the digital counts from each CCD element in 100 positions were
recorded and averaged from both the light and the dark calibration patches. Thus, the
response of each individual CCD element was defined as a function of the average of 100
digital counts, for both the light and the dark calibration patches. These values were used
to calculate the slope and the offset of the pixels in each column of the image.
The same approach was used with respect to recording the digital counts of each
position the arrays stopped at while scanning the image. At each row position that the
arrays stopped, 100 values were recorded from the light calibration patch and 100 values
from the dark calibration patch. Thus, the response of the arrays at each position it
stopped at on the scanner bed was defined as a function of the average of 100 digital
counts, for both the light and the dark calibration patches. These values were used to
calculate the slope and the offset of the pixels in each row of the image.
The last step in the spatial calibration procedure was to apply the correction
factors to the data using equation 2.9.
#include "scanner.h"
void spatial_correction(struct IMAGE *primary_image, struct IMAGE *white_horz,
struct IMAGE *black_horz, struct IMAGE *white_vert, struct IMAGE *black_vert,
struct IMAGE *white_horz_line, struct IMAGE *black_horz_line,
struct IMAGE *white_vert_line, struct IMAGE *black_vert_line, struct
SPATIAL_ARRAYS *temp_arrays,
struct IMAGE *column_slope, struct IMAGE *column_offset, struct IMAGE
*row_slope, struct IMAGE *row_offset) {
double white_reflectance_X = 56.91, white_reflectance_Y = 59.97,
white_reflectance_Z = 65.20;
double black_reflectance_X = 7.95, black_reflectance_Y = 8.4,
black_reflectance_Z = 9.26;
double horizontal_slope_X, horizontal_slope_Y, horizontal_slope_Z;
double vertical_slope_X, vertical_slope_Y, vertical_slope_Z;
double horizontal_offset_X, horizontal_offset_Y, horizontal_offset_Z;
double vertical_offset_X, vertical_offset_Y, vertical_offset_Z;
double wh_mean_value0, wh_mean_valuel, wh_mean_value2;
double bh_mean_value0, bh_mean_valuel, bh_mean_value2;
double wv_mean_value0, wv_mean_valuel, wv_mean_value2;
double bv_mean_value0, bv_mean_valuel, bv_mean_value2;
long horizontal_offset, vertical_offset, row_counter,
column_counter = 0, pixel_counter = 0;
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mean_value(white_horz, &wh_mean_valueO, &wh_mean_valuel,
&wh_mean_value2) ;
mean_value(black_horz, &bh_mean_valueO, &bh_mean_valuel,
&bh_mean_value2) ;
mean_value(white_vert, &wv_mean_valueO, &wv_mean_valuel,
&wv_mean_value2) ;
mean_value(black_vert, &bv_mean_valueO, &bv_mean_valuel,
&bv_mean_value2);
horizontal_slope_X = (wh_mean_valueO -
bh_mean_valueO)/(white_reflectance_X - black_reflectance_X);
horizontal_slope_Y = (wh_mean_valuel -
bh_mean_valuel)/(white_reflectance_Y - black_reflectance_Y);
horizontal_slope_Z = (wh_mean_value2 -
bh_mean_value2)/(white_reflectance_Z - black_reflectance_Z);
vertical_slope_X = (wv_mean_valueO - bv_mean_valueO)/(white_reflectance_X -
black_reflectance_X) ;
vertical_slope_Y = (wv_mean_valuel - bv_mean_valuel)/(white_reflectance_Y -
black_reflectance_Y) ;
vertical_slope_Z = (wv_mean_value2 - bv_mean_value2)/(white_reflectance_Z -
lack_reflectance_Z) ;
horizontal_offset_X = bh_mean_valueO - (horizontal_slope_X *
black_reflectance_X) ;
horizontal_offset_Y = bh_mean_valuel - (horizontal_slope_Y *
black_reflectance_Y)
horizontal_offset_Z =
black_reflectance_Z)
bh_mean_value2 - (horizontal_slope_Z
vertical_offset_X = bv_mean_valueO - (vertical_slope_X * black_reflectance_X);
vertical_offset_Y = bv_mean_valuel - (vertical_slope_Y * black_reflectance_Y);
vertical_offset_Z = bv_mean_value2 - (vertical_slope_Z * black_reflectance_Z);
/* calling array_mem for dynamic memory for temp_arrays->*/
arrays_mem(temp_arrays) ;
for(row_counter = 0; row_counter < temp_arrays->imagesize; row_counter++) {
for(column_counter = 0; column_counter < temp_arrays->imagesize;
column_counter++) {
white_horz_line_extract_subimage(*white_horz, white_horz_line,
column_counter);
black_horz_line_extract_subimage(*black_horz,black_horz_line,
column_counter);
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white_vert_line_extract_subimage(*white_vert, white_vert_line,
row_counter);
black_vert_line_extract_subimage(*black_vert, black_vert_line,
row_counter);
mean_value(white_horz_line, &(temp_arrays-
>wh_mean_line_valueO[column_counter] ) ,
&(temp_arrays->wh_mean_line_value 1 [column_counter]),
&(temp_arrays->wh_mean_line_value2[column_counter]));
mean_value(black_horz_line, &(temp_arrays-
>bh_mean_line_valueO [column_counter] ) ,
&(temp_arrays->bh_mean_line_value 1 [column_counter]),
&(temp_arrays->bh_mean_line_value2[column_counter]));
mean_value(white_vert_line, &(temp_arrays-
>wv_mean_line_valueO [row_counter]) ,
&(temp_arrays->wv_mean_line_value 1 [row_counter]),
&(temp_arrays->wv_mean_line_value2[row_counter]));
mean_value(black_vert_line, &(temp_arrays
>bv_mean_line_valueO[row_counter]),
&(temp_arrays->bv_mean_line_value 1 [row_counter]),
&(temp_arrays->bv_mean_line_value2[row_counter]));
(column_slope->arrayO[column_counter]) = (temp_arrays-
>wh_mean_line_valueO[column_counter] -
temp_arrays->bh_mean_line_valueO [column_counter])/
(white_reflectance_X - black_reflectance_X);
(column_slope->array 1 [column_counter]) =
(temp_arrays->wh_mean_line_value 1 [column_counter] -
temp_arrays>bh_mean_line_value 1 [column_counter])/
(white_reflectance_Y - black_reflectance_Y);
(column_slope->array2[column_counter]) =
(temp_arrays->wh_mean_line_value2[column_counter] -
temp_arrays->bh_mean_line_value2[column_counter])/
(white_reflectance_Z - black_reflectance_Z);
(row_slope->arrayO[row_counter]) =
(temp_arrays->wv_mean_line_valueO[row_counter] -
temp_arrays->bv_mean_line_valueO[row_counter])/(white_reflectance_X
black_reflectance_X) ;
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(row_slope->arrayl[row_counter]) =
(temp_arrays->wv_mean_line_valuel [row_counter] -
temp_arrays->bv_mean_line_valuel[row_counter])/(white_reflectance_Y
black_reflectance_Y) ;
(row_slope->array2[row_counter]) =
(temp_arrays->wv_mean_line_value2[row_counter] -
temp_arrays->bv_mean_line_value2[row_counter])/(white_reflectance_Z
black_reflectance_Z) ;
(column_offset->arrayO[column_counter]) =
temp_arrays->bh_mean_line_valueO[column_counter] -
((column_slope->arrayO [column_counter])* black_reflectance_X) ;
(column_offset->array 1 [column_counter]) =
temp_arrays->bh_mean_line_valuel [column_counter] -
((column_slope->array 1 [column_counter])*black_reflectance_Y);
(column_offset->array2[column_counter] ) =
temp_arrays->bh_mean_line_value2 [column_counter] -
((column_slope->array2[column_counter])*black_reflectance_Z);
(row_offset->arrayO[row_counter]) =
temp_arrays->bv_mean_line_valueO[row_counter] -
((row_slope->arrayO[row_counter])*black_reflectance_X);
(row_offset->array 1 [row_counter]) =
temp_arrays->bv_mean_line_valuel [row_counter] -
((row_slope->arrayl[row_counter])*black_reflectance_Y);
(row_offset->array2[row_counter]) =
temp_arrays->bv_mean_line_value2 [row_counter] -
((row_slope->array2[row_counter])*black_reflectance_Z) ;
primary_image->arrayO[pixel_counter] =
((primary_image->arrayO[pixel_counter] -
(column_offset->arrayO[column_counter] +
row_offset->arrayO[row_counter]))*(horizontal_slope_X/
column_slope->arrayO[colurnn_counter])*(vertical_slope_X/
row_slope->arrayO[row_counter] ))+ horizontal_offset_X+
vertical_offset_X;
primary_image->array 1 [pixel_counter] =
((primary_image->array 1 [pixel_counter] -
(column_offset->array 1 [column_counter] +
row_offset->array 1 [row_counter]))*(horizontal_slope_Y/
column_slope->array 1 [column_counter])*(vertical_slope_Y/
row_slope->array 1 [row_counter]))+ horizontal_offset_Y+
vertical_offset_Y;
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primary [pixel_counter] =
((primary_image->array2[pixel_counter] -
(column_offset->array2[column_counter] +
row_offset->array2[row_counter]))*(horizontal_slope_Z/
column_slope->array2[column_counter])*(vertical_slope_Z/
row_slope->array2[row_counter]))+horizontal_offset_Z+
vertical_offset_Z;
pixel_counter++ ;
} /* end of inner loop */
} /* end of outer loop */
} /* end of spatial_calibration function */
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A1.14. Non Lin Function
The (R, G, B) detectors were found to be very non-linear with respect to Y. This
function first scaled the (R, G, B) and Y values between 0-1.0. The function then
performed a non-linear transformation on each (R, G, B) term to make each term linear
with respect Y.
#include "scanner.h"
void non_lin(struct IMAGE *temp_image) {
double Scaled_R, Scaled_G, Scaled_B, Red_W = 243.0, Green_W = 242.00,
Blue_W = 234.0;
long index;
/* Scaling RGB between 0 and 1 */
for (index=0; index< temp_image->imagesize; index-H-) {
Scaled_R = temp_image->arrayO[index]/Red_W;
Scaled_G = temp_image->arrayl[index]/Green_W;
Scaled_B = temp_image->array2[index]/Blue_W;
/* Non-linear transformation ofRGB */
temp_image->arrayO[index] = 1.234966*Scaled_R -
pow(Scaled_R,2.0);
temp_image->arrayl [index] = 1.202596*Scaled_G -
pow(Scaled_G,2.0);
temp_image->array2[index] = 1.146826*Scaled_B
-
pow(Scaled_B,2.0);
} /* close for index */
} /* end of non-lin */
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A1.15. Mean Value Function
This function received an array of values, summed them, divided the sum by the
number of values in the array, and returned the result to the calling function.
#include "scanner.h"
void mean_value(struct IMAGE *temp, double *mean_valueO, double *mean_valuel,
double *mean_value2) {
long counter;
double sum_value_0 = 0.0, sum_value_l = 0.0, sum_value_2 = 0.0;
for (counter = 0; counter < temp->imagesize ; counter++) {
sum_value_0 = temp->array0[counter] + sum_value_0
sum_value_l = temp->arrayl [counter] + sum_value_l
sum_value_2 = temp->array2[counter] + sum_value_2
} /* close for loop */
*mean_value0 = sum_value_0/temp->imagesize;
*mean_valuel = sum_value_l/temp->imagesize;
*mean_value2 = sum_value_2/temp->imagesize;
} /* function close */
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A1.16. White Horz Line Extract Subimage Function
This function differed from the Extract Subimage function in the method it used
to count pixels. The counting algorithm for this function incremented the outer loop by a
value of one across the image. In the inner loop, the size of the increments were equal to
the number of pixels scanned in the horizontal direction. Because the inner loop was
incremented down a two dimensional array, the location of the first element of a row was
equal to the sum of the widths of all of the preceding rows. The location of the current
pixel was determined by adding the values of the two loops.
#include "scanner.h"
void white_horz_line_extract_subimage (struct IMAGE tempi, struct IMAGE *temp2,
long line_counter) {
double greyO, greyl, grey2;
long subimage_X, subimage_Y, counter_X, counter_Y, put_counter;
for(counter_Y = line_counter, subimage_Y =0; subimage_Y <= line_counter;
subimage_Y++) {
put_counter = 0;
for(counter_X = 0, subimage_X =0;
subimage_X < templ.number_of_columns
* (templ.number_of_rows); counter_X = counter_X +
templ.number_of_columns, subimage_X = subimage_X +
templ.number_of_columns) {
greyO = line_getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
0);
greyl = line_getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
D;
grey2 = line_getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
2);
horz_line_putpixel(temp2, put_counter, greyO,
0);
horz_line_putpixel(temp2, put_counter, greyl,
i);
horz_line_putpixel(temp2, put_counter, grey2,
2);
put_counter++;
}
}
} /* function close */
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A1.17. Line Get Pixel Function
Called three times per pixel, once for each color channel, by both the White and
the BlackHorizontal Extraction Subimage functions, this function differed from the Get
Pixel function in it's counting algorithm. In the outer of two loops, the algorithm used the
column number of the calibration patch being scanned in the series 0, 1, 2, 3...n-l, where
n was equal to one less that the number of pixels across the width of the calibration patch.
The inner loop had the value of its indices set equal to the first pixel value at each
new row. Thus, for example, if the calibration patch was 64 pixels wide, the series of
indices would be 0, 64, 128. ...n, where n was the first pixel in the last column. Adding
the location of the current row to the current column gave the current pixel location. The
three color values were retrieved from this pixel one at a time by the calling function.
#include "scanner.h"
double line_getpixel(struct IMAGE in_image, int column, int row, int
color_of_pixel)
{
long offset;
double grey;
offset = row + column;
switch(color_of_pixel) {
case 0:
grey = in_image.arrayO[offset];
break;
case 1:
grey = in_image.arrayl [offset];
break;
case 2:
grey = in_image.array2[offset];
break;
}
return grey;
}/* End ofGet Pixel*/
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A1.18. Horizontal Line Putpixel Function
Called by the White Horz Line Extract Subimage function three times per pixel,
this function differs from the Putpixelfunction; its counter increments by a value of one,
since it fills a one dimensional array.
#include "scanner.h"
void horz_line_putpixel(struct IMAGE *sub_image, long put_counter,
double grey, int color_of_pixel)
{
switch (color_of_pixel) {
case 0:
sub_image->arrayO[put_counter] = grey;
break;
case 1:
sub_image->arrayl[put_counter] = grey;
break;
case 2:
sub_image->array2[put_counter] = grey;
break;
}
}/*EndofPut_Pixel*/
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A1.19. Black Horz Line Extract Subimage Function
This function was the same its white counterpart and was written as a separate
function for the purpose of readability in other parts of the program.
#include "scanner.h"
void black_horz_line_extract_subimage (struct IMAGE tempi, struct IMAGE *temp2,
long line_counter) {
double greyO, greyl, grey2;
long subimage_X, subimage_Y, counter_X, counter_Y, put_counter;
for(counter_Y = line_counter, subimage_Y =0; subimage_Y <=line_counter;
subimage_Y++) {
put_counter = 0;
for(counter_X = 0, subimage_X =0;
subimage_X <temp 1 .number_of_columns
* (templ.number_of_rows); counter_X = counter_X +
templ.number_of_columns, subimage_X = subimage_X +
templ.number_of_columns) {
greyO = line_getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
0);
greyl = line_getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
D;
grey2 = line_getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
2);
horz_line_putpixel(temp2, put_counter, greyO,
0);
horz_line_putpixel(temp2, put_counter, greyl,
horz_line_putpixel(temp2, put_counter, grey2,
2);
put_counter++;
}
}
} /* function close */
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A1.20. White Vert Extract Subimage Function
This function was written to be very similar to the Extract Subimage function. Its
counting algorithm was the same. However, the values it used to increment the outer
loop were not generated within the function, but were passed from the Spatial Correction
function as a counter progressing from 0, 1, 2 n-1 where n was the number of columns
in the image. Its inner loop used the same numerical progression, but was internally
incremented. Because both loops used the same progression of values as the Extract
Subimage function, it was able to use the Getpixel function. However, it did use the
Vertical Line Putpixel function, a slightly modified version of the Putpixel function, since
it filled a one-dimensional array.
#include "scanner.h"
void white_vert_line_extract_subimage (struct IMAGE tempi, struct
IMAGE *temp2, long line_counter) {
double greyO, greyl, grey2;
long subimage_X, subimage_Y, counter_X, counter_Y;
for(counter_Y = line_counter, subimage_Y =0; subimage_Y <=
line_counter; subimage_Y++) {
for(counter_X = 0, subimage_X =0; subimage_X < temp2->
number_of_columns; counter_X++, subimage_X++) {
greyO = getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
0);
greyl = getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
D;
grey2 = getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
2);
vert_line_putpixel(temp2, subimage_X, greyO,
0);
vert_line_putpixel(temp2, subimage_X, greyl,
i);
"
vert_line_putpixel(temp2, subimage_X, grey2,
);
}
}
} /* function close */
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A1.21. Vertical Line Putpixel Function
Like the Horizontal Line Putpixel function, this function was called three times
per pixel, once for each array. Also like that function, it filled a one-dimensional array
so the counter ran from 0 to n-1 and it had the counter passed to it so that no internal
calculations of the current location of the pixel were necessary.
#include "scanner.h"
void vert_line_putpixel(struct IMAGE *sub_image, long offset, double grey,
int color_of_pixel)
{
switch (color_of_pixel) {
case 0:
sub_image->arrayO[offset] = grey;
break;
case 1:
sub_image->arrayl [offset] = grey;
break;
case 2:
sub_image->array2[offset] = grey;
break;
}
}/*EndofPut_Pixel*/
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A1.22. Black Vert Extract Subimage Function
This function was created for the same reason as the Black Horz Line Extract
Subimage function.
#include "scanner.h"
void black_vert_line_extract_subimage (struct IMAGE tempi, struct
IMAGE *temp2, long line_counter) {
double greyO, greyl, grey2;
long subimage_X, subimage_Y, counter_X, counter_Y;
for(counter_Y = line_counter, subimage_Y =0; subimage_Y <=line_counter;
subimage_Y++) {
for(counter_X = 0, subimage_X =0; subimage_X < temp2->
number_of_columns; counter_X++, subimage_X++) {
greyO = getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
0);
greyl = getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
D;
grey2 = getpixel(templ, counter_X, counter_Y,
2);
vert_line_putpixel(temp2, subimage_X, greyO,
0);
vert_line_putpixel(temp2, subimage_X, greyl,
D;
vert_line_putpixel(temp2, subimage_X, grey2,
2);
}
}
} /* close of extract image function */
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A1.23. Color Transformation Function
This function took the (R, G, B) values and multiplied them by the 3 by 3
colorimetric characterization matrix to calculate the approximated tristimulus values (X,
Y, Z). From these, the approximated CIELAB values (L , a , b ) were calculated.
#include "scanner.h"
void color_matrix(struct IMAGE *primary_image) {
long index;
double X, Y, Z, ratio_X, ratio_Y, ratio_Z, double_buffer[3],
X_n = 86.13,
Y_n = 90.85, Z_n = 94.65, ONE_THIRD = 1.0/3.0, temp_r_corrected,
temp_g_corrected, temp_b_corrected;
for (index=0; index< primary_image->imagesize; index++) {
temp_r_corrected = primary_image->arrayO[index]*X_n;
temp_g_corrected = primary_image->arrayl [index]*Y_n;
temp_b_corrected = primary_image->array2[index]*Z_n;
printf("%lf%lf%lf\n", temp_r_corrected, temp_g_corrected,
temp_b_corrected) ;
X = ( 0.429249*(primary_image->array0[index])
+ 0.462456*(primary_image->arrayl [index]) +
0.108295*(primary_image->array2[index]) ) * X_n;
Y = ( 0.105917*(primary_image->array0[index]) +
0.894083*(primary_image->arrayl[index]))*Y_n;
Z = ( 1.082069*(primary_image->array2[index])
- 0.082069*(primary_image->array0[index]) )*Z_n;
/* Transforming XYZ to Lab */
if ((Y/Y_n) > 0.008856) primary_image->arrayO[index]
= 116.0 * ( pow ( (Y/Y_n),ONE_THIRD ) )- 16.0;
else primary_image->arrayO[index]
= 903.3 * (Y/Y_n);
if ((X/X_n) > 0.008856) ratio_X = pow ( (X/X_n),ONE_THiRD);
else ratio_X = 7.787 * (X/X_n) + (16/1 16);
if ((Y/Y_n) > 0.008856) ratio.Y = pow ( (Y/Y_n),ONE_THIRD);
else ratio.Y = 7.787 * (Y/Y_n) + (16/116);
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if ((Z/Z_n) > 0.008856) ratio_Z = pow ( (Z/Z_n),ONE_THIRD);
else ratio_Z = 7.787 * (Z/Z_n) + (16/1 16);
primary_image->arrayl [index] = 500.0 * (ratio_X -ratio_Y);
primary_image->array2 [index] = 200.0 * (ratio_Y -ratioJZ);
if ( (primary_image->arrayO[index] < 0.0) II
(primary_image->arrayO[index] > 100.0)) {
printf("L star out of gamut\n");
exit(l);
}
if ( (primary [index] < -128.0) II
(primary [index] > 127.0)) {
printf("a star out of gamufxn");
exit(l);
}
if ( (primary_image->array2[index] < -128.0) II
(primary_image->array2[index] > 127.0)) {
printf("b star out of gamutW);
exit(l);
}
} /* close index */
} /* end of color_matrix function */
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A1.24. Outfile Function
This function wrote two output files. One was a binary image file in which the
values of
L*
were defined between 0-100 and where a* and b* were defined between 0-
255. Thus, achromatic colors would have
a*
and
b*
values of 128. It also wrote a text
file with the
a*
and
b*
unbounded and defined values for a neutral sample as
a*
= 0,
b*
=
0. The first file was created for any image processing applications, the second file for
statistical analysis of the data.
#include "scanner.h"
void outfile_function(struct IMAGE *primary_image, char *character_image_outfile,
char *float_image_outfile) {
FILE *outfilel, *outfile2;
unsigned char unsigned_character_buffer[3];
double double_buffer[3];
long int index;
if ((outfile 1 = fopen(character_image_outfile,
"wb" )) ==NULL) {
printf("Can not open %s as input",character_image_outfile);
exit(l);
}
if ((outfile2 = fopen(float_image_outfile,
"wb" )) == NULL) {
printf("Can not open %s as input", float_image_outfile);
exit(l);
}
for(index=0; index<primary_image->imagesize;index++) {
unsigned_character_buffer[0] =
(unsigned char) primary_image->arrayO[index];
unsigned_character_buffer[l] =
(unsigned char) primary_image->arrayl [index] + 128;
unsigned_character_buffer[2] =
(unsigned char) primary_image->array2 [index] + 128;
double_buffer[0] = (double) primary_image->arrayO[index];
double_buffer[ 1 ] = (double) primary_image->array 1 [index] ;
double_buffer[2] = (double) primary_image->array2[index];
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if(!feof(outfilel)){
fwrite(unsigned_character_buffer, sizeof
(unsigned_character_buffer), 1, outfile 1);
if(ferror(outfilel)) {
printf("error writing character file\n");
exit(l);
}
}
if(!feof(outfile2)){
}
} /* close index */
close (outfile1);
close (outfile2);
}/*endofout_file*/
fprintf(outfile2, "%lf %lf %lf\n", primary_image->
arrayO[index] , primary_image->array 1 [index] ,
primary_image->array2[index]) ;
if(ferror(outfile2)) {
printf("error writing double file\n");
exit(l);
}
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Appendix A2.
Table A.2. 1 Measured Values of the Macbeth Col(jrChecker.
X Y Z R G B
White (.05) 86.13 90.85 94.65 243.00 242.00 234.00
Neutral 8 57.07 60.03 64.69 152.70 152.41 147.23
Neutral 6.5 34.55 36.44 39.26 82.00 84.00 86.00
Neutral 5 18.85 19.88 21.30 41.70 43.11 44.77
Neutral 3.5 8.93 9.42 10.06 21.29 20.93 21.05
Neutral 1.5 2.75 2.91 3.24 7.38 7.04 7.11
Blue 8.24 6.22 28.61 14.95 16.26 58.41
Green 15.21 24.33 10.84 27.44 61.99 24.22
Red 20.97 12.26 5.60 113.23 25.21 23.98
Yellow 56.93 60.59 9.69 187.51 140.93 31.37
Magenta 30.82 20.15 31.63 128.37 39.99 77.60
Cyan 14.42 19.62 39.40 21.04 50.45 83.49
Orange 38.40 31.07 6.01 144.50 62.58 21.92
Purplish Blue 13.43 11.78 36.94 26.31 28.34 80.45
Moderate Red 29.66 20.28 14.49 121.57 35.55 37.66
Purple 9.19 6.88 15.66 32.86 17.60 37.44
Yellow Green 33.35 43.66 11.20 84.82 1 10.60 28.26
Orange Yellow 46.83 43.99 8.59 162.44 99.45 27.56
Dark Skin 10.88 9.61 5.91 43.65 24.56 19.45
Light Skin 38.37 35.63 25.84 136.54 80.28 64.45
Sky Blue 16.54 17.61 33.10 31.39 44.3 74.39 |
Foliage 9.52 12.42 6.15 29.64 34.68 18.45
Blue Flower 26.07 24.34 46.24 69.90 58.01 106.37
Bluish Green 31.21 42.87 45.65 58.77 117.26 103.89
TableA.2.2 Measured Values of the 3CRA Serk>s I Tiles.
X Y | Z R G B
Light Gray 56.48 60.27 62.15 151.71 155.84 152.02
Medium Gray 23.60 25.40 28.09 56.06 60.52 63.79
Dark Gray 4.86 5.13 6.03 14.69 13.45 15.47
Maroon 3.63 2.27 1.43 20.40 6.20 6.66
Pink 47.24 41.85 38.64 174.26 92.60 92.46
Brown 20.99 16.76 4.25 80.90 33.49 14.95
Yellow 57.78 63.43 12.92 202.45 167.10 37.72
Dark Green 4.61 6.76 2.94 17.76 21.26 12.10
Light Green 25.23 30.91 25.16 60.88 77.88 54.46
Greenish Blue 5.32 7.28 9.91 14.25 21.22 24.00
Medium Blue 11.62 12.46 23.93 25.65 32.91 55.46
Dark Blue 1.87 1.14 6.43 10.25 7.42 20.76
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Appendix A3.
Ratios of the Values in the X And Y Axes in the 3 Power Spectra of the Image of
Photographic Paper to Adjacent Off-Axis Pixel Before and After Spatial Correction
Table A.3.1 Power Spectra Ratios Before Spatial Correction.
L x axis
L*
y axis a x axis a y axis b xaxis
b*
y axis
232.25 154.73 241.70 217.19 212.09 181.93 Pixel 1
165.13 161.21 156.35 246.67 191.36 198.72 Pixel 2
192.46 239.14 200.54 225.61 172.27 197.16 Pixel 3
169.93 241.71 208.30 245.69 240.19 183.71 Pixel 4
196.30 188.49 167.19 150.27 191.18 225.53 Pixel 5
213.90 229.99 178.54 244.45 212.14 218.56 Pixel 6
159.08 209.62 198.82 185.58 237.85 247.22 Pixel 7
206.40 227.43 185.79 199.71 162.21 216.79 Pixel 8
Mean
Values
Global mean
191.93 206.54 192.15 214.39 202.41 208.70 202.69
Standard
Deviation
Global Standard
Deviation
25.69 34.56 26.62 34.26 28.39 22.37 28.65
Table A.3.2 Power Spectra Ratios After Spatial Correction.
L* x axis T
*
L y axis a x axis a y axis b x axis b y axis
2.17 0.89 1.35 1.08 0.99 2.03 Pixel 1
1.66 0.68 1.44 1.64 1.89 0.80 Pixel 2
1.33 1.80 2.11 1.36 1.84 1.73 Pixel 3
1.80 2.42 2.05 1.51 2.37 2.00 Pixel 4
0.85 1.93 1.03 2.17 1.32 0.95 Pixel 5
1.23 1.58 1.57 1.13 2.36 1.66 Pixel 6
1.59 1.76 1.51 1.00 2.02 1.80 Pixel 7
1.57 1.08 1.26 0.77 1.55 1.62 Pixel 8
Mean
values
Global Mean
1.52 1.52 1.54 1.33 1.79 1.57 1.52
Standard
Deviation
Global Standard
Deviation
0.40 0.59 0.37 0.44 0.48 0.46 0.46
Average global ratio of power spectra before spatial correction to average global ratio of
power spectra after spatial correction: 133.35. Percentage of global mean error remaining
after spatial correction : 0.75%
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Appendix Bl.
4 SAS PROGRAMS
Bl.l. Summary ofProgram Functions
These SAS programs calculated the eigenvectors, the eigenvalues, and the mean
^+ _ -J; /V fy *.fy fy S\ fy A fy fy / fy
values, from the (L ,a ,b ), (L ,a ), (L ,b ), and (a ,b ) data sets. The results from
each data set analyzed were written to two data files.
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*.fy fy ^ A
B1.2. Program for Analysis of (L ,a ,b ) Data
This program read seven data files of L , a , and b values. The mean values and the
A<fy fy !* fy
eigenvalues for (L ,a ,b ) were calculated and written to a data file. The eigenvectors
A.fy fy SS. fy
for (L ,a ,b ) were also calculated and were written to a second data file.
%macro todo (tempdb,thefile );
options linesize=72;
data bob;
infile "&thefile";
input Lab;
proc princomp cov outstat = &tempdb;
var Lab;
proc print data=&tempdb;
run;
%mend;
%todo (datal,13-13-8004.1abf);
%todo (data2,13-13-7006.1abf);
%todo (data3,13-13-6509.1abf);
%todo (data4,13-13-5511.1abf);
%todo (data5,13-12-5012.1abf);
%todo (data6,13-12-4511.1abf);
%todo (data7,13-l 1-401 l.labf);
/* This step puts the eigenvalues and the mean values ofL a b in one */
/* text file. The eigenvector values are written first, followed by the mean values. */
data temp;
file 'mean_lambda.Lab';
/* next line reads mean/eigenvalue file */
set datal data2 data3 data4 data5 data6 data7;
/* Next line selects only the eigenvalues and the mean values to be included. */
if
_type_
=
'mean'
or_type_='eigenval';
put Lab;
run;
data temp;
file 'eigenvector.Lab';
/* Writing the eigenvector file */
set datal data2 data3 data4 data5 data6 data7;
if_type_ = 'score';
put Lab;
run;
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^fy fy
B1.3. Program for Analysis of (L ,a ) Data
*.fy fy yv fy
This program read seven data files of L , a , and b values. The mean values and the
eigenvalues for (L ,a )were calculated and written to a data file. The eigenvectors for
(L ,a ) were also calculated and were written to a second data file.
%macro todo (tempdb,thefile );
options linesize=72;
data bob;
infile "&thefile";
inputLab;
proc princomp cov outstat = &tempdb;
var L a ;
proc print data=&tempdb;
run;
%mend;
%todo (datal, 13-13-8004.1abf);
%todo (data2,13-13-7006.1abf);
%todo (data3,13-13-6509.1abf);
%todo (data4,13-13-5511.1abf);
%todo (data5,13-12-5012.1abf);
%todo (data6, 13- 12-45 1 1 .labf);
%todo (data7,13-l 1-401 l.labf);
/* This step puts the eigenvalues and the mean values ofL a in one */
/* text file. The eigenvector values are written first, followed by the mean values. */
data temp;
file 'mean_lambda.La';
/* Next line selects only the eigenvalues and the mean values to be included. */
if
_type_
=
'mean'
or_type_='eigenval';
put L a;
run;
data temp;
file 'eigenvector.La';
/* Writing the eigenvector file */
set datal data2 data3 data4 data5 data6 data7;
if_type_ = 'score';
put L a ;
run;
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B1.4. Program for Analysis of (L*,b*) Data
This program read seven data files of L*, a*, and
b*
values. The mean values and the
a fy ^ fy
eigenvalues for (L ,b )were calculated and written to a data file. The eigenvectors for
(L ,b ) were also calculated and were written to a second data file.
%macro todo (tempdb,thefile );
options linesize=72;
data bob;
infile "&thefile";
input Lab;
proc princomp cov outstat = &tempdb;
var Lb;
proc print data=&tempdb;
run;
%mend;
%todo (datal, 13-13-8004.1abf);
%todo (data2,13-13-7006.1abf);
%todo (data3,13-13-6509.1abf);
%todo (data4,13-13-5511.1abf);
%todo (data5,13-12-5012.1abf);
%todo (data6,13-12-4511.1abf);
%todo (data7, 13- 1 1 -40 1 1 .labf);
/* This step puts the eigenvalues and the mean values of L b in one */
/* text file. The eigenvector values are written first, followed by the mean values. */
data temp;
file 'mean_lambda.Lb';
/* Next line selects only the eigenvalues and the mean values to be included. */
set datal data2 data3 data4 data5 data6 data7;
/* Next line selects only the eigenvalues and the mean values to be included. */
if
_type_
=
'mean'
or
_type_='eigenval';
put L b;
run;
data temp;
file 'eigenvector.Lb';
/* Writing the eigenvector file */
set datal data2 data3 data4 data5 data6 data7;
if 'score';
put L b;
run;
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B1.5. Program for Analysis of ( a*,b*) Data
This program read seven data files of L*, a*, and
b*
values. The mean values and the
eigenvalues for (a*,b*)were calculated and written to a data file. The eigenvectors for
( a ,b ) were also calculated and were written to a second data file.
%macro todo (tempdb,thefile );
options linesize=72;
data bob;
infile "&thefile";
input lab;
proc princomp cov outstat = &tempdb;
var a b;
proc print data=&tempdb;
run;
%mend;
%todo (datal,13-13-8004.1abf)
%todo (data2,13-13-7006.1abf)
%todo (data3,13-13-6509.1abf)
%todo (data4, 13-13-55 ll.labf)
%todo (data5,13-12-5012.1abf)
%todo (data6, 13-12-45 1 1 .labf)
%todo (data7, 13- 1 1 -40 1 1 .labf)
/* This step puts the eigenvalues and the mean values of a b in one */
/* text file. The eigenvector values are written first, followed by the mean values. */
data temp;
file 'mean_lambda.ab';
/* Next line selects only the eigenvalues and the mean values to be included. */
set datal data2 data3 data4 data5 data6 data7;
if
_type_
=
'mean'
or
_type_='eigenval';
put ab;
run;
data temp;
file 'eigenvector.ab';
/* Writing the eigenvector file */
set datal data2 data3 data4 data5 data6 data7;
if_type_= 'score';
put a b;
run;
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Appendix B2.
FourMathematica Graphing Programs
B2.1. Summary ofProgram Functions
These Mathematica programs read the data files, which contained the mean
values, the eigenvalues, and the eigenvectors calculated in SAS from the (L*,a*,b*),
(L ,a ), (L ,b ), and (a ,b ) data sets. Using ParametricPlot3D, seven three-
dimensional ellipsoids were graphed.
The data files that are read into the program which contain the mean values and
the eigenvalues of the 95% confidence ellipsoids and their associated elliptical
projections are named mean_lambda.lab,mean_lambda.la,mean_lambda.lb, and
meanjambda.ab, respectively. The suffix of each file indicates which CIELAB
coordinates the file contains.
The data files that are read into the program that contain the eigenvectors of the
95% confidence ellipsoids and their associated elliptical projections are named
eigenvector. lab, eigenvector. la, eigenvector. lb, and eigenvector.ab, respectively. The
suffix of each file indicates which CIELAB coordinates the file contains.
Section B2.2 contains two data files that were derived from the data in the patches
in the neutral strip (105). The first is meanj.ambda.lab . The first row of this file
*.fy fy * fy
contains the three mean values of L , a , and b , respectively, for the lightest patch.
The second row contains the first, second, and third eigenvalue. Each successive pair of
rows contains the mean CIELAB coordinates and eigenvalues for the next darkest patch.
The data files for the elliptical projections are formatted similarly, however they have
only two columns of data, rather than the three columns of data, which this file contains.
The second file, eigenvector. lab contains the nine eigenvector components. The
first three rows contain eigenvector data for the lightest patch. Each successive triplet of
rows contains eigenvector data for the next darkest patch. The first row of each set of
s^fy fy a fy
three rows contains the first components of the eigenvectors for L , a , and b ,
respectively. The second row contains the second components of these three
eigenvectors. The third row contains the third components of these three eigenvectors.
The data files for the elliptical projections are formatted similarly, however they have
only two columns of data, rather than the three columns of data, which this file contains.
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B2.2. Data FilesMean_Lambda.lab and Eigenvector.lab.
Table B2.2. 1 FileMean_Lambda.Lab Calculated FromNeutral Istrip (105).
i*.fy fy * fy
Mean Values of L ,a ,b 91.12 2.28 0.50
First, Second, and third Eigenvalue 19.27 5.77 2.79
Mean Values of L ,a 80.96 4.20 -1.34
First, Second, and third Eigenvalue 30.33 10.63 5.03
s^fy fy ^ fy
Mean Values of L ,a ,b 67.84 5.06 -1.55
First, Second, and third Eigenvalue 48.02 21.69 8.42
Mean Values of L ,a*,b 58.27 6.70 -0.70
First, Second, and third Eigenvalue 63.39 29.44 8.92
A,fy fy /V fy
Mean Values of L ,a ,b 49.95 6.62 -1.85
First, Second, and third Eigenvalue 48.42 24.88 8.53
Mean Values of L ,a*,b 41.74 7.05 -1.34
First, Second, and third Eigenvalue 38.16 21.44 10.62
Aify fy vv fy
Mean Values of L ,a ,b 32.85 7.73 -3.95
First, Second, and third Eigenvalue 18.97 13.51 8.24
Table B2.2.2 File Eigenvector. lab Calculated From Neutral Strip (105).
L* Component
a* Component
b* Component
First Eigenvector -0.70 0.39 0.60
Second Eigenvector 0.71 0.33 0.62
Third Eigenvector 0.04 0.86 -0.51
First Eigenvector -0.66 0.41 0.63
Second Eigenvector 0.75 0.23 0.63
Third Eigenvector 0.11 0.88 -0.45
First Eigenvector -0.68 0.50 0.53
Second Eigenvector 0.71 0.28 0.64
Third Eigenvector 0.17 0.82 -0.55
First Eigenvector -0.77 0.57 0.29
Second Eigenvector 0.57 0.40 0.72
Third Eigenvector 0.30 0.71 -0.63 1
First Eigenvector 0.81 -0.54 -0.23
Second Eigenvector 0.51 0.46 0.73
Third Eigenvector 0.28 0.71 -0.65
First Eigenvector -0.72 0.56 0.40
Second Eigenvector 0.63 0.29 0.72
Third Eigenvector 0.29 0.78 -0.56
First Eigenvector 0.76 -0.65 0.08
Second Eigenvector -0.10 0.01 1.00
Third Eigenvector 0.64 0.76 0.06
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B2.3. Program for Graphing the (L ,a*,b*) Ellipsoids
This program read the data files containing the mean values, the eigenvalues, and
the eigenvectors calculated in SAS from the (L*,a*,b*) data set. Using
ParametricPlot3D, seven three-dimensional ellipsoids were graphed.
indata = ReadList["mean_lambda.lab", Number];
data = Partition[indata,6];
vecdata=ReadList["eigenvector.lab", (Number, Number, Number}];
ev=Partition[vecdata,3 ] ;
p={};
Do[
hL = Sqrt[data[[i,4]]] * Sqrt[7.81];
ha= Sqrt[data[[i,5]]] * Sqrt[7.81];
hb = Sqrt[data[[i,6]]] * Sqrt[7.81];
L = data[[i,l]];
a = data[[i,2]];
b = data[[i,3]];
q = ParametricPlot3D[{a+(hL Cos[u] Cos[t]) ev[[i,l,2]]+
(ha Cos[u] Sin[fJ) ev[[i,2,2]]+(hb Sin[u]) ev[[i,3,2]],
b+(hL Cos[u] Cos[t]) ev[[i,l,3]]+
(ha Cos[u] Sin[t]) ev[[i,2,3]]+(hb Sin[u]) ev[[i,3,3]],
L+(hL Cos[u] Cos[t]) ev[[i,l,l]]+
(ha Cos[u] Sin[f]) ev[[i,2,l]]+(hb Sin[u]) ev[[i,3,l]]},
{t,0,2Pi},{u, -Pi/2, Pi/2},
AxesLabel->{"a*","b*","L*"}, BoxRatios -> {1,1,1},
PlotRange->{ {-65,65}, {-65,65}, {0,100}},
DisplayFunction->Identity] ; AppendTo[p,q] ,
{i.1,7}];
. n
image=Show[p, DisplayFunction->$DisplayFunction]
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B2.4. Program for Graphing the (L ,a ) Ellipses
This program read the data files containing the mean values, the eigenvalues, and
the eigenvectors calculated in SAS from the (L ,a ) data set. Using ParametricPlot,
seven two-dimensional ellipses were graphed.
indata = ReadList["mean_lambda.la", Number];
data = Partition[indata,4];
vecdata=ReadList["eigenvector.la", {Number, Number}];
ev=Partition[vecdata,2] ;
P = {};
Do[
hi = Sqrt[data[[i,4]]] * Sqrt[5.99];
h2= Sqrt[data[[i,3]]] * Sqrt[5.99];
ml = data[[i,2]];
m2 = data[[i,l]];
q = ParametricPlot[{ml+(h2 Cos[t]) ev[[i,l,l]]+
(hlSin[t])ev[[i,2,l]],
m2+(h2Cos[t])ev[[i,l,2]]+
(hlSin[t])ev[[i,2,2]]},
{t,0,2Pi},
AxesLabel->{"a*","L*"},
PlotRange->{ {-65,65}, {0,100} },
DisplayFunction->Identity]; AppendTo[p,q],
{i,l,7}];
. i
Show[p, DisplayFunction->$DisplayFunction]
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B2.5. Program for Graphing the (L ,b ) Ellipses
This program read the data files containing the mean values, the eigenvalues, and
the eigenvectors calculated in SAS from the (L ,b ) data set. Using ParametricPlot,
seven two-dimensional ellipses were graphed.
indata = ReadList["mean_lambda.lb", Number];
data = Partition[indata,4];
vecdata=ReadList["eigenvector.lb", {Number, Number}];
ev=Partition[vecdata,2] ;
p={};
Do[
hi = Sqrt[data[[i,4]]] * Sqrt[5.99];
h2= Sqrt[data[[i,3]]] * Sqrt[5.99];
ml = data[[i,2]];
m2 = data[[i,l]];
q = ParametricPlot[{ml+(h2 Cos[t]) ev[[i,l,l]]+
(hi Sin[t]) ev[[i,2,l]],
m2+(h2Cos[t])ev[[i,l,2]]+
(hlSin[t])ev[[i,2,2]]},
{t,0,2Pi},
AxesLabel->{"b*","L*"},
PlotRange->{ {-65,65},{0,100}},
DisplayFunction->Identity]; AppendTo[p,q],
{U,7}];
Show [p, DisplayFunction->$DisplayFunction]
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B2.6. Program for Graphing of (a ,b ) Ellipses
This program read the data files containing the mean values, the eigenvalues, and
the eigenvectors calculated in SAS from the (a ,b ) data set. Using a ParametricPlot,
seven two-dimensional ellipses were graphed.
indata = ReadList["mean_lambda.ab", Number];
data = Partition[indata,4];
vecdata=ReadList["eigenvector.ab", {Number, Number}];
ev=Partition[vecdata,2] ;
p = {};
Do[
hi = Sqrt[data[[i,3]]] * Sqrt[5.99];
h2= Sqrt[data[[i,4]]] * Sqrt[5.99];
ml =data[[i,l]];
m2 = data[[i,2]];
q = ParametricPlot[{ml+(hl Cos[t]) ev[[i,l,l]]+
(h2 Sin[t]) ev[[i,2,l]],
m2+(hl Cos[t]) ev[[i,l,2]]+
(h2Sin[t])ev[[i,2,2]]},
{t,0,2Pi},
AxesLabel->{"a*","b*"},
PlotRange->{ {-65,65}, {-65,65} },
DisplayFunction->Identity]; AppendTo[p,q],
{U,7}];
Show[p, DisplayFunction->$DisplayFunction]
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Appendix B3.
Full Data Set (4096) Points GraphedWithin a 95% Confidence Ellipse.
b*-Hat 5-
a*-Hat
Fig B3 1 4096 Data Points from Tan Patch 1 10-12-702 in the (a*, b*) Plane
Within a
95% Confidence Ellipse.
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Appendix CI.
Graphs of the Spectral Reflectance FactorValues, the K/S values, and the log K/S
Values as a Function ofWavelength from Nine of the Color Strips from the Scott-
Munsell System.
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Fig. Cl.l Spectral Reflectance Factor Values of the Seven Patches in Orange Strip (13).
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Fig. CI.2 K/S Values of the Seven Patches in Orange Strip (13).
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Fig. CI.3 Log K/S Values of the Seven Patches in Orange Strip (13).
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Fig. CI.4 Spectral Reflectance Factor Values of the Seven Patches in Red Strip (33).
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Fig. CI.5 K/S Values of the Seven Patches in Red Strip (33).
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Fig. CI.6 Log K/S Values of the Seven Patches in Red Strip (33).
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Fig. CI.7 Spectral Reflectance Factor Values of the Seven Patches in H. C. Magenta
Strip (36).
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Fig. CI.8 K/S Values of the Seven Patches in H. C. Magenta Strip (36).
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Fig. CI.9 Log K/S Values of the Seven Patches in H. C. Magenta Strip (36).
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Fig. CLIO Spectral Reflectance Factor Values of the Seven Patches in L. C. Magenta
Strip (43).
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Fig. Cl.l 1 K/S Values of the Seven Patches in L. C. Magenta Strip (43).
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Fig. CI. 12 Log K/S Values of the Seven Patches in L. C. Magenta Strip (43).
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Fig. CI. 13 Spectral Reflectance Factor Values of the Seven Patches in Cyan Strip (56).
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Fig. CI. 14 K/S Values of the Seven Patches in Cyan Strip (56).
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Fig. CI. 15 Log K/S Values of the Seven Patches in Cyan Strip (56).
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Fig. CI. 16 Spectral Reflectance Factor Values of the Seven Patches in L. C. Green Strip
(67).
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Fig. CI. 17 K/S Values of the Seven Patches in L. C. Green Strip (67).
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Fig. CI. 18 Log K/S Values of the Seven Patches in L. C. Green Strip (67).
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Fig. C1.20 K/S Values of the Seven Patches in H. C. Green Strip (70).
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Fig. CI.21 Log K/S Values of the Seven Patches in H. C. Green Strip (70).
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Fig. CI.22 Spectral Reflectance Factor Values of the Seven Patches in Neutral Strip
(105).
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Fig. CI.23 K/S Values of the Seven Patches in Neutral Strip (105).
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Fig. CI.25 Spectral Reflectance Factor Values of the Seven Patches in Tan Strip (1 10).
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Fig. CI.26 K/S Values of the Seven Patches in Tan Strip (110).
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Appendix DI.
CIELAB Values Calculated from BYK-Gardner Spectrophotometer and UMAX
Scanner and TheirAssociated Colorimetric Error Values
The values in Table D2 are specified by their patch number. The first two digits of each
patch number is the number of the strip. The name of the color corresponding to each
strip number is given in Table D 1 .
Tab e D1 . 1 Color Names of the Strips.
Orange (13) Red (33) H. C. Magenta (36)
L. C. Magenta (43) Cyan (56) L. C. Green (67)
H. C. Green (70) Neutral (105) Tan (110)
Table D1.2 CIELAB Values Calculated from Spectrophotometric and Scanner
Measurements with their Associated Colorimetric Error Values.
L*
*
a
b*
L*
a
b*
AL*
Aa* *
Ab ^ab
13-13-8004 87.70 16.33 18.01 87.91 13.23 16.26 -0.22 3.09 1.75 3.56
13-13-7006 77.95 23.00 25.91 77.45 20.16 23.45 0.50 2.84 2.47 3.80
13-13-6509 72.19 30.51 38.70 71.34 27.85 34.40 0.85 2.66 4.30 5.13
13-13-5511 60.18 40.75 52.90 60.84 38.69 45.20 -0.66 2.07 7.70 8.00
13-12-5012 57.05 47.47 56.11 57.28 45.96 44.47 -0.23 1.50 11.64 11.74
13-12-4511 50.67 42.74 50.35 51.64 40.29 38.20 -0.97 2.45 12.15 12.44
13-11-4011 46.31 47.03 45.94 47.55 45.16 32.04 -1.24 1.87 13.91 14.09
33-06-8502 92.12 6.33 3.32 92.72 5.65 2.60 -0.60 0.69 0.73 1.17
33-03-7003 74.14 13.75 4.62 74.10 12.73 2.94 0.04 1.02 1.68 1.97
33-03-5504 62.40 17.00 3.94 63.27 16.61 2.01 -0.87 0.39 1.94 2.16
33-01-5504 52.95 20.62 4.00 55.32 20.86 1.74 -2.37 -0.24 2.26 3.28
33-01-4004 43.06 23.10 4.05 46.87 22.29 1.06 -3.81 0.80 2.99 4.91
33-01-3504 40.29 20.35 2.28 45.33 20.28 0.25 -5.04 0.07 2.02 5.43
33-03-2503 28.15 16.10 1.23 36.06 17.69 -2.41 -7.90 -1.59 3.65 8.85
36-87-7504 79.09 16.01 -11.83 80.99 19.78 -12.31 -1.89 -3.77 0.48 4.25
36-87-6506 67.31 23.49 -16.63 68.87 28.14 -16.52 -1.57 -4.65 -0.11 4.91
36-89-6007 64.03 27.44 -15.56 66.41 31.31 -15.06 -2.39 -3.87 -0.50 4.57
36-89-5008 53.44 33.23 -19.18 57.29 36.69 -18.62 -3.85 -3.46 -0.56 5.21
36-89-4008 42.71 36.67 -19.50 48.59 37.51 -16.03 -5.88 -0.84 -3.47 6.88
36-89-3008 34.15 37.69 -19.46 41.93 35.60 -15.23 -7.78 2.09 -4.23 9.10
36-89-3007 31.25 34.26 -20.41 39.01 32.60 -16.85 -7.76 1.65 -3.57 8.69
200
Table D. 1.2 Continued.
43-83-7004 77.92 9.84 -13.98 79.98 13.53 -14.37 -2.06 -3.69 0.39 4.24
43-85-6003 63.07 10.09 -13.43 65.32 13.35 -12.77 -2.25 -3.26 -0.66 4.01
43-85-4503 49.67 10.68 -14.18 53.59 15.71 -12.21 -3.93 -5.03 -1.96 6.68
43-85-4003 44.30 11.73 -15.79 49.25 16.87 -13.07 -4.95 -5.14 -2.73 7.64
43-83-4004 41.32 12.29 -16.23 46.01 15.70 -12.97 -4.70 -3.41 -3.26 6.66
43-85-3002 30.07 9.32 -11.79 38.35 13.54 -8.74 -8.28 -4.23 -3.05 9.79
43-85-2002 24.02 7.08 -8.80 33.47 12.70 -7.87 -9.45 -5.62 -0.93 11.03
56-61-8504 89.37 -12.54 -10.65 91.46 -8.76 -10.10 -2.08 -3.78 -0.55 4.35
56-61-7005 77.87 -19.57 -18.78 77.03 -13.47 -17.38 0.84 -6.10 -1.40 6.32
56-61-6506 72.00 -18.50 -22.48 73.18 -12.36 -21.71 -1.17 -6.14 -0.78 6.30
56-61-6007 62.57 -20.41 -28.30 64.50 -13.21 -26.63 -1.94 -7.20 -1.67 7.64
56-61-5008 54.82 -20.36 -30.56 56.01 -11.58 -27.85 -1.20 -8.78 -2.72 9.27
56-63-4007 44.41 -14.92 -31.63 45.86 -7.15 -28.12 -1.46 -7.77 -3.51 8.65
56-63-3507 39.46 -11.78 -31.58 41.35 -3.58 -29.12 -1.89 -8.19 -2.46 8.76
67-38-7503 81.24 -14.31 12.81 83.06 -8.71 12.83 -1.83 -5.60 -0.02 5.89
67-41-6504 72.64 -18.78 13.91 73.95 -10.64 13.67 -1.31 -8.14 0.24 8.25
67-37-5004 54.71 -19.38 17.91 56.97 -9.75 15.06 -2.26 -9.63 2.85 10.30
67-37-4504 51.65 -20.16 17.18 54.64 -10.09 14.02 -2.99 -10.07 3.16 10.97
67-37-4004 45.73 -17.60 15.96 47.93 -6.75 11.98 -2.20 -10.85 3.98 11.76
67-37-3503 39.96 -15.15 14.04 43.37 -7.03 9.33 -3.41 -8.12 4.71 9.99
67-37-3003 33.12 -13.48 11.40 38.10 -5.33 8.30 -4.98 -8.15 3.09 10.04
70-37-8503 90.58 -15.31 19.41 92.05 -9.62 19.13 -1.47 -5.69 0.29 5.88
70-38-7506 79.67 -29.20 29.13 81.19 -17.51 27.57 -1.52 -11.68 1.56 11.89
70-37-7007 74.04 -32.68 36.88 75.96 -19.73 33.98 -1.92 -12.95 2.90 13.41
70-37-6008 66.3JL -35.00 39.91 69.24 -21.21 35.34 -2.91 -13.79 4.57 14.82
70-37-5508 60.50 -35.30 36.88 63.29 -20.34 32.09 -2.79 -14.96 4.79 15.96
70-37-4508 51.57 -35.05 36.72 53.38 -17.43 29.24 -1.81 -17.63 7.48 19.23
70-38-4007 44.78 -33.59 29.26 47.47 -15.72 21.46 -2.69 -17.87 7.80 19.68
105-N85 90.31 -0.15 0.43 91.28 2.25 0.21 -0.97 -2.40 0.23 2.60
105-N75 81.02 0.86 -2.13 81.15 4.42 -1.78 -0.13 -3.56 -0.35 3.58
105-N65 66.97 0.52 -2.62 68.29 4.85 -2.04 -1.32 -4.33 -0.58 4.56
105-N55 55.78 -0.36 -1.72 59.12 5.75 -0.92 -3.34 -6.11 -0.80 7.01
105-N45 45.98 1.01 -1.99 50.41 6.83 -2.37 -4.42 -5.81 0.38 7.32
105-N35 36.39 0.71 -1.86 42.06 7.51 -2.14 -5.67 -6.81 0.28 8.86
105-N20 23.33 0.57 -3.39 33.14 7.51 -3.80 -9.81 -6.94 0.41 12.02
110-13-8501 91.78 4.72 4.80 92.21 5.01 3.97 -0.42 -0.30 0.83 0.98
110-12-7002 74.52 7.06 4.96 76.08 9.86 4.86 -1.56 -2.80 0.10 3.21
110-13-6002 63.51 6.35 5.63 65.66 8.80 5.16 -2.15 -2.45 0.47 3.30
110-13-5002 52.32 7.85 4.40 56.00 11.11 3.02 -3.68 -3.26 1.38 5.11
110-13-3502 36.12 8.92 6.31 42.53 12.12 3.43 -6.41 -3.20 2.88 7.72
110-15-3001 30.91 6.33 5.64 38.35 11.07 1.41 -7.43 -4.73 4.23 9.78
110-11-2001 21.50 6.23 2.44 32.30 10.10 -1.41 -10.79 -3.87 3.85 12.10 |
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Appendix D2.
Graphs ofCIELAB Values Calculated from Spectrophotometric and Scanner
Measurements.
Listed are graphs of the colorimetric values plotted as L* vs. a*,
L*
vs. b*, and
b*
vs.
a*
from each patch from the nine color strips. CIELAB values shown in these graphs were
calculated from measurements made with the BYK-Gardner spectrophotometer and with
the UMAX scanner.
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Fig. D2.5
L*
vs.
b* Values ofRed Strip (33) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.6 b* vs. a* Values ofRed Strip (33) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.7
L*
vs.
a* Values of H. C. Magenta Strip (36) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.8 L vs. b Values ofH. C. Magenta Strip (36) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.9
b*
vs.
a* Values of H. C. Magenta Strip (36) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.10 L* vs. a* Values ofL. C. Magenta Strip (43) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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L*
vs.
b* Values of L. C. Magenta Strip (43) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.12 b* vs. a* Values of L. C. Magenta Strip (43) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.13
L*
vs.
a* Values of Cyan Strip (56) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.14 L vs. b Values of Cyan Strip (56) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.15
b*
vs.
a* Values ofCyan Strip (56) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.16 L* vs. a* Values ofL. C. Green Strip (67) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2. 17
L*
vs.
b* Values of L. C. Green Strip (67) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.18 b* vs. a* Values ofL. C. Green Strip (67) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2. 19
L*
vs.
a* Values of H. C. Green Strip (70) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.20 L vs. b Values ofH. C. Green Strip (70) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.21
b*
vs.
a* Values of H. C. Green Strip (70) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.22 L vs. a Values ofNeutral Strip (105) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.23
L*
vs.
b* Values ofNeutral Strip (105) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.24 b vs. a Values ofNeutral Strip (105) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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L*
vs.
a* Values ofTan Strip (1 10) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.26 L vs. b Values of Tan Strip (1 10) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Fig. D2.27
b*
vs.
a* Values ofTan Strip (1 10) as Measured with a Scanner and
Spectrophotometer.
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Appendix D3
95% Confidence Ellipses in the (a*, b*) Plane
The 95% confidence ellipses in the (a*, b*) plane corresponding to each patch in the nine
color strips are listed here.
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Fig. D3.1 Ellipses in the (a*, b*) Plane for the Strip ofOrange Patches (13).
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Fig. D3.2 Ellipses in the (a*, b*) Plane for the Strip ofRed Patches (33).
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Fig. D3.3 Ellipses in the (a*, b*) Plane for the Strip ofH. C. Magenta Patches (36).
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Fig. D3.4 Ellipses in the (a*, b*) Plane for the Strip ofH. C. Magenta Patches (43).
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Fig. D3.5 Ellipses in the (a*, b*) Plane for the Strip of Cyan Patches (56).
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Fig. D3.6 Ellipses in the (a*, b*) Plane for the Strip of L. C. Green Patches (67).
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Fig. D3.7 Ellipses in the (a*, b*) Plane for the Strip of H. C. Green Patches (70).
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Fig. D3.8 Ellipses in the (a*, b*) Plane for the Strip ofNeutral Patches (105).
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Fig. D3.9 Ellipses in the (a*, b*) Plane for the Strip ofTan Patches (1 10).
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Appendix D4
95% Confidence Ellipses and Half-Axis Vectors.
This appendix contains the graphs of the 95% confidence ellipses in the (L*, a*) and (L*,
b*) planes, the plots of the magnitude and the angular orientation of the major and minor
half-axes of the ellipses, each of which corresponds to one of the six color strips not
shown in Chapter Five.
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Fig. D4. 1 Ellipses in the (L*, a*) Plane for the Strip ofOrange Patches (13).
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Figs. D4.2 and D4.3 Orange Strip (13) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in
(L*
a*) Plane.
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Fig. D4.4 Ellipses in the (L*, b*) Plane for the Strip ofOrange Patches (13).
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Figs. D4.5 and D4.6 Orange Strip (13) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in
(L*
b*) Plane.
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Fig. D4.7 Ellipses in the (L*, a*) Plane for the Strip ofRed Patches (33).
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Figs. D4.8 and D4.9 Red Strip (33) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in (L*, a*)
Plane.
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Fig. D4. 10 Ellipses in the (L*, b*) Plane for the Strip ofRed Patches (33).
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Figs. D4.1 1 and D4.12 Red Strip (33) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in (L*,
b*) Plane.
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Fig. D4.13 Ellipses in the (L*, a*) Plane for the Strip ofL. C. Magenta Patches (43).
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Figs. D4.14 and D4.15 L. C. Magenta Strip (43) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-
Axes in (L*, a*) Plane.
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Fig. D4.16 Ellipses in the (L*, b*) Plane for the Strip of L. C. Magenta Patches (43).
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Figs. D4.17 and D4.18 L. C. Magenta Strip (43) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-
Axes in (L*, b*) Plane.
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Fig. D4.19 Ellipses in the (L*, a*) Plane for the Strip of Cyan Patches (56).
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Figs. D4.20 and D4.21 Cyan Strip (56) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in (L*,
a*) Plane.
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Fig. D4.22 Ellipses in the (L*, b*) Plane for the Strip of Cyan Patches (56).
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Figs. D4.23 and D4.24 Cyan Strip (56) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in (L*,
a*) Plane.
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Fig. D4.25 Ellipses in the (L*, a*) Plane for the Strip ofL. C. Green Patches (67).
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Figs. D4.26 and D4.27 De-Saturated Green Strip (67) Major (left) andMinor (right)
Half-Axes in (L*, a*) Plane.
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Fig. D4.28 Ellipses in the (L*, b*) Plane for the Strip ofL. C. Green Patches (67).
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Figs. D4.29 and D4.30 L. C. Green Strip (67) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes
in (L*, b*) Plane.
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Fig. D4.31 Ellipses in the (L*, a*) Plane for the Strip of Tan Patches (110).
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Figs. D4.32 and D4.33 Tan Strip (1 10) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in (L*,
a*) Plane.
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Fig. D4.34 Ellipses in the (L*, b*) Plane for the Strip ofTan Patches (110).
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Figs. D4.35 and D4.36 Tan Strip (1 10) Major (left) andMinor (right) Half-Axes in (L*,
b*) Plane.
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Appendix D5.
95% CONFIDENCE ELLIPSOIDS
Three ellipsoids corresponding to the strips h. c. magenta (36), h. c. green (70), and
neutral (105) were discussed and displayed in Chapter Five. The ellipsoids corresponding
to strips orange (13), red (33), I.e. magenta (43), cyan (56), I.e. green (67), and tan (110)
are included here.
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Fig. D5. 1 Ellipsoids Corresponding to the Set ofOrange Patches (13).
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Fig. D5.2 Ellipsoids Corresponding to the Set ofRed Patches (33).
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Fig. D5.3 Ellipsoids Corresponding to the Set of L. C. Magenta Patches (43).
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Fig. D5.4 Ellipsoids Corresponding to the Set ofCyan Green Patches (56).
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Fig. D5.5 Ellipsoids Corresponding to the Set ofL. C. Green Patches (67).
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Fig. D5.6 Ellipsoids Corresponding to the Set of Tan Patches (1 10).
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